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., ~and 
the ATLAS 
sure did 
its stuff~~ 
With sizes ranging from 20 HP-SOO HP . .• Atlas 
Imperial manufactures a fu~l line of diesels 
for use in fish boats, work boats, yachts, etc. 
"T 
.l HERE was no job too tough for you 
to respond to .• and you always got results" •• 
said ship operators of Karl Prehn, Harbor 
Master of Portland, Oregon, and the members 
of his patrol .• in commenting upon their work, 
with the Atlas Diesel-powered patrol boat 
"Mulkey", during a recent freeze in the Harbor. 
"You were up against a tough situation, realized it, and 
knew that action had to be taken at once, regardless of 
any damage to the 'Mulkey'. 
"If you had not showri this spirit, shipping would have 
met with many costly delays." 
After this experience .. Harbor Master Prehn took 
down the engine .. and he writes: "This boat has been in 
operation since August, 1925. It has covered 53,249 miles. 
This is the first time the boat has been out of service. 
"A member of the Board of Underwriters made an in-
spection of the engine while it was down, and expressed 
surprise at the little wear that the parts showed. 
"We could not take a 10-1000 shim out of any of the 
mains or conrods, and three wrist pins have a 4-1000, and 
one has 5-1000." 
goes right on bringing skipper after skipper through one 
tough battle after another .. always performing right up 
to snuff .. never faltering in a pinch. 
That the Atlas Diesel occupies such an eminent posi-
tion in the marine engine field .. is because of its out-
standing dependability .. its low operating and mainte-
nance costs .. and its flexibility in maneuvering. 
Investigate an Atlas Imperial Diesel, before you, buy 
another engine. And in the meantime, mail the coupon 
for a book with interesting facts. 
PACIFIC COAST BOAT SHOW- SAN FRANCISCO-
March 21-28. See the latest type Atlas heavy-duty fishboat 
engine-and the latest Atlas. yacht and cruiser engine 
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Competition Is Coming 
W HETHER WE LIKE IT OR NOT, the theorist's long-talked-of "World-economy" is 
upon us in actuality. Through advancement 
in transportation agencies the E.arth has achieved 
commercial unity at a time when politically, racially 
and philosophically it still lacks integration. 
JVIere distance has ceased to denote isolation. One 
thousand leagues of intervening ocean no longer pre-
supposes obstruction to the facile flow of .commerce, 
or serves as a stay to the invasion of one country by 
the products of another. Perfected steam-turbine 
and diesel propulsion machinery has reduced trans-
marine conveyance costs to the astounding level of 
a mil-ton-mile. Moreover, the recent 1,000 per cent 
improvement in cargo-carrying airplanes forwarns us 
with the admonition that Nature's three most formi-
dihle barriers-oceans, mountains and deserts-pres-
ently may be further reduced toward inconsequence 
as human hindrances by inanimate wings in motor-
ized 
, \Ve soon must reconcile ourselves to a 
new concept, conceding, however gracefully we may, 
that all the world is all the world's market. No con-
tinent, no nation, no localized industry henceforward 
dare feel secure in any ancient advantage seated in 
so pregnable a defense as unique location. Swift 
ships the butter-makers of Denmark, Wisconsin 
and Zealand into direct competition while at 
t!;e same time the fish-canners of Norway, Portugal, 
:-iJ_bena, Maine, Japan, Alaska and California discover 
With surprise that their products are arrayed to-
gether, all contending for the favor of the markets 
of the world. 
encouragement through subsidy is not an 
policy. Despite the much that is pro-
nounced from the eminence of portable pedestals and 
the "protective tariff" of the United 
~tat~s is designed not to subsidize, pamper or swad-
'!le, bu.t strives simply to fend the domestic manufac-
turer ±rom such insuperable obstacles as degraded 
living standards and labor of a near-slave 
American tariff makes no endeavor espec-
rewarcl the eitzen industrialist for his mere 
_ . in trade, but serves solely to save him 
unta1r handicaps and insure him a sportsman's 
. _ . to exceL The theory and purpose of our 
tanff Js to confront the American manufacturer with 
e~]ual elements which demand the con-
5 ant of his best wit and shrewdness as 
deriving a profit from his enterprise. 
~qualized conditions of ·rivalry, that opera-
lS wisest and who sees farthest into the 
vvill survive to bequeathe a profitable business 
whereas whoever deports himself as 
sedentate or haphazard experimentalist is 
way of the involuntary bankruptcy 
sons become men. This is in accord-
ance with universal evolutionarv as 
should be, for it would contribute. no 
nation were. its commercial representation 
partly of the unfit. 
Granted that these premises be properly taken, 
there is immediate need for both individual and con-
certed action. Fish-packers should unite to prosper 
their common cause, and to organize group residence 
to the invasion of the home market by alien competi-
tors. 
Once this elementary and highly important matter 
has been adjusted, attention should be focused upon 
a schenie of commercial team-work or joint merchan~ 
dising which will captivate and hold the attention of 
the home market. This presupposes national adver-
tising of all kinds, educational campaigns and popu-
larizing of the domestic product. Of course as pre-
requisite to any such program a careful standardiza-
tion of products must be decided l.1pon, and put intn 
rigorous effect. 
Here the packers will have opportunity to impose 
control and restraint upon themselves. They will 
have to regulate pack standards, compel strict adher-
ence to high, uniform quality, and subject every plant 
to relentless policing and inspection by association 
officers. All operators must be rallied into the 
for one degenerate canner, distributing "slop-pack" 
merchandise, can negate the effect of the advertising 
of all the others and divert the nation's preference 
to foreign goods. 
When the union of packers has achieved an equit-
able tariff, fixed a code of standards and effected its 
adoption, put into effect a system of 
tion and regulation, and undertaken a 
campaign of canned fish popularization, then 
clividual manufacturer will contribute to the 
effort by adding his private advertising of 
and labels to the joint and general project. He must 
expend effort in improving his internal efficiency, 
and in developing the worth and flavor of his goods 
so that his merchandise will be a recommendation 
to his trademarks and names. He will know that no 
possibility for illicit reposes in debasing the 
quality of his product, for the association's inspec-
tors will be insurance against that. Hence his 
hope for making a profit will repose in managing 
his institution efficiently and in producing goods 
of an excellence that will win in competition with 
other domestic packs in their common 
against the packs of foreign canners. 
With attention concentrated upon 
deserved popularity rather than quantity, 
and coolie markets, the industry can excell 
for itself the enormous Americ~n demand--the 
est, most stable and largest request for high 
canned fish foods that exists. . 
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The San Pedro plant of the Sea Pride Packing Corporation, formerly known as the Linde 
Packing Company, where the California Fish Canners Association 
has established its headquarters. 
Association Moves Headquarters 
T HE MAIN OFFICES of the Cali-fornia Fish Canners' Association 
· i1ave been moved to Terminal Is-
Pedro. and will be located 
· according to a state-
bv Harry S. Mason, 
of the association .. Mason has 
headquarters in the Sea 
Corp., Ltd., formerly the 
which now is a mem-
canneries operated b_,-
A. Irving. 
''I considered moving our offices down 
last fall when I became manager," 
~fason, "but there was so much 
in connection with the Monterev 
season that is seemed unwise 
make the change from San Francisco 
that tin1e. T·hen, too, our records \vere 
in San and so we continued 
the fanner 
there will be practi-
importance happening in 
sardine canneries until 
of fall season in August, 
_ma~le it a goo,d time to change, 
111 v1ew of the recomn'lencement 
in San Pedro and San 
tuna 
1931, 
Harry S. Mason, manager of the California 
Fish Canners Association 
page 17). "While the work of the com-
ltnittee has been so interrupted by the 
canners' convention in Chicago and sub-
sequent trips of the members that it has 
been possible to do but little work on 
these problems, we expect to meet within 
the next few days and talk things over. 
"Our main task at the present is the 
working out of a standardized pack, to 
which every canner will adhere. This 
problem must be solved before any adver-
tising campaign is planned. As it appears 
now, we shall divide the pack into three 
divisions according to species: yellow-
fin, bluefi·n and skipjack or striped. These 
again will be divided into three crlasses, 
which will be knmyn as solid pack. stan-
dare! pack and flakes. The solid will be 
whole pieces of tuna only; the standard 
will be whole pieces for the main part, 
with some flakes; the flake pack will be 
made up of the smaller pieces of tuna. 
That should be a considerable improve-
ment over present conditions, when- there 
are fi,ve or ten times as many types of 
packs. 
"However, all this is only tentative. 
No definite decisions will be reached until 
the committee makes its report to the 
tuna division." 
The tuna season promises to be a fairly 
active one, believes Mason, who expects 
all those canneries which were in opera-
tion prior to the 60-day closed period to 
reopen now that it is over. "Of course, 
that is contingent upon a good supply of 
fish," he adds. "The canneries soon will 
be needing more sto-cks. During the past 
month there has been a considerable 
movement of canned tuna. vVhen I was 
in San Diego a short time I heard 
one cannery receiye an order a car-
load which it was forced to refuse be-
cause it did not have enough in its ware-
house to filrl this order and all others 
were pending. 
"Warehoused stocks have been greatly 
reduced by this movement, and most of 
the canneries, except those which al-
ways keep large quanities on hand, are 
fairly well cleaned out. Most of this 
fish is being sold under the canneries' 
!1rand~, ;;lthou,fh :wme of it is private 
1ahel ousmess. 
Mason's duties will take him away 
from the office a great deal of the time, 
since it will be for him to pay 
frequent visits to San Monterey, 
San Francisco and various other local-
ities. In the absence of Mason and other 
association officia•ls the office will be in 
charge of IVIiss Standlea, the 
pretty secretary of Pedro office. 
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Fleet of drift gill-netter.r fishing for sockeye salmon at the mouth of the Fraser Ri<ver, British Columbia 
Settle Fish Treaties 
B Y RATIFYING the halibut treaty and declining to accept the sockeye 
salmon convention between the 
United States and Canada, the Senate last 
month conferred a partial victory upon 
each side in the controversy which has 
existed for many months past. Fisher-
men, vessel-owners, ship-building plants 
and others interested in the actual produc-
tion of fish were jubilant over their suc-
cessful stand against the proposal to per-
mit joint administration of the Puget 
Sound salmon fisheries by the neighbor 
countries. Officials of the United States 
Bureau of Fisheries, the International 
Fisheries Commission and others were 
equally happy because of additional power 
and scope granted the halibut commis-
sion in regulation of that fishery. 
The halibut treaty is designed to re-
place the present convention b-etween the 
United States and Canada which was 
adopted some eight years ago. It 1 differs 
from the old agreement in degree rather 
than in purpose or methods. Additional 
powers are granted the International Fish-
eries Commission in the matter of modi-
fying the closed season; the organiza-
tion also is permitted to establish areas, 
close or limit the catch of these areas, 
regulate the gear, arrange for the collec-
tion of statistics and close areas in which 
small halibut is being taken, provided that 
these provisions are consented to by the 
chief executives of the United States and 
Canada. 
Considerable opposition to the proposal 
was developed among the fishermen's or-
ganizations of Washington. Members of 
these groups declared themselves to be 
heartily in favor of the general purpose 
of the convention, which is conservation 
and wise administration of the fishery. 
but they asked that more definite propos-
als be included in the treaty in place of 
the general provisions which it contains. 
They announced that they have been well 
pleased with the activities of the Inter-
national Fisheries Commission, especial-
ly in the way of research, but questioned 
the advisability of turning over to this 
organization the amount of power which 
it will receive by the grant in the treaty. 
The halibut agreement was accepted by 
the U. S. Senate late in Febrnary. Im-
mediately after its p-assage, Henry O'Mal-
ley, United States Commission of Fish-
eries, announced that he was satisfied it 
would permit saving the valuable fishery, 
worth $7,000,000 annually and producing 
approximately 65 per cent of the world's 
supply, without undue interference with 
the activities of fishermen or loss of capi-
tal for those who have investments -in 
vessels or gear. 
The sockeye salmon treaty, on the 
other hand, was defeated, largely through 
the efforts of the Washington fishermen's 
organizations and Governor Roland H. 
Hartley of the state. This agreement 
would have provided for regulation of 
the sockeye salmon fishery, which has its 
spawning headqnarters in the vast system 
of lakes constituting the head-waters of 
the Fraser River, by an American-Can-
adian commission of six men. This body 
was to have power to designate the type 
of gear to be used in the sockeye fishery 
and to establish and limit seasons in Pu-
get Sound, the mouth of the Fraser, the 
Straits of Juan de Fuca and the territor-
ial waters and high seas outside of the 
straits between parallels 48 and 49. 
The principal arguments in favor of 
ratification were that in the past the gov-
ernments of Washing-ton and British Co-
lumbia have been unable tu provide prop~ 
er regulatory measures when working 
arateiy of each other, and that under 
present system the American 
receive a larger share of the run 
the British Columbians, in whose 
the species is propagated. On the 
side, however, there also are 
of arguments. It has been 
that the pack of sockeye has 
considerable increase during the past 
ade (although this possibly can be 
plained as the result of increased effort), 
that the governments of Canada and the 
United States have no right to take under 
their control the administration of a 
ural resource which is peculiarly the 
erty of Washington and British 
bia, that if there is any depletion it is 
to the Hell Gate disaster of 1913, 
slides blocked the Fraser, and finally 
it would be impossible to administer 
sockeye salmon fisherv without also 
ing over the other ·species which 
found in some abundance in the 
waters, but over which the 
has no power. 
Upon vVashington, Senators Jones 
Dill, and upon Governor Hartley, 
considerable portion of the 
for the defeat of the sockeye treaty 
stand upon the question was 
through meetings at which the 
of the state were urged to 
opinions. INhen it -was learned 
large proportion of the fishermen 
defeat of the measure, the 
officials adopted that as their stand. 
the result that the measure was 
It was the fourth time that a 
salmon treaty with Canada had been 
posed. -
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ankich- uanich Cruiser 
GARBOARDS, CLAMPS and plank-have been spiked and drift-
to the massive skeleton of 
t~e new "Zee-Zee" cruiser that now is 
the stage of semi-completion 
-11 newly-enlarged shipyard of the 
I-Iarbor Boat Building Company, situated 
c•n Fish Harbor, San Pedro. 
"Zee-Zee" hull, just 
of framing the bow. 
had not yet been 
The laying of the keel for the big tuna-
caused considerable con1n1ent around 
Harhc·r. it being declared of record 
northern fir, well seasone'd. Moreover, the 
initial order of luntber that was delivered 
especially for framing up this vessel was 
the largest such single shipment yet de-
livered in this port. We have more than 
175,000 board feet of lumber on the ground 
now, with another 25,000 on the way." 
Captain John Zuanich, formerly owner 
of the purse-seiner "Welcome'' and sub-
sequently master of the Maggio tuna 
cruiser "Hermosa," is one of two joint 
owners of the new vesseL 
"Our requirement was for a ship that 
would carry 17 5 or 180 tons of iced fish," 
says the n1aster tunaman. "This amount 
of carrying capacity has been provided in 
the vessel that the Rados boys now are 
making for us, and besides this large hold-
space we shall have a number of improve-
ments that have been suggested to us by 
actual experience on the banks while op-
erating other cruisers. 
Mammoth Specifications 
Captain Zuanich was master of the 
"Hermosa" at the time that it was the 
largest cruiser in the tuna business; inci-
dently, it may be remarked that the "Her-
mosa" was the first of all the numerous 
fleet to boast a billet head. Naturally, 
therefore, the new vessel will likewise be 
of great size, and it will follow the su-
perior mode of design which was proved 
altogether preferable in the cases of the 
"Hermosa," the "Cipango," the "Panama," 
and all of the later examples of San 
Pedro-type craft. 
"The plans call for a hull 125 x 28 x 12 
feet deep, the latter being the distance 
from the kelson to the deck timbers," says 
Myles Rados, construction superintendent 
of the Harbor yards. "The kelson runs 
the full length of the ship, from the stem 
to the stern post. The frames are double 
six-inch, closely spaced-oh, it is strong 
all right! The rudder construction is an-
other thing that is worthy of attention, 
this approximating approved practice in 
build.~ng large vessels. It has stream lines, 
also. 
Myles Rados, above quoted, already has 
gained destinction for his abilities as 
naval architect. In the planning of the 
cruiser "Raja," he introduced certain new 
features into tunaship design, one of which 
was a special flare-bow which has com-
bined the beauty and the practical quali-
ties of a swift cabin yacht. Added to the 
sharp entrance which the type affords is 
the equally important factor of great bouy-
ancy and deck-dryness-which last at-
tr:bute is an important one when pound-
ing home·ward, heavily loaded, through 
the stormy latitudes of the Gulf of Te-
huantepec. In the instance of the present 
vessel these refinements of bow design 
have been brought to a higher degree of 
Capt. Tony Zuaniclz, half-owner in the 25-
footer, is a man •who has captured tuna bath 
with purse-seine equipment and lziglt seaJ 
/i'Vc-bait craft. 
perfection than has been achieved before, 
so that in lineal grace and in practical 
qualities the "Zee-Zee' ship is expected 
to surpass everything yet created in the 
shipyards catering to the \Vest Coast 
fishing industry. 
Western-Enterprise Power 
In the engine room are to be installed 
three Western-Enterprise diesels. The 
propulsion unit is to be a 500-h.p. 6-
. brothus erected frames upon the keel of the big billet-
tn <u:hat - . ·'d d '- . . . arb D-. zs cons! ere to ue the quukest t11ne on record m 
or zstnct. Note jinn-pole hoisting stern timbers into plate. 
Capt. John Zuanich, first San Pedro tunaskipper to fish at the 
Galapagos Islands, standing beside the iron-bark stock of lzis 
180-ton refrigerator ship. 
12 
cylinder duplicate of the giant machine 
that has been seeing service in the Mor-
gan Brothers' cruiser, the "Chicken of the 
Sea,'' Twin second-engines will be pro-
vided; each of these is to be a 60-h. p. , 
3-cylinder diesel, driving 40-kw. electric 
generators. 
Much of the equipment to go into the 
vessel has not yet definitely been selected 
as to brand or make. It is foregone, of 
course, that there will be a short-wave 
wireless station and carbon dioxide fire-
extinguishing apparatus aboard. Zuanich 
was the first of all the tunamen to ven-
ture to the Galapagos grounds, and as a 
trail-maker and prover of new truths he 
always has surrounded himself with all 
of the safeguards and protective devices 
known to modern navigators. Three thou-
sand miles is too far to row, or to yell 
for help. 
"Decided at once to carry standard 
telegraph equ·ipment," declares the Cap-
tain. "Having had satisfactory experience 
with Radio Corporation equipment aboard 
the "Hermosa," we knew that we could 
depend upon a transmitting station of that 
make, so have ordered a complete set of 
their make placed aboard the new vessel. 
However, it will not be of commercial 
calibration such as the set aboard the 
;.Hermosa," but a short-wave set instead." 
Apportionment of Space 
Fourteen men will form the· crew of the 
125-footer. Six of these will be quar-
tered on the bridge deck, in the top part 
of the house. On this level there will be 
the wheel room, the wireless telegraph 
room a stateroom apiece for the two own-
ers, and two other staterooms in which' 
will be accomodated a total of four crew 
members. A 'spare bed will be built into 
each owner's roon'l, so that two guests can 
be accomodated aboard. 
On the main deck, forward will be two 
large rooms, each having provision for 
four men. Thus there will be a starboard 
and a port watch, each with its separate 
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quarters. In the aft of the house, in 
conventional location, the galley will be 
built. In designing the galley and mess 
room Rados has allowed generous quan-
tities of space, the galley being the library, 
club room and council chamber aboard a 
tropical tunaship. 
When asked about galley gear Zuanich 
answered immediately: "We are going to 
have one of those oil-burning ranges that 
are made in San Diego-'Ingles,' they call 
them. They burn regular diesel fuel, you 
know. By Jove: They are sure good, 
those stoves; ypu can't find anything bet-
ter!" 
"A fisherman has got to have good 
things to eat," testifies Tony Zankich, 
joint owner. "You can't get anything 
done with a crew that is dissatisfied and 
quarreling; the best way to keep peace in 
the family is to give everyone plenty of 
good meals. This vessel is going to have 
the best ice box and everything for the 
cook; that's why we are going to put an 
Ingle stove aboard." 
Refrigeration Features 
Following suggestions set forth m 
WCF's theoretical tunaship plan-the 
"Skipjack" design published in the July 
issue, 1930-the Zuanich-Zankich cruiser 
is to have two separate and independent 
ammonia compressors, each driven by an 
individual electric motor. 
"These ice machines are to be of 10-ton 
normal capacity,'' says Myles Rados, 
architect, "and either one will have capa-
city enough to take care of the minimum 
needs of the ship in the event that tht 
other breaks down or requires tempory 
repairs. Except immediately after exceed· 
ingly large catches, the ice machines can 
be operated at less than normal lode 
thus effecting a considerable saving in 
power and fuel, which means added econ-
om, and reduced likelihood of break 
down from over-load." 
In conjunction with the ice machines 
special pre-cooling wells have been speci-
fied for building into the hold, integral!-· 
These wells are to be similar to bait-well·~· 
but are to be used for ~re-chilling th~ 
catch. On a deck a tank or brme 1s mac!" 
freezing cold by ammonia pipes ·-
through it; the cold solution is 
poured over. the turta _in the_ welis, while 
puml?s contmue the_ c1rculatmg until the 
fish JS cooled suffiCiently to be iced into 
the hold. The fact that the pre-cooling 
tanks all are below d~ck level will ~implih; 
the problem of fillmg them With th··" 
newly-caught fish. " 
$110,00() Investment 
Between $110,000 and $125,000 will 
expended . before the tunamen will have 
their big ''boat" ready to commission. The 
delivery date set forth in the contract is 
May 1, 1931, but already the owners arP 
predicting that they will not actually hav~ 
the ship in their hands until some time 
later. 
A year ago it would have been impos-
sible for the Harbor Boat Building Com. 
pany to construct such a ship as that at 
present being made for the two tuna skip. 
pers. Until recently space limitatior1s 
made impossible the laying of a keel 
longer than 120 feet. · 
"Heretofore we could down onlv 
two 120-footers at a time, says ]ohi1 
Rados, head of the finn, "but now we 
can build four 150-footers besides two 
50-foot hulls in the boat shop." 
Subsequent to the Election Day fire, in 
which the pattern shop and paint stores 
of the Harbor yard were destroyed, the 
company acquired additional leaseholds 
from the Los Angeles Board of Harbor 
Commissioners, adding two acres 
ground to the construction yards. 
buildings are to be erected to 
the functioning of the carpenter gangs so 
that present records for 
tion can then be by the better 
dispatch which more convenient location 
of band-saws, tools and shops will then 
allow. 
Line-Fishermen Organize 
F OR SOME TIME Ca.lifornia line fishermen have felt the need of a 
more powerful organization than 
any which they yet have been able to 
form. In a number of occasions during 
1930 the need arose for a group which 
could boast a large, diversified rmember-
ship and which could carry with it suffi-
cient prestige and authority to secure for 
its membership desirable legislation or 
other advantages which they as individ-
uals ·were unable to obtain for themse,lves. 
That this long-felt want now may have 
been satisfied is indicated by plans being 
made for a strong organization of hook 
and line fishermen which, if the project 
is carried through to its logical conclu-
sion, eventually will include all such men 
in the state. The initial steps towards 
such an organization were taken at a 
meeting held in San Francisco on Sun-
day, February 15. 
The motion to organize one strong fish-
ermen's association for the entire state of 
California was made by Gus Benson, for 
some time identified with the San Fran-
cisco Crab Fishermen's Association, Inc. 
Benson's proposal was seconded by G. 
Picone, 1930 president of the crab organ-
ization, and enthusiastically accepted by 
those present. The name of the group 
will be the California Commercial Fish-
ermen's Association. To handle its affairs 
until a more permanent working basis is 
evolved, Freel H. Johnson of Eureka was 
named temporary chairman, and K. Taki-
guchi of Monterey was chosen to serve 
as secretary. 
No defin1te action in the way of draw-
ing up a constitution or formulating arti-
cles of incorporation will be taken until 
the new group has been discussed in each 
city and town where there is commercial 
fishing of any importance. After a suit-
able length of time has passed, it is ex-
pected that each such localitv wili ap-
point delegates to a central meeting, 
where final organization will be under-
taken. One of the most difficult tasks to 
work out is that of finances. 
"vVe have needed such a group as this 
for a long time," declared a San Francis.~o 
man present at the formative 
"Other types of ,fi,shermen have been 
organized for years, but this has been 
first opportunity to take action on 
matter. I expect the new association 
improve conditions decidedly." 
Unofficially, the C. C. F. A. has been 
service to the fishermen, since it has 
a hand in the advocacy of earlier 
of the salmon at Monterey 
other points along coast. At 
it has under consideration a 
sponsor a bill wihch would 
net fishing from August to 
At the first meeting only Northern 
ifornia fishermen were 
gates having- co1ne fron1 
Eureka, Fort Bragg, Santa 
Monterey. However, it is PvnPrr'"' 
the scope of the association 
made to include the problems 
Point Conception, so that Southern 
fornians ·will be interested in its 
ties. 
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Advertising Canadian Salmon 
By R. M. WINSLOW 
Secretary of Canned Salmon Advertising Committee 
AN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN, at an expense of $50,000, is about 
to be launched by a number of 
prominent British _Columbia salmon-can-
ning concerns, wtth the approval and 
financial assistance of the government of 
Canada through its fisheries office. 
Primarily, the campaign is for the pur-
pose of bringing to the attention of the 
people of Canada the essential worth and 
usefulness of canned salmon as an arti-
cle of food. Though salmon-canning 
commenced in British Columbia on a 
commercial scale as long ago as 1876, 
the pack largely has sold itself without 
particular effort on the part of producers. 
Distribution, throughout most of the 
world, has taken approximately 75 per 
cent of the pack, year in and year out. 
Some months ago, however, it became 
apparent to leaders in the industry that 
conditions had already started to change. 
General depression in commodity prices 
and decline in purchasing power had be-
gun to force a material downward trend 
in canned salmon prices. Coupled with 
this was a falling-off in sales volume 
which indicated difficult conditions for 
marketing the 1930 pack, which, at 2,221,-
819 cases, was the largest ever produced 
in British Columbia. 
The effect of the large pack of Russian 
and Japanese salmon also constituted a 
material factor in creating a slow and un-
satisfactory market. This was greatly 
'!Ccentuated by the destructive selling pol-
icy which has featured distribution of the 
Russian product. 
Potential Home Market 
Believing that a greater consumer ap-
preciation of the worth of Canadian 
~anned salmon would be an important 
tactor not only to meet the temporary 
depression hut also to safeguard 
outlets for production in future years, 
should continue to show a moder-
rate of increase, prominent canners 
to raise a fund for general adver-
canned salmon. For this pur-
paid in in cash by these 
funds, a ,.;almon adver-
committee has been formed, with 
to advertise not only in Can-
but also in those export markets 
publicity campaigns advantageous-
he conducted. The personnel of 
group includes the( following: S. K. 
sales manager of B. C. Packers, 
; V. vV. May, export man-
the Canadian Fi_shing Co., Ltd.; 
C of the Anglo-B. C. Pack-
. o., Ltd., and Col. F. H. Cunningham 
., Chatham Sound Fishing and Pack-~~0·· R. M. "VVinslow, manager 
'le Salmon Section of the 
Manufacturers' Association, is 
TWO," :tvfonterey 
formerly was the 
Japanese sardine 
been sold to Stagnaro 
now in the yards of the Vv orks for conversion 
barge. Since it is practi-
Because of the financial participation 
of the Canadian government, ]. A. Moth-
erwell, Chief Supervisor of Fisheries for 
the Province of British Columbia, is as-
sociated with the group. 
Preliminary Studies 
The committee began its work with an 
extensive survey of all information avail-
able on the Canadian trade, discovering 
some interesting and encouraging facts 
from these preliminary investigations. 
Figures show that the consumption of 
canned salmon in Canada, during the last 
five years, has averaged about 2.5 pounds 
per year, as compared with an average of 
1.5 pounds 20 or 30 years ago; these find-
ings indicate that canned salmon has 
grown steadily in popularity with very 
little advertising, despite the great im-
provements in publicity and merchandis-
ing of other foods. 
The survey of the retail trade and of 
consumers from coast to coast showed 
that approximately 40 per cent of the sal-
mon is used in the three summer months; 
a further discovery was that 30 per cent 
of the population use the product very 
rarely or not at all. It also was learned 
that only one of the five varieties, the 
sockeye, was at all well-known to con-
sumers and that many persons who found 
sockeye too expensive for frequent use 
were quite unaware of the attractive and 
economical red spring, coho, pink and 
chum. 
From this information it was the con-
clusion of the committee, and also of 
advertising agencies, that quite evidently 
there was a possibility of doubling the 
Canadian demand if the seafood were 
properly advertised in a vivid and inter-
esting manner. The advertising men 
pointed out that the Canadian consumer 
has but little idea of the great variety of 
ways of using canned salmon, usually 
confining his methods of preparation to 
serving it cold, in a simple salad, or in 
sandwiches. Few prepare it in hot dishes, 
this fact largely accounting for the small 
winter consumption. 
Since the science of dietetics in the 
last 10 to 15 years has discovered remark-
able arguments for the use of canned 
salmon in the diet of North Americans 
advertising will emphasize the high con-
tent of vitamins A and D. The latter, 
particularly scarce in most foods although 
abundant in canned salmon, is essential 
to the proper growth of children and 
maintenance of health in general. The 
facts in this connection are practically 
unkno·wn to the consumer, it is said . 
Media 
The advertising campaign, which 
opene-d in newspapers, home magazines. 
farm journal, and other publications 
throughout Canada early in March and 
cally new, it will be ideal for a party 
fi'shing-barge, believes L. A. Smith, owner 
of the boat yard in which the work is 
being done. 
The barge is to be equipped vdth a 
35-h.p. Universa•l marine engine, which 
shortly will he installed. In addition, a 
which will continue until the end of June, 
\Vill be prepared with particular empha-
sis upon the remarkable health-preserving 
advantages of canned salmon. It also will 
stress how advantageous it is to the con-
sumer to become acquainted with the 
different varieties, especially in view of 
the resultant economies which can be ef-
fected by use of the lighter-colored and 
less-expensive species for those dishes in 
which color is not essential. Particularly 
is this true of the various hot dishes for 
which canned salmon is so well adapted. 
Approximately one-third of the funds, 
or $14,000, will be spent in a series of 
weekly advertisements in the newspapers 
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. An al-
most equal amount will be used for 
monthly displays in a number of the 
principal magazines, including farm jour-
nals, women's publications and those of 
a general nature. Some of these adver-
tisements will be full pages in color, oth-
ers of black and white. Full pages, some 
of them in colors, also will be used in 
grocery trade journals. 
Radio will be utilized to a moderate ex-
tent, broadcasts being planned from To-
ronto, Montreal and Winnipeg stations. 
Housewives will be interested in a sal-
mon cook-book, which is expected to be 
a valuable feature of the campaign. It 
will be illustrated with attractive color 
plates and will feature but 25 recipes; of 
these a few are taken from the best of 
old favorites, while the majority, new to 
the public, come from the hands of some 
of Canada's most famous chefs. 
Tie-up will be made between the gen~ 
era! campaign and the small dealer by a 
series of fortnightly bulletins, which will 
be sent to 5,000 wholesalers, brokers, 
chain stores and general retailers. Two 
special bulletins will be issued to all 
wholesale grocery traveling salesmen, and 
there will. be useful and effective counter 
cards and window strips for retailers. 
No Brands Featured 
This campaign strictly avoids the men-
tion of any particular brands, the impor-
tant task of calling the public's atten-
tion to these devolving upon the individ-
ual producers. The packers, therefore, are 
putting on similar campaigns covering 
their individual brands, since it is real-
ized that such a tie-up must he made in 
order to crystallize public good-will into 
actual buying. 
There is now every indication that 
trade support for the campaign will be 
plentiful and enthusiastic. A good deal 
of interest was aroused by preliminary 
announcements, and if I am to judge by 
\Yhat l have personally noted, I would 
say that both the trade and the public 
readily will be interested and a large 
1neasure of success secured. 
high railing has been built around the 
sides and end to serve as a rest for the 
poles of the fishermen. When the work 
is completed, Stagnaro Brothers will an-
chor the craft off Santa Cruz about two 
miles out and run a launch back and forth 
with parties of fishermen. 
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FISHY and OTH 
JOE MEDINA, captain of the tuna-ship "Pa-trla~', during the 60~day lay-off acquired a new 
daughter, two automobiles and a new sea-going 
range. On }anua1-y 13 was born Evelyn Ivledina, 
the skipper's first daughter; the mother is 11ar:!'· 
G. Garcia de ::tviedina, formerly of San Francisco. 
In middle February Joe burst forth with a gray 
Ford coupe and a day or two later appeared on 
on Fishermen's Wharf free-wheeling a big Nash 
"8H limousine finished in dust-proof gray and canoe 
green. Finally, to make things perfect, he installed 
a new Protane "112" on the "Patriay' just before 
leaving port on his first cruise after the two-month 
vacation. 
C APT: MANUEL ROSA, skipper of the "Lus-
itania,H became tnore applauded than a Lind~ 
berg when, on Feb. 20, he gave to San Diego 
charitable institutions a 5-ton lot of undersized 
tuna. The fish had been refused by the canner-
ies. which have become emphatic in their adher-
ence to the 10-pound regulation, and was in ex-
cess of what the fresh fish markets was able to 
receive. It is believed that Rosa-'s expedence will 
discourage all other captains from bringing under-
sized fish into port. 
H ARRY I. HIGASHI, secretary of the Hig-
ashi Fish Co.~ :Monterey~ travelled to Los An-
geles on 1\Iarch 4 in his Austin. While in the 
southern city, Harry visited his brother-in-law, 
Capt. K. Yamashita of the "Columbus/' San Pedro 
tnnaship. He retu:·ned to his home on March 10. 
M RS. ANNIE tL UNDE, mother of W. 0. Lunde of K.- Hovden Co .. Monterey and San 
Diego sardine and tuna canners, enjoyed several 
days during the latter part of February visiting 
her three daughters in Los Angeles and Holly-
wood. Mrs. Lunde spends considerable time trav-
eling back and forth from Monterey to Los An-
geles to visit her family. 
The Lunde home in Pacific Grove~ purchased 
hy Hovden~s secretary~treasurer two years ago, is 
one of the show places of the peninsula. It is sit-
uated on slightly-raised ground near the foothills, 
and its architecture is JVIoorish and Spanish. Es~ 
pecially beautiful are the grounds. in which are 
planted rare shrubs and flowers; here Mrs. Lunde 
:spends much time. At present she is supervising 
the planting of dahlias. 
S TEVE CANEPA, well-known fresh fish dealer of IVIonterey, left his home on February 27 
for San Francisco in order to attend the funeral 
of his cousin~ B. Canepa. Mrs. Canepa accom-
panied Steve on the trip. They spent five days 
in the city and n1et many old friends. 
T OMMY OBEATA and "Fat" Phelps had a 
close escape frmn death when the fishing 
launch in which they were returning from the rock 
cod grounds south of ~.fonterey piled on the rocks 
near Cypress Point and almost immediately sank. The 
two fishermen were forced to swim for shore and 
received painful but not serious injuries as the 
surf pounded them against the r-ocky coast. The 
accident happened on March 2. 
R W. SMITH of the Union Ice Co., oi San 
" Diego, declares that the WFC Reference 
Number is a credit to the- trade for which it is 
the representative. "Furthermore, I think that 
the Lehmann label ad was one of the n1ost attrac-
tive I've ever seen. I never have been in the 
publishing business, but I couldn't help noticing 
that ad.H 
T F. RUSSELL. owner of the Russell Marine ~ Shop, Fishermen's Wharf, Montereyj reports 
hi1nself as being very pleased over the perform-
ances which Atlas In1perial diesels are turning in 
in his vicinity. Russell, who is factory represen~ 
ta ti ve for the famous line of engines, carries a 
complete line of parts for Atlas Imperial diesels 
and takes care of adjustments and minor repairs 
aboard the more than 16 trawlers and purse-sein-
ers which are powered with these plants. In ad-
dition, he specializes in marine electrical work and 
has the agency for Evinrude outboard motors, 
which he states are popular with yachtsmen of the 
newly-organized Monterey Yacht Club. 
CAPT. LOUIS VITALICH of Monterey, ac· 
companied by his wife, left for Southern Cali~ 
fornia on March 4. C'apt. Vitalich had just sold 
the HSun Maid," his 77-foot purse-seiner, to F'rank 
Spataro and to nine members of the crew, the deal 
being consummated on. March 3 at Monterey. The 
sale price was $30,750. The 'lSun Maid," which 
is only seven months old, was built in Tacoma 
and is powered with a 170-h. p., five-cylinder 
\V ashington full diesel. 
D R. DAVID STARR JORDAN, president 
emeritus of Stanford University and out-
standing authority upon fish and sea life, has been 
featured in the December issue of the publication 
of the American Society of Schlhyologists and 
·Herpetologists, University of Michigan. The pub-
lication, almost entirely devoted to him, pays high 
tribute to "the Nestor of American zoologists" 
and a pioneer of fisheries work on the West Coast. 
Dr. Jordan enjoys the honor of having taught 
practically all of the men now prominent in fish-
eries research in the United States. 
Carl L. Hnbbs, formerly of Stanford University 
and now professor of zoology at the University of 
:Michigan, is editor of the society bulletin. 
BEN MERRITT, district sales representative 
for the Richfield Oil Co. in San Diego, has 
gotten so in the habit of thinking in terms of 
big tunaships that he walked straight overboard 
while paying an afternoon call to the little ~'Abra­
han1 Lincolnn on February 24. Ben must just 
have gotten back from Tijuana and had his pock-
ets full of 11exican silver pesos, for after the 
crew had looked anxiously over the side for :1 
long enough time to count to 10 three titnes, and 
no Ben came up, panic seized the crowd, every-
body yelled, and all hands jumped overboard with 
boots on and all. Well, sir, the splashing and 
churning around that those fellows did beat any 
school of hungry yello,vfin ever seen, and pretty 
soon everybody was gulping down brine and snort-
ing for air. Then some of the crowd that had 
gathered on deck happened to see Ben come up, 
and they got him, all right, with a couple of Dig 
gaff hooks. They spread him out on deck and 
he was full to the neck, but not \vith sea \Vater; 
when he began to mumble all he said was HIV'Lis-
cerveza! M£tscerveza !" which the fellows say 
probably is the name of some new Richfield cup-
grease or somethin', 
C APT. GUY SL'LVA, master of the tuna-cruis-
er "Emma R. 5." 1 has purchased a new bi-
plane and again taken to the air~ During the 
60~day lay-off Guy renewed his old expired war~ 
time flying license, while young Grey Silva also 
qualified as a pilot. The fan1ous captain plans 
to take the plane aboard the HEmma R. s.jj next 
trip, to try out its effectiveness in locating tuna 
schools on the distant southern grounds. 
RWISE 
AGE BACON, state tuna inspector at San 
Diego, has hunted up the old gum boots a.n 1 
donned his long yellow slicker in anticipcttion -~~{ 
big landings of tuna at the sou~hern port. Pa,;t. 
spent a part ~f the 60-rlay lay~off :motoring arou0 .. 1 
the couHtry wtth 1\Irs. Bacon. They visited friend<; 
in Los Angele~ and renewed old friendships at San 
Pedro, where Page is well known through his ior-
mer connection with the Con1mercial Fisheries Bu-
reau. 
K HOVDEN. president of the K" Hovden Cv .• 
• ® ~Ionterey sardine specialty packers 1 sper:.i 
the final days of February in his San Diego tuna 
cannery. "K.n has_ just returned from an exter.-
sive trip throughout the East, during which he 
called upon jobbers and his trade representative~_:. 
His southern plant is in readinesc; to re'ceivc a;\ 
the tuna ships can bring in. 
w M. F. THOMPSON, director· of the In-
ternational IIa1ibut Conunission, Seattle, \\'as 
a caller at the offices of \\.,.CF on Februarv 
Thompson was at that tin1e enroute back t~ Sr-· 
attle after a trip to the national capitol. During 
his stop in San Pedro he visited. the State .FislJer, 
ies Laboratory, of which he formerly was director. 
and \Vas the guest of his brothert Dr. 
Thompson~ 1\1. D.; protninent practitioner of medi· 
cine in the harbor district. 
H ARRY S. MASON, manager of the . 
Fish CanneJ-s Associationy paid a short 
to San Diego on 1\IIar@:h 2. He was back 
new offices in the Sea Pride ,cannery at 
Island on March 4. 
A K. KOULOURIS, Los Angeles broker, 
J<l ited San Diego on 1\.iarch 4 on business. 
reported that business conditions in the 
city are looking bettero 
B ERT PIERCE of the California State Fish 
change, visited San Diego on March 2. 
fish exchange has heen quite 
Pierce. 
E C. LEWIS, Central Sheet Metal, San Diego, 
® says he already has his next .year1s calen~> 
dar picked out 1 and that it is such a hot 
that it will turn an arctic mid-winter blizzard 
the seductive warmth of a sunny San Diego day. 
C ARL ANDERSON, native of Sweden. 
fisherman aboard Capt. Guy Silva's 
cruiser, the HEmma R. s.n) has gone to 
the vessel on its first trip after the lay-off. 
son has been iU since October9 and has n•Jde1:gonc 
four successive surgical operations hr 
nasal septa. 
C HAS. F. WELLS, San Diego manager of 
Pacific Freight :Lines, long-distance 
is anticipating the opening of the spring 
hauling business.)~ Wells is talking about 
fish when he says that. San Diego's 
broadhills are shipped over his Hne by the 
Camp interests in enormous individual boXes 
ing exactly like coffins. He often hauls :20 i.otJ:5 
them at a single load, says 'Wells, 
S AM HORN'STEIN, president oi 
Fishing Co.j Wilmington, returned to 
late in February, having c01npleted the hegira 
and. from the National Canners' Convention bY 
homeward trek which brought hin1 through 
Francisco. 
.1 9 31 
native to the Island of 
LuzOn~ recently arrived in the United States 
undertake technological studies for the fisheries 
of the insular government. Martin has 
awarded a scholarship under the terms of 
he is to study fish canningy fish preservaQ 
and cannery management. He will commence 
bservations in the packing plants of Fish Har~ 
0 San Pedro, where he will acquaint himself 
sardine procedure before continuing southward 
San Diego tuna methods" His work is 
conducted beneath the sponsorship of the 
FisheriesJ Philippine Bureau of Science, 
CAMPBELL has discovered that he 
could make a good afteradinner speech just 
supper--and that, t001 with all the fish 
San Diego looking on. In fact 1 at the 
of the "Europan he delivered himself so 
that the rest of the program must have de~ 
trying to do betterr 
LARSON is a terrible man with a shot~ 
gun--he picks the big ducks out of a flock 
brings them down at such long :range that 
look like gnats to the other fellows. The 
carpenter's eagle eye had difficult gunnery 
oicked out for it when he launched the uReg 
- He had to aim the keel with exceeding 
so as just to miss the dolphin that sup-
the fog signal at the entrance to Fish Har-
The big hull cleared the obstruction by con-
less than a yard. 
B. SCOFIELD, chief of the California 
e Commercial Fisheries Bureau, San Fran-
arrived in San Pedro on Feb. 23 for a two-
with fish canners. The subject of 
was the mass of new fisheries 
now being presented to the state assem· 
On the evening of February 24 Scofield re-
north, going directly to the capitol at Sac-
SMITH, of the California State 
Fish Exchange! made a high~speed business 
to the southern end of the state· during the 
days of the second month. Somehow he 
to contrive to meet everybody in one day, 
get under way again for his usual headquar~ 
HOLLAND, of the Southern Cali!m·· 
nia Thh- Corporationj San Pedro, is itching 
that spring-time trout yen again. Every 
he· meets Al Larson~ or some other of Fish 
little dan of n10untain~lake anglers 1 he 
remarks that awaken the latent zest of the 
in each. Pretty soon he will have them 
up, and ready to start breaking through 
snow-drifts in the high Sierra Madre. 
• R_ ROBBINS, founder of the A. R. Rob-
bms lifanne Engine Works, San Diego, is 
steady gains toVt.tard. the recovery of his 
His son, L R. Robbins, has relieved the 
machinist of all th.e responsibilities of 
business, having as·Sumed the direction 
shop and tna:rine railways. 
STEELE, executive of the Westgate Sea 
Co.t San Diego) returned to his office 
1, after a month spent in travel. Subse-
0 attendance at the conclave of the Na-
~anners' Association he cruised southward. 
PC··- 1~0 doubt in search of a home~like eli~ 
-.:tu.l sr2.tes that he arrived in Jacksonville 
hea''"Y rain that was followed by killing 
he never before heard. so much talk 
1 V.'eather' 1 ; that a thermometer he 
s l.Owecl a_ te:rnperature of 26 degrees. but 
, couldn't find a statement of the. cold 
2~ any paper in town whereas all were dis-
,arge headlines aboui: sqme supposed Cali~ 
Paul is now determined never to 
C APT. H. B. NIDEVER, of the Caliiornia 
Commercial Fisheries Bureau, arrived San Pe-
dro on Feb. 21 to initiate. the- work of numbering 
commercial fishing craft with; the new metal plates 
now being attached for purposes of surer identifi-
cation. 'l'he 1 'Skipper" received a hearty reception 
from "the boys' 1 of the San Pedro office of the Bu-
reau. and tna~y welcomes from his multitude of 
friends along the waterfront. 
c A~L NIELSEN, manager of the San Diego 
cannery of the K. Hovden Co., left on Dec. 
12 for a long tour of northern places. He took 
with him Mrs. Nielsen~ driving a 3,790-mile cira 
cuit that included the Redwood Highway, Portland, 
the Columbia River Highway, The Dalles, Spo· 
kane, Yakima and Seattle. Earl still is telling 
about the eightacourse dinner that was ··served him 
for 60 cents in a Yakima hotel. Would cost three 
dollars in this country, he avers. I-Iis great regret 
is that he did not go fishing-when passing the 
Yakima River he saw anglers wading in the 
stream, up to their waists in the water, but the 
sight of the floating ice-cakes· and the sno\v-
blanketed banks discouraged the San Diagoan from 
so frosty a sport. 
C APT. S. ISHIKAW 
ern California 1·· .. 
tion an~ master of 
~~white~ ).}:_ose", has b 
time. Other members· 
of six or eight; were hil~_eit- w 
tagion at the:same tin:~_;;'::,;:~.)yherdore the vessel has 
lain in at Fish Harbor·-,,~'pen'ding improvement in the 
health of its complement. The ship will go into 
commission again as a sardinei-'; with the waning of 
the early March full moon. Fares will be landed 
at the Coast Fishing Company. 
T L. ISENBERG, manager of the M. H. 
L e Isenberg's fresh fish. distribution plant on 
Central Avenue in Los Angeles, was married to 
1'.1iss Riva Fox on Jantiary 4. Isenberg's bride 
originally was a Pennsylvania girl, but lias lived in 
Los Angeles for the last twelve years. 
JACK DELUCA, manager of the Los Angeles 
• Fish and Qyster Co. of Los Angeles, recently 
moved into a new seven-room hon1e at 8707 Third 
Avenue, Los Angeles. The house is a Spanish-
style stucco structure, ;,vith a patio in front and 
a double garage in the rear. It is nwdern in every 
respect, with electric refrigeration, gas heater sunk 
in the walls, tiled kitchen and bathroom in colors 
and is finished in· modernistic, hand-decorated stuc. 
co. The Hving-rooni is especially note-...;~.rorthy~ be~ 
ing 18 feet wide bY 30 long, with a beamed ceil-
ing and a fireplace. The new home has been 
completely refurnished. 
oR. T. GISLEN, assistant professor of biology 
at Uppsala Unive1·sity~ Uppsala, Sweden1 is 
visiting at the IIopkins 1Iarine Station of Stan-
ford Universityj Point Cabrillo~ California. Dr. 
Gislen, accompanied by his wife, left for Japan a 
year ago to study sea bottom life at N asilu (south 
of Yokohama)j Asantlishi (on the Tsugaru Straits 
between Hanshu and Hokkaido) and Aurahusa 
Marine Station (Kyushgu. Studies also were made 
at \Vaildki, near HonoluluJ Hawaii_ 
Lately the professor has been collecting sea 
bottmn samples a1ong the coast fron1 San Fran-
cisco to Santa Barbara, shipping many varieties 
back to the Swedish University. 
M ISS KATHLEEN ADAIR, secretary in the 
offices of the Van Camp Organizations, Ltd .• 
San Pedro, \Vas in Phoe·nix~ A:t;i:{ona, from Feb~ 
:r_uary 5 to fi"""ebruary 10 looking after her 10 acres 
of grape-fruit properties. 
* * * p ]. ANDRAE of the Oceanic Sales Co., Se· 
• attle, left late in February for a trip of a 
month or n1ore through the eastern n1arkets. 
]5 
C ARL MUNSON. associated with his fath.er-_, 
A. H. 1v1unson. in operation of Nichiro Gya· 
gyo Kaisha, Japanese mild~cu-re firmj was to have 
sailed· from Kobe, J apanf for Seattle on Febru · 
ary 21, accompanied by his cha:rrrdng Russian 
bride. "Carl likes the American girls very much/' 
explains the elder Munson, "but has found that 
there are some lovely young wmnen on the other 
side of the Pacific as welL" 
Considerable time and effort were required to 
secure admission of the nevv~ 1irs. Munson into 
the United States~ due to the stringent immigra-
tion 1a ws now in force. 
* * * R OY JENSEN, president oi the \Vashington 
Fish and Oyster Co. and also of the Puget 
Sound \Vholesale Fresh Fish Dealers' Association. 
returned to Seattle from the East· by v,ray of Cali-
fornia~ travelling on the Southei'n Pacif1c lines. 
\Vhile in the southern state~ Jensen visited Henry 
Dowden and others in the fresh -fish business. 
* * * 
E-, UGENE C. SCOFIELD,. of the California 
Con1mercial Fisheries Bureau, was the main 
speaker at the n1eeting of 1-:iontereyys Exchange 
Club on Tuesday~ January 13, Scofield described 
the activities of his organiZation in connection with 
the joint survey of Monterey Bay being made by 
it and Stanford University, 
MATT BLUMEINTHAL, fresh ti.sh broker of 
'LDs Angeles, spent February 21, 22, 23 and 
24 in San Francisco, calling upon fresh :fish ship-
pers of that locality for whom he is Los Angeles 
representative. I-Ie left for the South on the nigbt 
ot February 24. 
1. S. JENSEN of the Utopian }<'ish Co. again 
... * is covering the trade. throughout the Midd1e 
West and East Central states and perhaps will go 
on to the East Coast. He left during the latter 
part of February, his principal being dis~ 
posal of what Alaskan herring .company still 
has on hand._ 
J KASEROFF, chief engineer of Capt. Jack 9 Berntsen's purse~seiner1 the ''Ivfarie Joan19 • 
suffered a con1pound fracture of the left leg! a 
broken shoulder and severe cuts about the head 
and face~ and S. Russo, member of the san1e ship•s 
crew~ and son-in-law of Salvatore Cardinale. 
received bad cuts and minot" bruises when 
the ·motorcycle upon vvhich they were riding- was 
completely demolished in an accident three miles 
ho.ni San Jose, California. 
Kaseroff 1 ·whose horae is at Ter·minal Island. 
San Pedro, had taken his 1n6ton:::ycle aboard the 
"Marie Joann upon 1eavi11g· for more northe-rn 
waters. \Vhen were injHred at 9 :45l on 
the evening of 21 1 they were enroute to 
1\'Ionterey to visit Mrs. Russo; as they appn)ached 
San Jose they overshot a turn and struck the 
Southern Pacific hacks. They were given emer-
gency treatment in San Jose and then brought tn 
the San Francisco 11arine Hospital. 
Kaseroff is well--known to fishe:rmen, having been 
a member of Capto BerntsenJs crew for two years. 
A F. HARNETT of San Francisco has been 
G named a representutive for the Van C·unp 
S~a Food . Co.~ Inc., Southern California packers 
oi tuna, sardines and mackereL Harnett, who is 
well' known atnong food distributors of California, 
will take over the N orthe:rn California- and Nevada 
territories, formerly cared for by l\{aillard anJ 
Schmiedell. 
C HICO LARCO, fresh fish producer and dis-
tributor of Santa Barbara, California! sj;ent 
February 22 and 23 in San Francisco 'conferring 
with the Henry Dowden Co. of that city. 
"I left Santa Barbara at 11 :15 p. m. on the 
second section of the ~r~arle, u states Larco.. "On 
the following morning, as \Ve were ·passing through 
Casterville~ we were delayed . for three hours when 
the first section collided with a milk huck~ killing 
the driver and causing the truck to catch on fire.n 
l6 
F 1 s h e y 
C AIRO. EGYPT, white-walled and pallid, was the natal place of a child 
who was destined to make new his-
tory as a fisheries entre-preneur on the 
\Vest Coast of the Occident. In the City-
of-the-Nile, forty-four years ago, this son 
was born to a lady of France and an en-
ergetic European merchant whose locale 
of business was Japan. Thus Africa pro-
duced a future manufacturer, and Samuel 
R. Hornstein commenced life in the an-
cient caravan terminus on Sahara's edge, 
where during his first three years he saw 
the turban, the fez and the helmet of 
Sudan as often as the Leghorn straw of 
the visiting vacationist. 
Then his environment changed. He 
was remov.ed to the capitol city of Japan, 
and enrolled in a French Catholic school. 
There, among other accomplishments, his 
masterv of the French language became 
complete while at the same time he ac-
quired familiarity with the Japanese 
idiom. At the age of twenty he grad-
uated from college, and immediately as-
sociated hims.elf with an importing, ex-
porting and shipping firm of Tokyo. 
Thereafter he served an apprenticeship 
with Helm Brothers. Yokohama custom 
brokers, prior to entering the employ of 
the Commercial Union Assurance Com-
pany of London, Yokohama branch. His 
final oriental connection was with the 
American Trading Co., importers and ex-
porters; he left them in 1909 to migrate 
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Samuel R. Hornstrin 
to America, arriving in San Francisco m 
October of that year. 
Hornstein was then twentv-two. He 
became interested in fisherie; almost at 
once, and his career as a packer had its 
inception at this time. 
L ead er 
In 1914 a. gr_oup of Japanese. organize,l 
the Coast Ftshmg Co. of Wtlmmgton hut 
soon involved the firm so heaviiy that 't 
could no longer operate. In 1916 Horo;~ 
stein undertook th_e reorganization of tl~r: 
house, refinanced Jt, and b.ecame the con 
trol~ing head as owner of a 60 per cen; 
equ~t:y. Three years later he acquired an 
additional 25 per cent, all of which }» 
retains at the present. Meanwhile, he in;~ 
proved and enlarged his factory in re-
m~rk~ble degre.e, and when the entire in-
stttutwn was destroyed by conflagration 
in May of 1926, he rebuilt it on a magni-
fied scale and more perfectly than ever 
Hornstein's plant is said to pack Jl) 
per cent of all the. tuna canned in th~ 
Harbor District; it was one of the fir,; 
to exploit the local mackerel, putting ~;~ 
50,000 cases in 1928; its annual pack ,;j 
tuna, sardines and macker.el is declared 
to total 400,000 cases; it was one of 
San Pedro firms to initiate the 
of frozen Japanese albacore for purposes 
of canning. 
As president of the Coast Fishing 
Hornstein has had a part in building 
unequalled fleet of West Coast tuna 
ers. His flotilla the 
Rose," "Southern Cross, 
"Progress" in addition to 24 
fishing craft of lesser 
worth, all told. Firmly 
with an excellent personnel, the house 
a splendid future before it. 
"Oil Kings" Capture Shark 
I T WAS Thursday morning, January 22. Archie Sanchez, the Standard Oil 
man, Sterling Bruno, the Shell Oil man. 
and several other well-known figures 
around the old Monterey wharf were go-
ing about their daily tasks when Tommy 
Aiello saw something that caused him to 
become exceeding excited. 
"A shark! A shark!" he cried, jumping 
up and down in excitement. 
Investigation by those present proved 
the truth of his cry; down below the 
Standard Oil marine station a large shark, 
swimming about dazedly as if it had 
struck its head upon the pilings. 
Archie Sanchez, who naturjB.lly is a lea-
der in any movement, took the matter· 
in his hand-or rather, took a heavy 
crow-bar in his hand and set out to strike 
"old man shark" on the head. Nino Cri-
vello, local fisherman, first tried to lasso 
the huge monster, but without success. 
Several other attempts were made to "fish" 
the creature in; these also failed. 
Then Archie bethought himself of a 
loaf of bread which then was within his 
new gas statiton. A short time before 
there had been a feud between the two 
"Oil Kings" and the crews of several 
purse-seiners. Archie and Sterling fired 
water at the fishermen. and the latter 
found that bread made a' good missle and 
the oil-men good targets. From "spoils 
of war," emerged the brec.d to do duty 
in landing the huge shark. · 
By HARRY HIGASHI 
With a crow-bar in his nght hand and 
a loaf of bread in his left, Archie went 
down the 14 steps to the boat landing, 
which is about two feet above the water. 
and started work. The system he used 
is very well known in all other lines of 
industry except ftshing; certainly it was 
The "Two Brothcn", launth used for taking 
baskirt{! shm·k;- in 1l1 ontcrr•y Bay, with a /eve 
l,jg fello<u:s alrmrJside 
the first time that such a system 
used in catching a huge, man 
shark. He held his loaf of bread 
left hand and tried to encourage 
into coming near him. His 
pa-pa" idea must have worked ;~ry, 
for soon he was able to get a rap 
the shark's head and firmly tie up 
creature. 
Then came the problem of pulling 
a 550 pound shark, which is not an 
thing to do. Sterling Bruno and 
others tried to pull him up, with the 
suit that "Pee-Wee" Lucido almost 
overboard. Some bright fellow 
gave them a good idea and the 
passed through a tackle; with the. 
the Standard Oil Company's dern 
the strength of many hands, 
able to start pulling. Nino Cri~'e 
cided to help-vocally-so, in tune 
the tugging of the rope, he sang as 
before. His voice undoubtedly 
to bring out strength which did not 
before, the man-eater soon was on 
of the wharf. 
The heroes of the day called up 
l\Ionterev Bv-Product Company who 
the shark to. their fertilizing plant. · 
asked how he felt about the "big 
Sterling Bruno replied, "Well, 
about $2.50 for selling it to the .. 
plant and Archie and I will dtvlde 
tnoney." 
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Fifteen Years of Progress 
tw'o-story plant of the French Sardine O:J,mpany, of 'U'!tich 
Martin J. Bogdano'Vith is president. 
post-\Yar depression u f 
inroads upon the pros-
the financial crisis 
and a program of 
upon. The Pacific M a--
had been established 
the Kittle-
after a few years. 
the land and equip-
the French Sar-
the stock and 
mum loss of time and efforL It was com-
and first occupied in the spring of 
President Bogtlwwvich 
Development of the company from a 
$10,000 concern to one whose assets are 
around the million-dollar mark in little 
more than a decade is a record which 
well might be envied by progressive firms 
in anv line of business. The growth of 
the F;·ench Sardine Company is an admir-
able tribute to the officers ·which have 
guided its destiny_ Especially is this true 
uf Martin ]. Bogandovich, president and 
general manager. 
Bogdanovich, who is a native of Kom-
iza, on the island of Vis in the Adriatic, 
gained his first experience in American 
fisheries in 1908, when he migrated to the 
United States and became a fisherman, op-
erating out of San Diego. Later he 
moved to San Pedro, continuing in the in-
dustry, first in the production end and 
later (1914) as owner of the California 
Fish Company, a fresh fish distributing 
firm. Shortly after the French Sardine 
Company was launched, Bogdanovich sold 
his fresh fish business, purchased a con-
trolling interest in the new cannery and 
assumed full charge of its operations. 
The company originally had been 
formed to process sardines after the 
French manJi.er, in which thev are fried 
and packed in olive oil. The "new presi-
dent recognized that this was not practi-
cable in the United States, so he gradu-
ally changed methods until the finn was 
packing tuna and sardines much as do 
other canneries of the coast. It was Bog~ 
clanovich, also, who kept the firm out of 
financial difiiculties in 1920, when he in-
troduced a retrenchment program which 
kept it solvent when other organizations 
were experiencing bankruptcy. 
O.ffiurs and Staff 
In addition to the president and 
era! manager, the officers include N. 
cich, vice president; 0. R. Butler, sales 
manager; and A. T. \Yilliams, assistant 
lvtackerel~butchering department, said to be tlze largest on Fish Harbor. 
18 
sales manager. Butler for a time wa,; 
West Coast manager for the Hertz Drive-
Ur-Self system and later was identified 
with the Wyandotte olive interests, He 
joined the French Sardine Co, on August 
1, 1930. Williams started with the Inter-
national Packing Corp. in 1920, joined 
Van Camp Sea Food Co., Inc., when the 
International was merged with the latter 
finn, was with the Southern California 
Fish Corp. from 1923 to 1929, and then 
joined the Coast Fishing Company, He 
remained with this finn until the latter 
part of August, 1930, when he became 
associated with the French Sardine Com-
pany. 
George Slavich is ofiice manager. Oth-
er officials are J. A. Y aksitch, bookkeep-
er; John Tripsevich and Mark Suglian. as-
sistant bookkeepers; and Niko Kovace-
vich, timekeeper. The office further is 
embellished by three pretty young women, 
Miss Mary Bogdanovich, Miss Clara 
Gabelich and Miss } osephine De Maestri. 
Before joining her father's company, Miss 
Bogdanovich was a popular student at 
Long Beach Junior College, having bee1' 
a member of the rowing crew and also 
having become well known as a golfer 
Miss Gabelich and Miss De Maestri are 
officers of the San Pedro Business Girls· 
Club. 
Operations in the packing plant are in 
charge of J. vV. Fisher, head mechanic, 
and Andrew Kucich, warehouse foreman. 
Packs and Brands 
French Sardine Co. product~ are mar-
keted under seven brand names, the pack 
including sardines, tuna, tonno and mack-
erel. The sardines are put up in one-
pound tails, five-ounce tails and one-pound 
ovals. Tuna is packed in one-fourth 
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1\!Iartin J. Bogdano'Vich 
pound, one-half pound and one-pound 
round, as is tonno. Mackerel is canned in 
one-pound talls only. 
"Blue Banner" is the best-quality pack 
of the company, only the choicest yellow-
fin being used in this pack, selected both 
for color and texture and packed in solid 
chunks. "Belle Isle" is nsecl for fancy 
tuna and sardines. "Eatwel!" and "Ev-
eryday" brands are the most versatil 
sardines, tuna, tonno, mackerel and · e, 
all being packed under their labels. 
sina", "Rubidoux" and "Bay" are the 
er three varieties. The first is used 
striped tuna and tonno and second <0 " 
tuna and tonno and the third for sta~rl~ 
arc! tuna packs. · 
. Most of the ~roc~uction of the companv 
1S sole! and d1stnbuted under its · 
brands, but it also enjoys a large 
label business. 
Every case of tuna packed 
French Sardine Co. is sold in the 
States. Ninety-five per cent of the mack-
erel also is sold to the domestic markc• 
while all of the tonno is consumed j,~: 
callyo The largest portion of the sardh;e 
pack moves by export to almost 
country on the globe, but the 
market is fast learning to like California 
sardines and the growth in domestic de~ 
mane! far exceeds that of export. 
Fishing Vessels 
The fleet which regularly fishes for th~ 
company includes five live-bait ships and 
seven purse-seiners. The "Adventurer'" 
largest of the former type, is a 113-foote; 
owned by Ctpt. August Felando; it 
powered with a six-cylinder, 300 
Union dieseL The ,'Belle Isle" 
of the big ships, is Capt. John 
famous craft, named for a Freach Sar-
dine Co. brand. It carries a 340-h.p., six-
cylinder vVestern Enterprise diesel. 
The "Rainbow", Capt. Anton Kordich's 
ship, also has a Western Enterprise, 
300-h.p. job; the vessel is 89 feet 
Capt. Raymond Dragich's "Sea Rider" 
under contract; it is a 67 -foot com bin a· 
(Continued on Page 20) 
DEL MONTE GOES 
ABR AD IN 
I 
ago, the firs·r Fibreboard Shipping 
Cases bearing the famous Del Monte label 
left Western ports for foreign shores. 
day, thousands fill the holds of European 
bound ships-because Fibreboa Shipping 
Cases stand the gaff and reduce costs~ 
Write for facts outlining the savings other 
canners are making in export shipments to-
day. 
Discharginq at London, England from 
S.Bo Pacific Reliance showing gear 
'l.uith spreader ban '!.chich fully protects 
Fibr oard Pr ucts Inc~~ 
71 0 Russ Bldg., San Francisco 
the merchandise 
a ·m.ark of 5 fJoint 
onty 
San Francisco 
Seattle 
San Francisco 
Southgate 
Port Townsend 
SALES OFFICES: 
Chicago Portland 
Philadelphia Salt Lake 
MILLS and FACTORIES 
Stockton 
Los Angeles 
Philadelphia 
Antioch 
Port Angeles 
Honolulu 
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TUNA 
Canneries .. Li ht Fares 
IRST FARES OF TUNA com-
menced arriving in San Diego with-
in two weeks of the reopening of 
Much speculation, and not a fev1' 
wagers, found setHement when 
little tuna boat, "Balboa," rounded 
Coronado spit and came plowing 
the harbor, deeply laden, Much of 
catch being small, and the fact that 
fresh fi·sh market was ravenous for 
of yellowfin, resulted in prac-
the whole cargo being distributed 
where the vessel first halted, at 
Wharf. 
18 the "Lusitania" enter-
first sizeable catch of the 
80 tons. It is claimed that 
was taken on the Todos Santos 
and that the "Lusitania" and fhe 
<lay together there, fishing in 
proximity to each other. Some 20 
of the fare was less in size than the 
acceptable to the packing 
wherefore Capt. Rosa had to make 
to sell such quantities of it as he 
to the fresh fish dealers. The bal-
ratefully received by some 
organizations which dis-
it with immediate dispatch to 
of needv citizens. 
February 26 the "Conte Verde" 
in 35 tons as the product of a 
cruise. The tuna was remarked 
as of prime quality. The crew re-
stormy weather. 
2 the 'Orient," sole steel fish-
the entire fleet, made fast at 
Van Sea Food wharf and dis-
of splendid yellowfin. 
fish was in perfect condition, the 
having been of but 28 days duration, 
this the coal season. An additional 
tons was carried to the fresh fish 
where it quickly was absorbed 
sale in the great metropolitan markets 
South-,.,vesL 
has been aroused by the re-
. that during its fishing the crew of 
"Orient" captured a tuna that had 
tagged or marked by some scientific 
or during last year. Efforts 
are made to trace this rumor 
definite verification or a complete 
this writing the San 
fleet had been having 
fortune off Cabo San Lu-
2 the "Lucky Star," first 
}~ to return, came into Los 
"l~rbor with 15 tons of fish 
Tnere doesn't seem to be much 
, ~he,re right now." was Capt. 
set!ch s report. "The 'Vitalitv' 
tons and the 'Sea Rider' four tm;s 
when we left, while the rest had none. 
The ;veather has been cold and rough." 
known schooling grounds to southward. 
The Uncle Sam Bank, the Todos Santos 
Bank, the great congregating area off 
Magdalena Bay and other like resorts of 
More than a half hundred big white 
tuna cruisers-the handsomest and most 
splendidly outfitted fishing fleet in any 
ocean-now are gathered on the several 
the tuna are being cruised by the 
yacht-painted flotillas of San and 
Italian Food 
Also operating under the name of 
West Coast Packing 
1 
Packers of 
CALIFORNIA SARDINES 
TONNO ITALIAN STYLE 
TUNA and MACKEREL 
r I 
C"''" 
Creel Genova 
Sea View Farfamed Sicilia 
r 
Brands Nobility Touring Club Sardegna Luster 
Skiff Etna Mar Grosso 
Royal Dish Stromboli San Francisco 
.I 
Office and Cannery LONG BEACH, CALIF. 
BRE ST ·CHIC 
the finer 
TU A 
We also Pack 
grades of 
TUNAmTONNO, SARDINES, MACKERE 
W"estgate Sea Produets Co~ 
San Diego, California 
20 
San Pedro. \i\Then the real spring mi-
gration of fish commences, there will be 
a veritable deluge of tuna, but probahly 
no run of great consequences will de-
velop until some time in May. 
Meanwhile all packers are prepared for 
whatever fares the ships may produce. 
Gus Johnson, Van Camp Sea Food man-
ager at San Diego, states that warehouse 
stocks are low, and that he needs tuna 
immediately. "We shall be glad to see 
some activity now, after the 60-day idle 
period. We are short of tuna now and 
shall accept all of the fish our ships can 
catch." 
Fifteen Year:f 
Progress 
of 
(Continued from Page 18) 
tion craft powered with a 4-cylinder, 160-
h.p. Western Enterprise. The fifth live-
bait ship is the "Jugo Slavia". 
The _purse-seiners operating regularly 
for the French Sardine Company are the 
"Commander", Capt. Roko Rotnitk, 69 
feet, powered with a four-cylinder, 175-
h.p. Western Enterprise; "Humanity", 
Capt. Juito Pesutich, 68 feet, with a four-
cylinder, 100-h.p. Western Enterprise; 
"Sunbeam", Capt. Nick Resich, 58 feet, 
with an Atlas-Imperial, 80-h.p.; ''Ama-
zon", Capt. M. J oncich, three-cylinder, 
100-h.p. Atlas-Imperial; "Prosperity". 
Capt. Matt Marcovich, 75 feet, with a 
four-cylinder, 160-h.p. Fairbanks-Morse; 
"Congress", Capt. Louis J anuich, 70 feet; . 
"Excellent". 
Reduction Plant 
Even in the meal and oil plant the ut-
most pains have been taken to provide 
modern equipment and methods. The 
French Sardine installation is one of the 
newest on the coast, and undoubtedly i~ 
one of the most efficient in the industry. 
An especially noteworthy feature is the 
machinery installed by the California 
Press Manufacturing Company and the 
Standard Boiler and Steel Works, which 
make the plant entirely odorless. Gases 
are captured at their source, thus insur-
ing their complete elimination. 
That the sardine oil is of high quality 
is indicated by the sale during the 1929-
30 season of more than forty S,OOO~gallon 
tanks. Large quantities of meal, almost 
Developing 
Finishing 
Commercial Work 
Supplies 
.. 
319 West Sixth Street 
San Pedro, California 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIEs 
EaPI Nielsen, K. Hovden superintend-
ent at San Diego, likewise is anxious for 
fish. Having only recently completed im-
provements in his cannery amo11nting to 
many thousands of dollars, he is impatient 
to see the new plant in action. 
Paul Steele, manager of the Westgate 
Sea Products, finds himself with empty 
warehouses and orders still comipg in. 
Westgate already has a large fleet of 
ships, with oth.ers now building, but anti-
cipates no difficulty in disposing of the 
pack advantageously. The firm is a great 
believer in the worth of trade marks and 
all of which were used in Southern Cali-
fornia for livestock feed, also were dis-
tributed during the past season. 
When operating at full capacity, the 
advertising, and has in project an exten-
sive publicity campaign to further the 
a1lready large sale of its Breast o' Chicken 
brand. 
Things now look bright in San Diego 
A few more loads of tuna and the char~ 
acteristic hum and bustle will return to 
the greatest of all tuna ports. With stocks 
low and tuna still scarce the firmness of 
the market seems under the protection of 
n~ture itself. Whe? better adverting 
stimulates consumption, there will be 
room for further expansion of the in-
dustry. 
French Sardine Company employs 800 
men and women. When no canning is 
being done, the skeleton crew of 30 han~ 
dies the plant. 
First Quality 
BLUE SEA 
Packs 
Tuna and 
Sardines 
SUNSET 
Tuna and 
Sardines 
IT ALIA 
Italian 
Style Tonno · 
Packed by 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FISH CORP. 
Terminal Island Los Angeles Harbor California 
Featuring Four Famous Brands! 
s 
FRENCH 
Terminal Island 
of Tuna ..r 
Mackerel ./'· 
Sardines ..r 
"EATWELL" 
"BELLE ISLE" 
"MESSINA" 
"EVERYDAY" 
Packed by 
SARDINE co. 
Established 1917 
Los Angeles Harbor :: California 
MARCil, 1931 
California Oval Pack 
COMPARISON of food values in leading meat products with Cali-
fornia oval-packed sardines, as pub-
bv the United States Bureau of 
ries, clearly illustrates the high food 
of the one-pound oval can. Total 
contents in the following, 
are in one-pound nnits, is given 
the Bureau. 
sardines .... 37.59 per cent 
Sirloin steak . , ... , ... 39.00 per cent 
Beef round ............ 32.00 per cent 
Leg of mutton ......... 37.30 per cent 
Chicken .............. 26.90 per cent 
comparing retai-l prices of the above 
one readily sees in which the big-
is to be had. Where a 
sirloin steak will retail at from 
and a pound of chicken 
to cents, a pound can of 
sardines can be had at anv 
for only a dime. -
" data published by the Ameri-
C~e_nucal Society in conjunction with 
Umted States Bureau of Fisheries 
that the oil present in the Cali-
pilchard is abun.dant in vitamins 
and "D", bein_g a'lmost as rich in 
&e as is cod liver oil. Minerar! salts 
curative elements which are hard to 
m such abundance in any other food 
.are present in sardines. On top 
t11at, th:"y are the biggest bone-
for children. this product being 
. recommended bv leading health 
flile>' for such purposes. 
tial Home Market 
oval can of sardines contains a 
lTnnd of food in nicely-prepared 
n the hands of an enterprising 
Jt can be served in many •says 
are much enjoved bv the familv. 
packers have done little or noth-
present or introduce the oval can 
market. 
By GEORGE J. CHRISTO 
Custom House Packing Corp., Monterl'y 
The potential possibilities of the United 
States have been much overlooked. In-
stead of concentrating their efforts upon 
putting up a quality pack which would 
make the domestic consumer give it pref-
erence over the European product-and 
it is added here that the European pack 
of sardines does not start to compare 
in food value with the California fish-
the packers have concentrated on mass 
production of oval canned sardines of a 
quality that the American consumer will 
not buy. Of course, there have been 
some exceptions-packers who have tried 
to put up a good product-but the domi-
nant idea in their minds has been to 
produce a pack which will sell cheaply 
enough so that it can be purchased by 
the poorer classes of Europe and the 
Orient. 
Production I ncr ease 
ln the accompanying graph we find 
that when the 1921 button was reached. 
after the war peak year of 1919, the 
pack had dropped from 1,489,979 cases 
to 389,112. Following this year of de-
pression, the production began to climb, 
so that in 1922 the pack was 729,034 
cases; in 1923, 1,032,023 cases; in 1924, 
1 ,420,128; in 1925, 1,753,779; in 1926, 
2,163,755; in 1927, 2,625,412; in 1928, 
2,815,330. In the 1929-30 season, when 
the highest peak was reached, there were 
4,200j000 cases packed. 
Up to 1929, consumption was capable 
of absorbing aH that the industry was 
able to produce, but in 1930 when the 
saturation point was reached with the 
largest pack in history, the canners found 
themselves ·with a carrv-over of more 
than 25 per cent of the total produc-
tion. As this was the first time in the 
history of the, industrv that such a large 
proportion of the stock had to be car-
ried over, it found the packers entirely 
(Continued on Page 25) 
F~ E. BOOTH COMPANY, INC. 
Packers of 
California Canned Sardines 
FRUITS-ASPARAGUS-VEGETABLES 
SHAD ROE 
Canneries at Monterey, Pittsburg, Centerville 
FRESH FISH SPECIALISTS 
Wholesale and Retail :Markets: San Francisco, Stockton, San Diego 
General Offices: 110 Market St., San Francisco 
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'Jhar~r The Fishing Trade ARDEN SALT Deserves the Finest 
LESLIE COMPANY 
Rewashed Coarse Salt SALT 
SAN FRANCISCO 
WESTERN SALT CO. ...... 
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. LESLIE-CALIFORNIA Specializing in all Industrial SALT COMPANY Grades of 
Alexander Bldg., San Francisco SALT 2465 Hunter St., Los Angeles Sardines and Mackerel 
CANNERS Long Beach Salt Co • ~ 
• "The Dependable Salt" Selling Agent GENERAL FISHERIES 
CORPORATION DIRECT FROM OUR PLANT TO YOU W. S. Craig Brokerage. Co. Long Beach, California 923 East Third St. Los Angeles 
P. 0. Box 998 San Pedro, Calif. All grades crude and refined salt for the Telephone TRinity 8282 Fishing Industry 
MONTEREY BAY SARDINES 
If ·. Y ouf . C ustorner 
Leading Fancy Brands: EL CAPITAN, GRILL, EL MAR 
FISH OIL and MEAL 
E. B. GROSS CANNING COMPANY 
Sales Office and Plant: Monterey, Calif. 
Demands Quality 
,,. 
;. .;. 
Brand 
Cable Address: "GROSS." . 
There . zs Only One 
Also Packers of 
Custom and Feature Brands 
CALIFORNIA SARDIN"§~ ·~ 
Custom House 
Packing Corporation 
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 
uy he Sardine Port of the West Coasf' 
J~~~~;~= : . . ' . . ... , !<J' ' •· .· . · .. ·.. .· .. · ' • 
Tuna, Nftke,..C!I, Sardine• . 
. < ~-;,: .. (,~::· . · .. t>;, . 
Quality Packers of Sea F~od Products c···:·,'' • 
. "\ 
COHN-HOPKINS, Inc.'···., 
SAN DIEGO, CAUF. 
We Specialize on Fancy Pack Baby Yellowfin and 
All Light Meat Varieties of Tuna 
WE SOLICIT PRIVATE LABEL BUSINESS 
SAMPLES GLADLY SUBMITTED 
' 
1931 
SA MON 
Fire Razes Astoria Cannery 
F OF UNK]'.;OWN ORIGIN destroyed the old Elmore can-
nerv at Astoria on February 12. The 
large st.ructur.e, one of the old !andmar~s 
of the e1ty, was own~d. by the ColumbJa 
Riyer Packers Associatwn and has been 
-·~ed as a warehouse to store nets, boats 
''" suppli.es. No canned s.almon 
kept at the time of the fire. 
])laze began at three in the mom-
the time the fire department was 
building was a mass of flames. 
soon soread to the adjoining 
partially destroying a cannery 
!Junkbouse and also a small residet;ce 
&wned by the C. R. P. A. and occupied 
bv Ah Dog, well known Chinese contrac-
tor. The latter was not aware of the fire 
·'until awakened by the firemen, he and 
his family barely having time to escape. 
\\'. L. Thompson, president of the com-
roughly estimated the loss at 
the damage being fully covered 
insuranrP For a time the flaming 
ng, ·which toppled into Bond. Street. 
"--~~·"- the Talent Packing Co. plant. 
fishermen lost property which 
been stored in the warehouse, includ-
By MARY MOORE 
ing 50 gill-nets (some of which were 
owned by the cannery company but the 
majority by individual fishermen), s.everal 
boats, cars and a quantity of cannery 
supplies and machinery. About $2,000 
damage was done to ten trolling boats 
which had been hauled out of the water 
and placed on blocks in the vicinity of 
the building. Practically none of these 
was insured against fire. Considerable 
loss also was sustained by the Pacific 
Power and Light Co. and the Pacific 
Telephone and Telegraph Company. 
Many interesting phases of Astoria his-
tory have been recalled by the destruction 
of the old building which was erected 50 
years ago by a group o£ ten Astoria men 
at the formation of the Union Packing 
Company. Four of the original builders 
and incorporators still live in Astoria. 
All now are retired from active business 
but retain their interests in the fishing 
industry which they knew back to the 
days when canneries paid twenty cents a 
fish for Chinook salmon. 
"King Salmon .. ts 
THE COMMODITY MARKETS 
the crown shifts back and forth. We 
have heard the cry, "Corn is king," 
"Cotton is king," or "Wheat is king," 
, has had its day. Each has had its 
h spots. If any of the three is wearing 
. c,rown today, said crown is not highly 
ned. 
here on the Slope we are 
from worries of the Farm 
\Ve have worries of our own. \Ve 
kings" of our own. From San Pe-
Sitka a huge army makes its living 
the production and distribution of 
If any particular species has 
crowned "King," the offi-
scorer failed to notify us, but 
where we are sitting it does seem 
« Salmon truly i~ king. 
on the west coast of Vancouver 
li±rJ.d--wh men are men and the 
,don't doubt it-the king salmon 
tar wide; around him spins 
spoon-the big lunch he 
dreamed of. Here the West 
Association, with sta-
and N ootka, British 
THE OTHER DAY 
we found the following interesting article in 
Postoffice Box 1208, the o'VeroJ/orked aperture 
of THE WEST COAST FISHERIES. It 
bore a Seattle postmark. Because it was so 
interestingly and entertainingly w'ritten, we 
arr publishing it hcre.-T!ze Editors. 
Columbia, are "pulling line" and baiting 
the well-known hook as if General De-
nression had never come into office. With 
a sizeable membership of highly skiHed 
fishermen, well-equipped stations and fast 
carriers, these workers are turning choice 
sea food into coin of the realm while 
their land-lubber brothers are moaning 
about "the good old days." 
On Lincoln's Birthday Ye Scribe stood 
on Pier 12, the dock which houses four :of 
Seattle's sea food emporiums and watched 
the good ship "Lewac'' discharge 50,000 
pounds of kings from N ootka. A lot of 
salmon, say we, a lot of salmon in any 
vitamins and other health-producing in-
gredients. 
WiHiam Calvert of the San J nan Fish-
ing and Packing Co. is president of the 
association, which is operated under the 
management of Dr. Ernest D. Clark. 
REPLACEMENT of three old-model 
"iron chinks" with late-model machines 
The Union cannery property 
owned by J. M. Coleman of San 
cisco. About 1890 it was purchased 
Samuel Elmore, a leader in Astoria 
for a long time owner of The Morning 
Astorian. Elmore enlarged the 
building, fitted the upper floor for a 
ing shop and published his paper 
Due to the encroachment of other 
ings and wharves it became necessary 
move the canning operations and 
1895 he built the "l1ew cannery," 
feet to the north. This structur,e now is 
the main building of the C. R. P, A. 
By that time Elmore operated several 
canneries on the Oregon Coast, as well as 
a large farm in Tillamo.ok. He took up 
the breeding of thoroughbred racers as a 
hobby and turned a part of the old can-
nery building into a stable. The Astorian 
was moved to up-town quarters and in 
1895 the use of the space formerlv occu-
pied by the printing shop was donated to 
the M. E. Sunday school. This practice 
has been continued by the present owners, 
the Columbia River Packers Association, 
which was formed in 1899, Elmore being 
among the orgariizers. 
ing" 
month, and this was February. Seattle's 
sea-food-loving diners had 'em on Thurs-
day, the 12th; Tacoma and Portland en-
joyed the111 on the 13th; and on the 15th 
San Francisco housewives were giving 
the boarders a change in diet. Within a 
week the boys and girls in 
were enjoying their favorite and 
even back at Broad and Wall (where they 
take our money, and keep it) the folks 
were dusting off their tonsils with this 
luscious fruit of the sea, for the Empire 
Builder, Mr. Hill's fast-111oving passenger 
train, took out a full car kings direct 
for the Atlantic seaboard, orders not 
to loiter along the way. 
lJp at N ootka the 
"Ask your dealer for 
they add: "He's 'em if he's 
clients the best, 
McCallum-Legaz Fish Co,, Seatde fish 
dispensers, were the consignees of the 
"Lewac" shipment, and dispatched the 
first car of fresh filsh to New York aHd 
Boston to open the 1931 season. 
Yes, citizens, king salmon is king. Long: 
live the king! 
ts reported by the Smith Cannery Ma-
chine Co., manufacturers of packing 
equipment. The new cutters are to be in-
stalled in the Hawk Inlet cannery of P. 
E. Harris & Co,, the Craig, Alaska, plant 
of Libby, MeN eil and and the 
Hood Bay establishment of the company 
of that name. 
THE WEST COA.ST FISHERIEs 
Pro ress1ve Saln1on Legislation 
SEVERAL YEARS AGO California trollers defeated the Division of Fish 
& Game in a legal tilt which had the 
result of upsetting the preva•lent scheme 
of salmon protection. The state authori-
ties thereupon appealed to the legislature 
and obtained passage of a uniform salmon 
law applying to all of the ocean waters 
under its control. This statute admittedly 
was inept in that it subjected Monterey 
Bay to the same closed periods as were 
fixed for Point Reyes, Fort Bragg and 
Eureka. May 1 was appointed the date 
on which tro<lling was to begin at all 
points, notwithstanding that in Monterey 
Bay the best fishing obtains in the months 
of March and April. 
N. B. Scofield, chief of the Commercial 
Fisheries Bureau, has commented upon 
the maladjustment occasioned by the 
blanket salmon statute: "The trolling sea-
son for Monterey Bay has not been 
proper since the uniform law was en-
acted. An ungraduated open period will 
not fit the running times for the salmon 
along the whole coast. The opening 
should come first at Monterey, then, with 
successive retardations, at points farther 
north. The records of Dr. Snyder of Stan-
ford University show that the average 
length of those salmon caught between 
March 1 and June 30 is g-reater than 28 
inches. Beginning with July there is a 
sudden falling off in size, due to the fact 
that the •large fish have moved north to 
their spawning streams. The present sea-
son, then, from June 1 to September 15, 
is almost entirely wron·g for Monterey." 
This year a strong effort has been made 
to obtain an opening for Monterey troll-
ing on March -1, it being contended that 
the impoverished condition of the fishing 
population, which has just completed a 
poor and profitless sardine season, makes 
this action especially necessary. K. Taki-
guchi, fisherman leader, has been espe-
cially active in organizing support for the 
proposition. and so much concern has 
been engendered in the matter that City 
Manager R. M. Dorton, C. M. Brown of 
the Chamber of Commerce, and Allen 
Griffin traveled to San Francisco to urge 
the issue with the heads of the Division 
of Fish & Game and with Governor 
Rolph. An accord was easi•ly reached, 
the officers of the Commercial Fisheries 
being themselves desirous of the change, 
as Sco.fiteld, above quoted, has exnlained. 
However, the fisheries administration of-
ficials held out for an increase in the legal 
size limit from the 26 inches of the pres-
ent law to 28 inches henceforward. 
"The length should be 28 inches," con-
tended N. B. Scofield. "This length comes 
mid-way between the average sizes of 
three-year-old and four-year-old salmon 
as caught by trollers in Monterey Bay. 
Dr. Snyder has measured and ascertained 
the age of more than 6,000 salmon from 
that area; we base our stand upon the 
evidence of his gathering. Twenty-six 
inches is very cloes to the average length 
of the three-vear-alds." 
As a con1promise settlement of thE" 
point, both parties agreed to a legal 
length of 27 inches. This proviso, to-
gether with an earlier season. were incor-
porated in Assembly Bill 389, by Vl!m. 
J ost, chairman of the Fish & Game In-
vestigating Committee. The hill orcwicles 
for a Monterey season of March 15 to 
June 30 this year, but fixes the opening 
date hereafter as April 1. Other changes 
\oYhich will be effected by the bill will be 
the shortening of the seasons in districts 
12, 12B and 13, all of these near San 
Francisco. This earlier closure will per-
mit a considerable number of spawning 
salmon to escape up the Sacramento 
River. 
Commercial Fisheries officials h a d 
hoped to obtain a closure of the Sacra-
mento between the dates of June 15 and 
November 14, but such opposition v.-as 
voiced to the proposal that it was aban-
doned. Members of the division met with 
the river interests and agreed upon a 
compromise which has been accepted by 
everyone. This compromise divides Dis-
trict 12B at the Rio Vista bridge, and at 
a point on the San Joaquin River at the 
mouth of the Old River, three miles above 
Bouldin Is<land. The salmon season be-
low these two ooints will be the same as 
in the present -law for 12B. But above 
these places the commercial season will 
be closed from June 16 to November 16. 
The object of this special stipulation is to 
protect the earlv-run salmon which have 
gotten fairly well up the river before the 
opening of fishing, and loaf around in 
the neighborhood of the mouth of Cash 
Slough, there becoming- gradual<ly unfit 
for food. These fish are good breeders, 
and just as valuable for spawning pur-
poses as are the later comers. Salmon, 
especially during the spring run, enter 
Cash Slough, apparently in a misguided 
attempt to get up the river. They remain 
there until the water becomes so warm 
that they have to back out. When they 
hit the cold current of the main stream 
they again proceed toward the spawning 
'lough water these fish become quite 
black, and are not very fi<t for food. It is 
estimated that more than 150,000 pounds 
of them have been caught each year in 
the mouth of Cash Slough and in the 
river just above that location. By the 
new agreement these fish all wil<l be 
saved to proceed up stream and repro-
duce the species. 
The other important proposal in the 
Jost bill (A. B. 389) was inserted there 
as the direct result of the California Su-
preme Court decision of February 14, 
which had the practical effect oi declar-
ing inoperative the. present law govern-
mg open ::>eean trollmg. The decision was 
made stnctly upon an mterpretation 
the statute, it being the judgment of 
court that the present law does not 
bid the possession of salmon in clrn::d 
districts if the catch has been made ~on 
the high seas. Since it is almost 
sible to prove whether a tro<ller the 
fish where you find him with it, or actu-
ally hooked it ,three '?r five miles off the 
land, the court s opmwn has the effect "i 
thrmYing all of the coast--except Nfo1~_ 
terey J?ay--:-open to unregulated trolling. 
Th1s s1tuatwn has brought about a co1i_ 
clition exceedingly dangerous to the sal-
mon supply while at the same time 
ing the trollers of Monterey and 
Cruz in a position of disadvantageous di'-
crimination. They have carried their prZ-
tests before the state congress throuQh 
Senator Baker of Salinas and a•lso by ~~~­
gaging the attention of Commissioner 
Zellerbach, Governor Rolph, N. B. Sco-
field, W m. J ost and others to whom the 
people of California have entrusted the 
wise and just administration of fi,sherv 
matters. · 
Because of the grave threat to future 
salmon supply which the present "wide 
open" condition imnlies, and because of 
the doublv difficult nosition of the Mon-
terey Bay Fishing people, the Jost bili 
has been given classification as an emer-
gency measure, and aligned for immedi-
ate consideration by the legislature. 
Little opposition to its enactment i:; 
foreseen, the weight of equity in its favor 
being so great that only the most formid-
able opposition conceivably could de-
feat it. 
N.- B. Scofield commented upon 
outlook early in March, saying: "It 
appears fairly certain that we shall 
some valuable protective measures for 
Sacramento River salmon-and 
any serious contest. The real 
wil<l be that to eliminate 
ing. With all commercial 
agreement on the subject of ocean 
ing, as well as on the Sacramento 
measure. we should be able to put a 
to spearing." 
FISHERMEN'S PACKING 
C RP RATI N 
EVERETT, WASH. 
Canners of 
Puget Sound Salmon 
Our BRANDS 
SOCKEYE PINK 
"Snow Cap" "Ocean Spray"-"WaterfaU" 
COHOE CHUM 
"OI.nnpic"-"Snow King" "Golden W est"~"Golden Glow" 
CANNERY: EVERETT~ WASH. 
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JVIEAL and 0 L 
California Oval 
to meet the emergency, with 
that ruthless competition fol-
leading to this demoralization 
prices could not very \ve11 
by the packers. De-
world markets, the low ex-
of silver and the drop in the 
commodities had caused a hyster-
nclition and a "catch as catch can" 
in which the packers unloaded 
stocks with a loss of 50 to 75 
situation has cleared 
carry-over of last year has been 
out. The short pack of the 1930-
which is less than 1,500,000 
go a long way to better con-
for the coming season which 
next August. A further encourag-
sign is that with over 1,000,000 cases 
carry-over from the season of 1929-
and ·the 1,500,000 packed this season. 
stocks in cannery hands at 
will not exceed 300,000 cases in 
the northern and southern districts, 
LITTLE HERRING taken in 
ancouver Island district has been 
to meal and oil although, for the 
that right has been granted 
bia fisheries operators by 
on authorities. "The quantity 
used as a result of this order 
small compared >Nith the 
the Vancouv.er Island dis-
resulting amount of meal 
was not at all encouraging," 
a communication to WCF from the 
of A. Motherwell, Chief Super-
for British Columbia. 
to, this time it has been the opinion 
l• ederal Department of Fisheries 
as conservation has been 
after, the manner in 
fish are processed is really of 
to the Department. It has 
th2:t the industrylshould be per-
utlhze the catch in the manner 
would be most profitable. Other 
hovvever, have held different 
and, in the case of herring and 
rds (in order that there may he no 
to the correctness of the 'Depart-
m the future) a joint inves-
undertaken bv the Fed-
and that of the 
Columbia, employing 
('. . officers of the Biological 
_,ctnada." 
bulk of the herring fishing in 
1s on the southeast and 
coasts of Vancouver Island, 
considerable quantitv is taken 
at Prince Rupert,' primarily 
hahhut bait. One reduction 
(Continued from Page 21) 
whereas last year at the same period 
there were more than 2,000,000 cases m 
warehouses. 
Up to the present time oval sardines 
have been selling below the cost of pro-
duction. but the canners now realize that 
the pack is short and that stocks in first 
hands are not great. They therefore are 
not as anxious to dispose of their goods 
as they have been in the past year. We 
sha<ll not be at all surprised to see a 
sharp advance in the sardine prices soon. 
\Vhatever stocks are in packers' hands 
are small compared with those of other 
years, and 300,000 cases can be moved 
in a month. This has happened many 
times before, and from all indications we 
believe that the entire pack will be cleaned 
out before the end of June. 
There has been an earnest endeavor 
made by all packers this season to pro-
duce better goods than heretofore; im-
provements have been made in equip-
ment and new processes developed. An 
example of this is that progress made 
plant is in operation at Prince Rupert. 
The main part of the Vancouver Island 
catch is used for drysalting, being shipped 
to the Orient. A certain amount also is 
frozen and used fresh as halibut bait. 
The order opening the fishery for re-
duction purposes was a measure whose 
purpose was to proYide work for needy 
flshermen. 
OIL TARIFF HEARING 
VERY LITTLE was accomplished at 
the meeting held in Washington, D. C., 
on February 17 (see WCF, February, 
1931, page 27) for the purpose of discus-
sing a proposed 50 per c.ent reduction in 
duty rates on imported oils. Action was 
postponed for 30 days, during which time 
each oil industry, and those groups which 
are heavy users of oil, are to be permit-
ted to prepare briefs and collect data to 
support their contentions. Congress will 
not be in session at the time of the meet-
ing, so that no action will be taken at 
least until the end of the year, when the 
Federal legislative body reconvenes and 
the problem of general tariff revision is 
pr.esented. 
FOR SALE 
Two Hughlett Can Lacquering Machines 
made by Seely Bros. of Blaine, Wash., good 
operating condition-displaced by larger 
machine~will be priced right. Address 
WEST COAST FISHERIES, Box 1208, San 
Pedro, Calif. 
by the Custom House Packing Corp. at 
Monterey (see WFC, De luxe Reference 
Number, page 85), If this process were 
to be adopted by other packers, they 
would be capable of putting on the do-
mestic market a product that the con-
sumer would be eager to buy, 
Educational advertising shou,ld be the 
next step of the industry, so that it can 
tell the world the wonderful value of the 
California sardine. Effective 
coupled with the proper 
create a market for our product 
home, and then most of our 
worries will be over. Unless that is done, 
we cannot see how the industryj which 
has attained a production of 
4,000,000 cases, can very on 
1,500,000, as has happened this season. 
Especially is this true today, when the 
export markets that have in the past 
absorbed more than 85 per cent of the 
Ca<lifornia sardine pack are not and will 
not for some time to come take any-
where near the volume of ovals that they 
have been absorbing in the past. 
THE LARGEST floating crab cannery 
operated by Japanese interests is the 
"Taikoku Maru," which is 7,000 tons bur-
den. The smallest is 1,100 tons, while 
the average is between 2,500 and 3,000. 
The majority of these vessels are second-
hand combination freight and passenger 
ships, which seem more closely to meet 
the requirements of floating canneries. 
Such ships must be sturdy, must have 
ample deck space, two boilers, room for 
a large amount of fuel and water and 
relatively good speed. 
OVER 4,400,000 GALLONS of fish 
exclusive of medicinal codliver 
more than 22,700 tons of fish were 
produced in the fisheries by-products in-
dustries of Canada last year, according to 
returns made the Dominion Depart-
ment of 
KRU E, 
Dealers in 
ALASKA CODFISH 
SALT SALMON 
ALASKA HERRING 
SPICED HERRING 
Bell St. Terminal Seattle 
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SIXTY- T H R E E AND FOUR-
TENTHS per cent of the wholesale gro~ 
cers who replied to a questionnaire sent 
out by the United States Printing and 
Lithograph Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, re-
ported that a part of the canned goods 
which they distribute is marketed under 
their private brands. The inquiry, which 
was conducted in order to secure from 
the wholesale grocers of the United 
States a cross-section of their experiences 
with private brands, was sent to 1,348 
companies (none of which was connected 
with chain organizations or "voluntary 
chains"), and replies were received from 
306, which number constituted 22.7 per 
cent of the whole. 
In answer to the first question: "On 
how many different itexns, approximately, 
do you usc your own private brands?", 
the largest number sold from SO to 75 
items under private brands, this being 
followed closely by those who sold from 
100 to 150 and from one to 10. More 
than 60 per cent had 50 or more items 
so branded. 
One hundred and forty~nine users, or 
76.8 per cent of the total, reported that 
their numbers of private brands were in-
creasing, while only 14 concerns reported 
a decrease. This agreed with the answers 
to question three, in which 155 users 
(79.9 per cent) reported an increasing 
relative sales volume of privately~labeled 
goods as against 12 who reported that 
the volurhe was falling off. More firms 
reported that their own brands repre~ 
sented between 70 and 80 per cent of 
their total bnsiness than any other per~ 
centage. 
The largest percentage of users of pri-
vate brands in the United States was on 
the West Coast, where more than 92 per 
cent of the companies marketed a portion 
of their canned goods in that fashion. 
The smallest percentage was found in 
the group of states which includes Mary-
land, Virginia, North and South Carolina, 
Georgia and Florida. 
"There was no desire to prove a case 
or support a theory," declares the intro-
duction to the United States Printing & 
Lithograph Company. "The inquiry was 
conducted by a company which has the 
privilege of serving all branches of the 
food industry, including every type of 
rrJaJmfacturer and distributor." 
Copies of the survey may be secured 
by writing the printing firm at Cincin~ 
nati. 
EXPORTS OF fisheries products from 
the United States during 1930 were con-
siderably less than during 1929, according 
to the report of the United St;ates De-
partment of Commerce. The most strik-
ing declines were in cured fish, canned 
salrnon and miscellaneous canned fish. 
Gains were recorded in pickled fish and 
miscellaneous fisheries products. 
Quantities Exported 
Commoditv 1929 1930 
Fresh (lbs.) 18,179,000 16,052,000 
Salted, smoked, 
cured (lbs.) 11,842,000 ,., .... I 
Pickled (bbis.) 9,000 
Canned 
salmon (lbs.) 40,967,000 27,356,000 
Canned 
sardines (lbs.) .. 123,920,000 103,248,000 
Other canned 
fish (lbs.) . , .... 14,254,000 7.714,000 
Miscellaneous fish 
products (lbs.) .. 2,386,000 5,386,000 
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Value of Exports 
Commodity 
Fresh ........... $ 
Salted, smoked, 
cured ......... . 
Pickled ......... . 
Canned salmon .. 
Canned sardines .. 
Other canned fish 
JI/Iisc. fish prods ... 
1929 1930 
2,509,000 $ 1,966,000 
1,743,000 
308,000 
7,406,000 
9 419 000 
1:9os:ooo 
210,000 
973,000 
328,000 
5,345,000 
7,139,000 
1,150,000 
274,000 
----------
Totals ......... $23,500,000 $17,175,000 
LOBSTER LANDINGS during 1930 
in Canada showed an increase of more 
than 3,500,000 pounds over the figures 
for 1929, the total catch being 40,715,300. 
THE 1930 RUN of sockeye salmon :.1 
the Thompson River system is repon~:l 
as being the •largest in 20 years. 
1930 WAS an extraordinary good fi.'h-
ing year for the Icelandic industry. Th~ 
total" catch up to December 1, 1930, vq: 
165,300,000 pounds, an increase of 12, 100,~ 
000 pounds over the 1929 figures. Poor 
demand, however, coupled with weather 
conditions which have made it 
to properly dry the fish, have 
increase of approximately 
pounds in holdings at the present 
over the amount at the beginnino- 0 .,: 
1930. b 
GOLD MEDAL 
COTTON FISH NETTING 
uT he Netting of Quality" 
Every step in the process of manufacture-from gathering the raw material 
to packing and shipping the finished product--is carried out under expert 
supervision in our own plants. You are therefore assured of uniform, 
unvarying, HIGH QUALITY NETTING. 
BARBOUR'S 
Double Knot Linen Gill Netting 
and Salmon 
Have been used on Pacific Coast since 1876 
We Recommend 
CALIFORNIA COTTON MILLS COMPANY 
Seine Twine, Thread and Twine Laid 
Fishing Quality Rope 
Have been 111 Demand 
The line 
San Francisco 
Los Angeles 
Seattle Representative 
the Fishing Fraternity of the Pacific Coast for 
Over Fifty Years. 
Thread Com ny 
443 Mission St. 
722 Rowan Bldg. 
303 Smith Tower Annex 
NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON BALTIMORE 
GLOUCESTER JACKSONVILLE 
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wherein are detailed the doings A department 
operation 
equipment 
their 
all 
boats and ships, the latest zn new 
the news affecting their chosen 
Plan Lar est Tuna Ship 
KELLY, who for 27 years has 
fJshed along the coasts of the United 
States from Georges Banks to Cape 
on the East and from the Bering 
to Panama on the West, now is com-
plans to commission the largest 
ever to operate from the West 
the United States. Kelly, who 
vears old, is rebuilding the "Ma-
,·, O'ld-time lighthouse tender which 
been replaced by the more modern 
uoia." He expects to have the work 
by August. 
''l,1adrono" was built some 45 years 
in Camden, New Jersey. After a 
it was retired from government 
of an obsolete power 
ut the iron hull still is in as good 
as when first completed. It 
180 feet over all. 
of the main features of the ship 
be its refrigeration system,' states 
"In the first place, no ice wiH be 
by the Madrono' when we set 
tuna. Instead, we are m-
brine-freezing tanks for 
our catch. We shall also 
refrigeration in the bait-wells (the 
bait-tank above deck will be that 
, chumming) and the. intake pipes 
to them. in order that sardines 
be injured warm water during 
cruises. storing the catch 
have fi;ve main holds, with an 
cuddy hold which also will be 
as a header for the other chambers. 
ordc;r to secure adequate, refrigera-
for these various tanks and holds, 
to install! four 30-ton ice 
combined capacity will 
to eight times greater than 
big tunaships. We expect 
. to be highly efficient, 
!D the brine-freezers where 
tion of the brine (through a 
· arrangement which agitates 
and our header method of con-
. p_ipes (by which the tubing, 
IJemg strung out in one long 
Me Dan-
line, will consist of two main pipes with 
numerous cross-lines) will enable us to 
secure one ton of ice for every 17 feet of 
pipe instead of every 300 feet, as is usual. 
''Another advantage of our refrigera-
tion system is that we shall be able to 
hold the fish in our storage chambers as 
long as is required to secure a full load-
our capacity is 400 tons-or, after reach-
ing port, as 1long as is desired by the can-
nery to whom we are under. contract. 
Practically all overhead stops once we 
land, so that if it were to become neces-
sary we could lay in for a month or more 
without suffering any considerable finan-
cial loss. Any one who knows much 
about the tuna industry will recognize 
what a boon that will be to the canners." 
Under ordinary cruising conditions the 
"Madrono" will have at least firve feet of 
freeboard aft, which wi'll constitute a 
safe margin in almost any storm. How-
ever, for tuna-fishing it is necessary to 
have the stern nearer the level of the 
water. 'This will be accomplis!hed by 
shifting 19,000 gallons of diesel oil from 
the bow, where it ordinarily will be 
stored, to tanks in the after hold. When 
the converted tender is thus trimmed for 
fishing, its platforms will be just below 
the surface of the water. 
"As soon as each tuna is caught," ex-
plains KeUy, "it will be thrown on a 
conveyor which carries it to a flush-
board in the central part of the ship. 
This obstruction drops it down into the 
sharp-freezer, where it is frozen in from 
two to seven hours, depending upon its 
size. After that process is completed, the 
filsh is carried to the fore-part of the brine 
tank by circulation of water. Here it is 
lifted out through a second hatch, again 
placed upon the conveyor, and carried to 
the storage chambers, whose total area is 
approximately 16,000 cubic feet." 
The main power-plant will be a 500-
h.p. diesel whose make has not yet been 
announced. In addition, there will be two 
150-h.p. auxiliaries which will drive the 
iels, one of the owners of the 20-footer, 
"my brother, D. S. McDaniel, harpooned 
a big basking shark. He put up such a 
tough fight, however, that he pulled loose 
and appar.entlv got away from us forever. 
Today we we're out after a few late stay-
ers and we cam·e on one which was lying 
generators and will coupled 
to the ice machines. ' of our 
ment will be electrically-driven, 
Kelly. The conveyors and the deck ma-
chinery will be so powered, as will bait 
pumps and other smaller engines. Our 
electrical equipment also wiH include an 
extensive radio inst'allation. There will be 
a specially-buiit, highly:selective broad-
cast receiver, to which will be connected 
three dynamic speakers, each with power 
amplifiers, for use in various parts of the 
ship. We shall have a N a tiona! shorte 
wave receiver and a short-wave transmit-
ter, with 1,000 mi1es daylight range, for 
phone and code. K. F. Burkholder, 
Westinghouse engineer, will be in charge 
of installation. 
C0-2 fire protection will be used. 
The ship now is at the Bethlehem Ship-
building Co. plant in Alameda, but in a 
short time will be brought down to San 
Pedro to be finished in the yards of the 
Harbor Boat-Building Company. "The 
Harbor people have been moving spirits 
in the project all al!:mg," says Kdly, "and 
so we plan to have them complete the 
work on the 'Madrono.' They have shown 
themselves to be progressive and for-
ward-looking and are well-equipped to 
handle the job." 
Comfort of the crew has been a feature 
of construction plans. Almost all living 
quarters will be above deck in the house, 
and the cabins wiH be large and well-
furnished. Staunchness also has been 
stressed. "This is not only 
because we intend to cruise and 
longer than other tunaships," avers the 
experienced fisherman, "but also because 
we intend to use the 'Madrono' for hali-
but-fishing during the slack part of the 
tuna season. That is another reason for 
refrigerating the bait-wells; they can be 
used as additional storage holds during 
northern operations." 
Los Angeles capital is firnancing the 
big ship. 
just off the beach at Prattco. After a 
four-hour fight, in which he us 
through the water at a speed 10 miles 
an hour, we got him to the boat. When 
he finally was alongside, the 
mark left my harpoon was 
recognized. 
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REVIVED INTEREST in Monterey's 
basking sharks, and the reports of big 
specimens recently having been harpooned 
there, has resulted in almost all of the 
old-timers coming to the fore with stories 
of other big baskers that have figured in 
West Coast fisheries history. 
Chico Larco, of the S. Larco Fish Com-
pany, Santa Barbara, now has the floor, 
Gentlemen: 
"About 1920 Capt. Pete Mardesich and 
Andrew Mardesich and Tony Bogdono-
vich were fishing together aboard the 
'Bear.' Well, the boys had 22 pieces of 
barracuda gill net set in a string some-
where off the Santa Barbara Islands 
when a school of basking sharks swam 
into them. 
"In those days the nets were 35 fath-
oms long by 175 meshes deep (3%-inch 
mesh, you know, instead of 7-inch as at 
present), so the 22 of them made quite a 
curtain. Anyway, out of the school they 
caught three sharks, the largest one being 
60 feet long. The next biggest was more 
than 50 feet long and the third was a 
little one. They all wef'e balled up to-
gether. with the 22 pieces of barracuda 
net wound around them and so tangled up 
that it took the men three days to get 
the gear free. They let two of the sharks 
drift in on the beach, where they lay until 
they were taken off and towed out to sea, 
It happened that a steam schooner came 
in about that time, ai1d it took hold of the 
third one and by using its steel falls and 
booms hoisted the thing up on top of the 
wharf. The whole town came down to 
have a look. They called it 'Larcos' min-
novv'. ·· 
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GILBERT c+ VAN CAM 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. 
lnsuranc 
ALL FORMS 
SAN DIEGO SAN PEDRO 
867 HARBOR ST. tviUNICIPAL WHAR~ 
PHONE 
MAIN 4490 
FULL 
Interest 
Paid! 
RESOURCES EXCEED $13,000,000.00 
A STATEWIDE I~STITUTION 
BUILDING-LOAN 
ASSOCIATI 0 N 
Under State Supervision-Legal for /1.11 Trust Funds 
SAN PEDH.O BRANCH 
Sixth and Centre Streets, San Pedro 
Phone 2870 
UNION ICE OMP 
PHONE 2680 . 
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Interest 
Paid! 
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A Successful Sardine Light Buoy 
A.NY OF THE SMALLER half-
" ring and lampara seiners of the 
\Vest Coast used to tow no stake-
or skiff. Under unfavorable condi-
this fact often handicaped them 
an inconvenience sometimes 
serious loss. Chief among 
experienced was that 
the outer end of the 
-when there was a ripple on the 
or when for any other reason the 
was impaired and the cork-line 
to discernment. 
meet demands of situations such as 
as well as to facilitate and speed 
operations during normal 
a San Francisco inventor per-
a light-buoy which is said to have 
admirably, even when deligerately 
The maker is Tom Cincotta, 
of the firm of Cincotta Brothers, 
and dealers in fishermen's sup-
at 444 Bay St., San Francisco. Cin-
has had long experience in out-
and stocking fishing boats, so it 
strange that he should have con-
of the scheme which was to re-
business of seine crews 
in utter darkness. 
is said to consi~t of an 
pine cask. heavilv 
interiorly and painted on th.t.' 
Four ga,lvanized iron hoops bind 
staves together. In the side of the 
is seated a water-tight container of 
vv ulass, screwed firmly against a gas-
which excludes all moisture. A bas-
of metal protects the glass 
from exterior impact, so that the 
T lie "barrel-light" 
assemblage is rugged in the extreme. 
Within the container is a 4)/z-watt in-
candescent bulb, seated in a candalabra 
base. This is connected through a 
switch on the exterior of the cask-head 
to three volt-and-a-half dry cells safely 
encased within the buoy. All outside fit-
tings, and the packing nuts through which 
the conductors pass into the float, are 
of heavy non-corrosive brass. 
Each seiner carries two of these small 
barrels. When a schoal of sardines is 
sighted the captain sings out: "Buova a 
mare!'' whereupon the man stationed in 
readiness on the stern thumbs the switch 
and throws the illuminated float over-
board. It is firmly believed by the boat-
men that the fish at once congregate 
around the light, fascinated by its glare. 
Meanwhile the vessel makes a complete 
circuit of the school, after which another 
light-buoy is thrown out, the end of the 
seine being made fast to it. Once more 
the boat quickly circles the bunched 
school, paying out its web as it moves 
along, until arriving at the light mark-
ing the loose wing, whereupon hauling 
commences at once. Not an instant of 
time has to be ,lost in searching for the 
seaward end of the seine; netmen state 
that this is a highly important factor. 
Cincotta light-buoys have been in use 
for some three years now, and San Fran-
cisco round-haul seinemen are said to 
swear to their value. The apparatus is 
practically indestructible, and the only 
renewals that are necessary being the 
occasional replacement of jaded dry cells. 
Ordinarily the batteries endure for 40 to 
50 fishing nights. 
According to the sardinemen, these 
"barrel-lights" have the ability to with-
stand fearful abuse. It is reconn ted that 
they have been known to continue to 
function after the casks have been run 
down and smashed by the on-coming 
boats. Occasions are even recounted 
when the lights actually have continued 
to burn when the crushed buoys had 
been carried beneath the surface of the 
water by the weight of the net to which 
they were tied. 
"I don't think we would try to go 
out to fish without the 'barrel-lights' 
now," said an Italian sardine seiner of San 
Francisco recently. "In the dark you 
can't see what you are doing unless you 
have them, and you always get lots more 
fish if you use the buoys, because then 
you finish yotJr hauls sooner." 
''Bluefin" to Cruise South 
RELllviiN ARY to the commence-
l;J.ent of the longest research expedi-
c<ItlOn ever undertaken bv a state-
patrol vessel in California. the 
efin" was hauled out on the wavs of 
Garbutt- \Valsh yard, San Pedro, to 
bottom cleaning, painting, and 
of its vacht-like fit-
With its holidav 
changed to the business-like hue ;f 
gray, it was replaced in its 
nt during the first days of 
whereafter it was returned tem-
to local duty. 
is the joint plan of ,the director of :Stat~ Fisheries Lab~ratory and of 
chJe! of the Commercial Fisheries 
u . to dispatch the vessel, with a 
.or mvestigators aboard, about the 
-
1 March. The ship is to proceed 
general southerly direction, but in-
ut making the run on a direct 
It will instead zig-zag off-shore 
-shore, traveiing from the kelp-
several hundred miles to sea as 
. scientists make a census of 
Is to be found in the waters at 
understood that no 
merely for scientific 
mary interest will be the sardine; the 
secondary interest will be mackerel; 
thirdly, we shall study rock cod. These 
three fishes, in the order named, are 
ranking commercial species from which 
great numbers of our fishing people gain 
a livelihood." 
"My object is to fix the southern ex-
tf'nt of sardine spawning," declares Eu-
gene C. Scofield. "This is a matter of 
prime interest to fishermen and to can-
ners, because of its close relationship to 
the migration of the young, and therefore 
to the possible repopulating of over-fished 
areas by schools that perhaps move in to 
take the place of the quantities that have 
been caught. The whole question of 
where the fish spawn, and whether or not 
they migrate in large numbers, is one in 
which every seiner and fish packer is in-
terested, because its solution will do much 
to make clear whether local depletion will 
be remedied by natural movements of the 
fish masses." 
"It is our purpose to try something 
that is entirely new in W.est Coast fisher-
ies research-although the plan has been 
tested in Europe, but without much suc-
cess. That is to make quantitative egg 
and larvae hauls, computing the results 
on a basis of unit-of-effort. By this. pro-
cedure we may be enabled to plot the 
practical area of dense spawning. 
"Now, we know that some years seem 
to he much better spawning times than 
others. In our egg collecting operations 
we are apt to make early discovery of 
such a season because the unusual abund-
ance of spawn or newly-hatched larvae 
in the water will acquaint us of the fact 
that there has been an epochal spawning. 
The next summer we can expect to find 
a superabundance of year lings, and a sea-
son after that ther.e will be a preponder-
ance of two-year-olds. We expect even-
tually to be able to follow the great pop-
ulation-waves set up by these instances 
of remarkably successful spawning, trac-
ing the young from season to season, just 
as we now know how to do in the case 
of Pizmo clams. 
"The point of commercial consequence 
is this: That after a certain vear-class 
reaches a given age, it beco;1es large 
enough for packing in "quarter-oil' cans. 
A summer or two later the sardines com-
prising it will have grown sufficiently to 
come within the range of interest of the 
'pound-oval' packers. Each year the in-
dividual fish becomes larger, and at a pre-
dictable age they will be of that large 
size which is most desired the can-
neries. It is evident that all of the 
preceding history of the various annual 
spawnings in our possession, we are likely 
to be able to foretell something of what 
the future abundance of pilchards may be 
expected to be, as well as the proportions 
of the d;fferent age-classes or size-classes 
which will constitute the catch." 
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"IT COULD BE WORSE" 
GRAYS HARBOR FISH MARKETS 
are doing a big business in eulachon, or 
"Columbia River smelts," according to 
John Hannula, Jr., of the fresh fi1sh com-
pany of that name at Aberdeen, Wash-
ington. "These fish are retailing- at eight 
pounds for a quarter," he states, "which 
quanity is enough to feed a regiment. 
This is tough on the butcher, but the fish 
man must have his day .. 
"Trollers were able to get outside most 
a<ll of January and many large catches of 
chinocks-as high as 500 pounds-were 
brought into this port. Bad weather the 
past two weeks, however, has caused all 
these boats to tie up, as well as the crab 
f11shing craft. 
"I am still getting a few steelheads 
from the Indian reservation, but that is 
about over. The season was a poor one 
for the fishermen, with no great runs 
and only a fair price." 
Hannula believes conditions could be 
less desirable in his territory, however. 
"All in all, fishermen and dealers still 
are working together, and I see no cry-
ing towels around here. so I take this 
as an indication that things could be 
\vorse." 
THE BOARD of nort Commissioners 
of the city of Oakland has authorized the 
making of an industrial film, which is to 
be 1,000 feet in length and which will 
show the harbor and terminal facilities of 
that port. The "movie" is to, be entitled, 
"Port of Oakland, Unique Western 
minus for Air, Sea, Rail, Highway. 
"This instructive film will be shown to 
civic and educational organizations, and 
to special conventions and the like," states 
Hal Wintermood, advertising representa-
tive of the city. 
THREE FISHINI.x VESSELS, for-
merly delivering sardines to the Pittsburg 
cannery of the F. E. Booth Co., Inc., left 
February 11 for San Diego to start out 
after tuna. The "Miss America," 60-foot 
lampara boat in command of Capt. Frank 
Alioto, will fish for Cohn-Hopkins Com-
pany. It is powered with a 50-h. p. Union 
diesel. The other two, which will be 
under contract to the W.estgate Sea Prod-
ucts Co., are the "Galileo," 60-foot· half-
ring craft, and the "Rosie," 1:\.mpara boat. 
The former is commanded by Capt. Tom 
Cresci and is equipped with a 65-h. p. 
Enterprise, while Capt. P.ete Sanfalippo is 
master of the latter,. which carries a 50-
h. p. Atlas Imperial diesel. 
The three vessels will cruise down the 
coast together; they expect to return to 
northern waters later on for the salmon 
run. 
Cabinet and Mill f17 ork 
LlJMBER 
Red Cedar, Green Bending Oak, 
Alaska Cedar, Dry Oak, Port 
OxfO<rd Cedar, Teak, Spanish 
Cedar, Iro,n Bark, White Pine, 
Lignum-vitae, Sugar Pine, Ma-
hogany, Spruce Bagac, Fir, 
Gum. 
D. A. JOHNSON HARDWOOD CO. 
Seattle 
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SALMON SALES GAIN 
MOVEMENT of canned salmon con-
tinues to be fairly brisk, according to re-
ports of Seattle concerns. Alaska reels 
and Puget Sound1 sockeye talls, both for 
export and for the domestic market, have 
enjoyed much larger sa,les since the first 
of the year than generally was antici-
pated. The general tone of the market is 
much improved, and prospects seem good 
for a continuation of the demand. 
Over 200,000 cases weer moved during 
February by the 80 companies represent-
ed in the bulletins of the Association of 
Pacific Fisheries. Pinks far outstripped 
all others, more than 145,000 cases hav-
ing been disposed of. A fairly good de-
mand also was reported for chums 
Sound sockeye and Alaska reds. ' 
"Of course, affairs are none 
explains Jack E. Salmon of 
Sales Co., Seattle. "Low prices have 
one of the main causes for the 
movement of canned salmon. This 
been especiallv true of the c~eaper grades 
It w1Jl be a long pull, but 1t looks a' :i 
things will work out all right." ·· " 
T\\:o causes of. equal importance are the 
ant1c1pa t_ory buymg f?r . the Lenten sea-
son and the replemshmg of deple•ed 
stocks, believes H. A. Fleager of the J<~et­
ley Clarke Co., Seattle. "The brisk move-
ment is more or less confi_ned to the 
cheaper grades, but the h1gher-priced 
packs also are entering into the genera1 
distribution," he states. , · 
'' • the ''Old Timers' 
arne, for Oakum 
AULK her wit 
'Wall' ", you'll hear 
them say. To the old tim, 
e:rs "Oakum"· is an abbre~ 
viation for Wall Oakum. 
Wall has a reputation for "stay· 
:i.ng put" and doing its job year 
in and year out. Wall makes 
oakum for the men who appreci-
ate Uniform Quality-that is 
why Wall Oakum is known from 
Southern California to Alaska. 
The boat that's caulked 
with "Wall" is caulked 
with safety. Wall Oakum 
is clean, of the best raw 
materials and made 
an organization with a century 
of experience in the best pro· 
duct:ion methods. 
Buy W aU Oakum and you 
:remove aU doubt. Buy \Vall 
Oakum and save money - be-
cause it lasts. 
WALL ROPE WORKS, Inc. 
48 South Street, New York, N.Y. Factory: Beverly, N. 
Pacific Coast Agents 
NORMAN S. WRIGHT & CO., 41 Spear Street, San Francisco, Cal. 
1931 
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Association Busy During 1 30 
HE PURSE-SEINE Fishermen's 
Association, which includes in its 
the major portion of the 
Sound purse-seine fishing v.essels, 
able in 1930· to serve its membership 
many ways, as well as to render public 
along a number ofiines in a man-
unusual with a trade group. 
oremost in the activities of the asso-
and its friends during the year 
its opposition to the proposed Fraser 
sockeye salmon. treaty, now being 
between ·the United States 
which was in the hands of 
as 1931 opened. 
Association 
after its signa-
Canadian offi-
then adopted a position in opposi-
to its ratification. The association 
its advisors were instrumental in 
Dill. 
Senate action carried over from 
of 1930 until the following 
also in obtaining a hearing on 
in Seattle during September 
senators Vi/ esley L. Jones and C. 
purse seiners finally declared them-
opposed to the treaty, as written, 
they f.elt it to be in direct violation 
the fundamental constitutional princi-
of the sovereign right of the state to 
and regulate the natural resources, 
and citizens within its own bor-
Specifically, they objected to the 
oscd termination of the present state 
nistration of the salmon problem as 
by cort'lmon acknowledge-
proved, has been one of 
t successful conservation pro-
conducted by any government 
As the proposed treaty threat-
two principles, and as seiners 
that amendments removing the 
le features would not be al-
its proponents, they· felt that 
· n.o alternative but to oppose the 
ent 111 its entir.ety. !They have felt 
the:e can be no misinterpretation of 
att1tude toward conservation because 
opposition to this tr.eaty, for the 
constantly has been on record 
such a program, not by mere 
but by concrete acts, 
their efforts toward guar-
escapem.ent of the 1930 run 
tion feels as well 2\S any 
ml-~rAo·'- involved in the salmon in-
ch can still be done to help 
run_ If such a plan were 
constructive the state adminis-
would willing to forego 
1 socke_yes during wha~ever pe-
ueemect necessary, askmg only 
a move be made universal in ap--~he association, however, feels 
crhzens of the state cannot af-
By JACK REPANICH 
SEVERAL MONTHS AGO 
!f7CF presented a discussion in which cer-
tain aspects of the prgposed sockeye salmon 
treaty between the United States and Canada 
were described. In t.he following article, 
descripti<ve of the year's acti<vities of the 
Purse-Seine Fishermen's Association of 
Seattle, we follow our usual policy of pre-
senting all sides of each problem by allowing 
Jack Repanich, secretary of the Washington 
association, to give his organization's 'Views 
upon ratification of the agreement.-T'he 
Editors. 
Jack Repanich, secretary of the association. 
ford to give up their present control of 
this valuable resource, nor does it feel 
that there exists at the present time any 
new crisis in the sockeye fishing which 
warrants jeopardizing the satisfactory 
progress being made in the runs of the 
other varieties. 
Further, the association is cognizant of 
a ·distinct trend in American industrial 
thought; when an industry ·is suffering 
from serious ills, the most favorable and 
lasting cures are brought about by study 
and the resulting corrective measures ar-
rived at by the members of the industry 
itself-not by calling in outside or addi-
tional government agencies. Such a princ 
ciple also is adhered to by the government 
itself, as shown by the activities oC the 
Federal Trade Commission. The associa-
tion feels that much can be done in the 
sockeye problem if it is studied and at-
tacked by members of the industry with-
in the state. 
The Purse Seine Fishermen's Associa-
tion was one of the original sponsors of 
the movement to obtain federal. aid in a 
construction project for the protection of 
the harbor at N eah It was largely 
through the influence the organization 
that, with the project in view, Congress 
provided funds for a survey of the local-
ity. Support of this program constantly 
was given throughout the year and the 
association presented arguments in favor 
of the breakwater program at a hearing 
in November before the United States 
district engineer at Seattle. 
The association was able to give definite 
demonstration of its position on fish con-
servation during the unusual run of 
Puget Sound sockeyes late in the summer 
of 1930. The closed season from Septem-
ber 5 to 15 had been abrogated, as is cus-
tomary in even-numbered but when 
it became apparent an especially 
large quantity of sockeyes would be taken 
during the period, and a-dequate escape-
ment thereby endangered, the purse-sein-
ers requested that the state dir.ector of 
fish and game close the season. After 
fishing had been reopened and it was ap-
parent that the escapement still was en-
danger.ed, purse-seine fishermen again 
urged a closure by the state authorities, 
this action later being taken. 
The Purse-Seine Fishermen's Associa-
tion also has taken a vigorous position in 
presenting to the state director a proposal 
for the abolition of the winter fishing in 
Southern Puget. Sound from December 1 
to January 5, substituting an extension of 
the fall season from the present closing 
date, November 5, to November 15. The 
organization further has supported a plan 
which would extend the weekly 36-hour 
closed season pr.evailing in the summer 
fishing season to the fall period as well. 
Aid /or the Needy 
Members of the Purse-Seine Fisher-
men's acting as individuals, 
in N ovemb.er of year gave 
hundreds of thousands of pounds 
salmon to oersons in 
Puget Sound. " action was 
later by still more widespread relief when 
the association cooperated with the Fish-
ennen's Packing Corporation of Everett, 
Vvashington, in giving away to needy per-
sons in cities throughout the entire state 
1,850 cases of canned salmon, repres~nting 
the closing day's production of the big 
cannery. The charity work was under 
the direction of Paul Martinis, Lee Mako-
vich, John Vitalich, and Nick Marinko-
vich. 
Affairs of the association were adminis-
tered throughout the year by Martin 
Johnson, president. Lee Makovich, vice-
president,· and Jack Repanich, secretary. 
These officers have served the association 
for several years. At the annual election 
on January 3 officers for 1931 were 
32 
elected, including P. H. Green, Burton, 
Washington, president; Lee Makovich, 
Gig Harbor, Washington, vice-president; 
Mike Evich, Seattle, treasurer; Jack Re-
BUREAU HAS BUSY YEAR 
TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTY-
TWO stream guards and special em-
ployees and 10 chartered boats, manned 
by 15 persons, were used by the United 
States Bureau of Fisheries during 1930 
in patrol and fisheries law enforcement in 
tht;. various districts in Alaska. These spe-
cial temporary employees were stationed 
as follows: 108 in southeastern Alaska, 18 
in Seward Katalla district, 10 on Cook 
Inlet, 36 in the Kodiak-Afognak district, 
4 at Chignik; 14 in the Alaska Peninsula 
"TAt l~tttu 
:yo"r hooks 
th' l11ttu 
your luck." 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIEs 
panich, Seattle, secretary (re-elected). 
The executive board, al!'o named at the 
meeting, is compos.ed of the following: 
Dick Suryan, P. Jogovich, A. Kordich, A. 
.district, 38 on Bristol Bay, and 4 in the 
Yukon-Kuskokwim district. 
Five of the chartered boats were op-
erated in southeastern Alaska, 3 in the 
Seward-Katalla district, 1 on Cook Inlet, 
and 1 in the Shumagin Is•lands region. 
There were 64 stream guards who fur-
nished their own launches-51 of whom 
were in southeastern, 12 in central, and 1 
in western Alaska. 
Eight special employees were engaged 
in scientific work~two on herring and 
six on salmon investigations, the work 
Gilich, P. Marti!Jis, ~· Vitaljic, T. O 
Dragland, N. M1losev1ch, B. Thomps · 
E. Enquist, I. Johnson, Tony Mladi~n, 
and J. Uglesich, sergeant-at-arms. eo 
being carried on mainly in southeaste 
and central Alaska. rn 
In addition to the foregoing 12 st 
tutory employees and 15 burea~ vesse~­
manned by 50 men, were engaged i ' fi,~hery protective work. These, togethe~ 
~·1th ~he te~:nporary employees and scien-
tific mvesbgators, make a total of 317 
persons and 25 vessels, apart from 
launches, identified with fishery protective 
work in Alaska in 1930, as compared with 
298 persons and 24 vessels so employeed 
in 1929. 
FACTS THAT DRAW CROWDS 
Every room has -
RAOIO·SERVIDOR ·TUB AND 
SHOWER BATHS· LARGE. 
OUTSIDE SAMPLE. ROOMS 
600 ROOMS 
127 AT $'3.50 PER DAY 
Boats Return Sooner, 
with Bigger Cargoes 
AS in the Tuna fishery, so too 
with H a I i b u t, Mackerel, 
Mixed Cod, Sable or Salmon, 
Mustad Hooks shorten the trip 
and increase the catch. 
All over the world, genuine 
Mustad Key Brand Fish Hooks 
are famous for best hooking and 
holding. They lead. in popular-
ity everywhere. 
''f.,t:t;..~.~~~f 
0. MUS'I'AD 6: SON 
OSLO, NORWAY 
Largest Manufacturers of Fish Hooks 
in the World Established 1832 
H. L. BOWLDS, Agent 
Mason Theatre Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif. 
Mustad's 
Limerick Hook 
Size 6/0 
ir frc1nc1s Drc1ke 
SAN FRAN·CI.SCO 
HUCKINS-NEWCOMB ttOTEL COMPANY 
Cotton 
Netting 
Made from PORTERDALE SUPERIOR SEINE TWINE. Knit to precision 
in any size mesh and thread. 
We use PORTERDALE SUPERIOR SEINE TWINE, because it is best. 
Our factory is equip~ed with the most modern and up-to-the-minute machinery, which 
insures accurate workmanship. 
Netting for Haul or Drag Seines, Purse Seines, Gill Nets, and all purposes. 
THE FISH NET & TWINE CO. JERSEY CITY, N. J. 
Coast Representative: JOHN H. DAVIS CO., 36 Spear St., San Francisco. 
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Test ew Estep Diesel 
1U'ID PROGRES~ is being made at the plant of the Barbee Dry-Dock and R.towards completing the new Estep Ship-Building Corporation. The engine diesel, the first to be manufactured will be rated at 80-h. p. Both Suryan 
h" Harry Estep smce he ceased to be and Estep announced themselves as 
~~lentified with the Vvashmg:ton Iron pleased with its first performance, but 
~\:~rks, Seattle. The new engme,, whrch the latter said that it would take several 
;: beincr bmlt at the Gu!owsen Grer plant, weeks to complete the work on it. 
'" ' 01~ the test block for a week. during Capt. Suryan is '':ell-known to north-
the latter part of Febru.ar:y to. penmt t.nak- ern fishermen as former master of the 
adjustments for ehmmat10n of vrbra- "Rio Rita," which he sold to Capt.Ceka-
After careful checking, the entire lovich just prior to the New Year. The 
was taken clown and is being Seattle purse-seiner won fame for itself 
examined, piece by piece, be- and its captain by being high boat dur-
f,,re reassembly for installation. ing the 1930 season among the Puget 
><The diesel is being constructed for Sound purse-seine fleet. It was built at 
Capt. Dick Suryan, who 
0 
within the next 
months wrll commtsswn hrs new sh1p, the Barbee yards, where the "Rio Grande" 
Grande," now under construction is under construction, and served as a 
~----~----------------------------
model after which the new ship has been 
patterned. It measures 56 feet over-all, 
has a beam of 16 feet and is powered with 
a 50-h. p. Standard gasoline engine" 
The "Rio Rita" did most of its fishing 
during the season in Puget Sound. Capt. 
Suryan made one trip to Southeastern 
Alaska, leaving on June 10 and returning 
on August 7th. During this time he was 
fishing for the Booth Fisheries at Dundas 
Bay. Upon arrival in Puget Sound, Sur-
yan agreed to deliver his fares to the Far 
West Fisheries, this contract remaining 
in force until three ~weeks before the clos-
ing of the season, at which time the ves-
sel was 'laid up, clue to low prices which 
were being paid for fi,sh. 
FISHERMEN re-
taking large quantities of eulachon 
during February from the 
. An especially large run 
has been noted and, as the 
good condition, ready sales 
obtained. 
CUNNINGHAM 
DECK MACHINERY 
FOR 
Fish-
Owners' Association, whose 
are located at Prince up-
Columbia, like its neighbors 
is having some trouble 
FISHING BOATS 
the basis upon which halibut shall 
d. 
we hope to market our 
fi,sh," states an official. "At present 
are having a dispute with the fish buy-
M edzanical Drive or Electric 
Anchor Windlasses 
For Chain ot· Wire Rope or Both 
Steering Gears 
Bronze Sporcket Chain or 
Quadvant Type 
on the grading of fish. Heretofore 
fish from 10 to 80 pounds which is of 
quality has been considered 
ones'; those from five to 10 
and under 80, 'Number twos'; 
Seine Winches and Fish. Hoists 
Gypsy or Drum Type or Combination Air Whistles-AU Sizes 
fish which are under five 
according to union regulations, 
supposed to be sold. We now 
ALLAN CUNNINGHAM 
notified bv the fi'Sh buvers that 124 West Massachusetts St. · Seattle~ Wash. 
fish ~haM consist-of those 
and that fi,sh under 
taken two for one." 
Marine Hardware San Pedro~ Calif. 
vessel-owners' group has been in 
for vears or more and 
oof approximately 70, 
constitutes 90 ner cent of the 
Rupert halibut fleet. Its objects 
"to protect the interests of its mem-
connection with government reg-
to develop aids to navigation 
adiust contentious matters with 
Sea Fishermen's Union." The 
are B. M. Nevvell, oresident: 
vice presidept: H. J. Brad-
secretary: and I-I'. M. Daggert, 
The trustees include Dr. -vv. T. 
Fritz and IVL F. Nicker-
0. BELL-IRVING, one of 
early Pioneers in the salmon-canning 
~try British Columbia died in Van-
r p ----. , 
;, -'· l-., at the ag-e of 74 on Feh-
U l ' c1 . . !1 · 
· _ . _1e na ongma y m-
Over 1 000 000 
h~rse powers of 
HEAVY OIL ENGINES 
to toliow the career of civil engi-
the tot d · h . on the seven seae says more 
, . m, er ot t e company wh1ch 
llJs name became interested in sal- than long wording about their 
, in 1890. He has been re- performance and reliability. 
•or much of the progress which They have an unequalled re-
s 
83 Marion St. 
Write Nearest dealer 
Literature 
.• 11 m_ade in the industry during the cord for dependable service, 
rour ctecacles. · iiiiiii:.Uiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiluiiiiiiim;;moim;;m;;m;;Oiiiii;.;;;;;m;;;;;;;...,....,....,....,....,. _______ ~ 
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Exhibit Smallest Diesel 
SALE OF THREE Bolinders power plants is announced by the Richard 
Froboese Co. o-f Seattle, distributors 
for the Bolinders Co. of New York. The 
fiirst of these has been installed aboard 
the "Mayflower", Seattle troller owned 
by Axel Jarvi. The other two engines 
will be installed in hvo new trollers which 
now are under construction. They are 
owned by Seth Lauren of Astoria, who 
will have a 12-h.p. instaJlation, and A. 
Strom of Tacoma, whose Bolinders will 
be rated at 10-h.p. 
The Bolinders Co. had many interest-
ing engines on display at the Motor Boat 
Show in New York during January. 
Among these was what is said to be 
EUREKA CASE SETTLED 
C A L I F 0 R N I A' S SUPREME 
COURT rendered a decision on February 
13, sustaining the lower tribunals of 
Humboldt County by making fi1nal the 
injunction restraining the Division of 
Fish & Game from interferring with sal-
mon fishermen who take their catch out-
side state jurisdiction. The result of this 
ruling has been that, for the time being, 
salmon trolling has been thrown wide 
open. 
The existing law originally was drafted 
to prohibit both seasonal fishing for, and 
the possession of, any salmon within cer-
tain ocean districts. It soon was seen 
that this worked a hardship on those 
trollers operating in Oregon and other 
northern points who would want to ship 
their catch southward by water; so the 
the smallest diesel in the world, a 330-
pound job which will devdop 6-h.p. It 
runs at from 900 to 1,000 revolutions 
per minute and consumes only slightly 
more than one-half of a gallon of fuel 
per hour when carrying a peak load. 
Since it burns diesei oil of a gravity 
of 28 to 32 Beaume, which costs only 
six to eight cents per gallon, the total 
fuel cost is only approximate<ly four cents 
per hour. 
This little engine not only is used for 
propulsion of small laun<;hes and tenders 
but also is op50rated as a stationary en-
gine to drive compressors, generators, 
pumps, etc., on board tugs and fishing 
craft .. A number of these engines have 
been installed aboard ships whose main 
law was altered to permit the mere pos-
session of salmon within the dosed dis-
tricts, in order that fi,sh which had been 
caught legally elsewhere might .be en-
abled to reach market. It was of this 
proviso that the California trollers availed 
themselves in defense of the argument 
that salmon caught on the high seas 
should just as properly be permitted pas-
sage through the closed zones as similar 
fish taken in other extra-territorial water. 
The supreme court has sustained their 
suit. 
The effect of the judicial ruling is to 
load the Commercial Fisheries patrol 
service with the obligation of proving 
that any troller found in closed water 
with contraband salmond aboard did ac-
tually catch that salmon there, instead of 
in high seas areas. This prerequisite to 
conviction practically requires that a pa-
power plants also are diesel-driven. 
are particularly suited for this s~rvic 4 
since they operate on the same '• 
gra.de of .fuel oil which is used for th 
mam engmes. .t 
,. Another .er:gine of interest in the Bo. 
nnders e::club1t was a 50-h.p. two-cylinder 
model w1th reverse gear. This 
cently has been added to the 
line and is made in sizes from 
to 120-h.p. 
In addition to Richard Froboese 
Inc., Bolinders are sold on the 'V"·• 
Coast by the Beebe Co., Astoria, ' "'' 
C. H. Evans & Co., San Francisco· 
bor Boat Building Co., Terminal 
and the Campbell Machine Co., 
Diego. · 
tro! boat watch each fishing 
fore effective policing of the 
comes impossible. The Commercial 
eries Bureau has therefore gone · 
legislature with a new measurt 
389, by J ost) which forbids the se 
possession of salmon, as well as 
sonal fishing for salmon, in the 
areas of ocean water subject to 
trol. Should this bill become law 
men will dare not enter state ' 
ing dosed season if they have 
aboard, irrespective of whether the 
were caught in Alaska, Oregon or on 
high seas. Boatmen should keep in 
that the state is entirely within its 
should the legislature elect to 
possession of sa;lmon within state 
diction-the mere fact that the fish 
from outside California, or from the 
ocean, makes no difference at all. 
FISHERIES SHORE GUID 
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Boat Builders 
ANDERSON & CRISTOFANL 
Boat Building and Marine Ways. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
Innes Ave. & Griffith, near Hunter's Point. 
Phone Mission 6961, San Francisco. 
GEO. W. KNEASS CO. 
Stock and Specially Designed. B01ats. 
Expert Craftsmanship. 1 
18th and Illinois Sts. 
Phone Market 8252, San Francisco. 
D.LABRUZZI. 
Fishing Boats and Cruisers. 
2905 Jones St., Fishermen's Wharf. 
San Francisco, Calif. 
Electric Float 
CINCOTTA BROS. 
Electric Float. 
Patents Pending. 
444 Bay Street, San Francisco 
Fresh Fish Brokers 
S. TARANTINO & SON, 
Fresh Fish Brokers. 
Specializing in Sardine~. 
Fishermen's Whar£, San Francisco. 
SPENGER BROS. SHRIMP CO. 
Fresh and Dried Shrimps. 
San Quentin Point, 
Marin County, Calif. 
Fresh Seafood 
FRANK SPENGER CO. 
Crabs, Shrimps, Fish, Sardines, 
Cocktails-Sporting Goods. 
Berkeley, Calif. 
l'rfarine Equipment 
ETS-HOKIN & GALVAN, 
Marine Electricians. 
Marine Equipment. 
San Francisco-VIlilmington. 
Marine Hardware 
CINCOTTA BROS. 
Marine Hardware and Fishing Supplies 
444 Bay Street, San Francisco. 
Marine Ways 
BRUER.-SEIMER CO. 
Marine Ways-Repairi~.g. 
Barges, Tugboats, Launches. 
956 Evans Ave., San Francisco. 
MONTEREY 
Marine Engi.nes 
RUSSELL MARINE SHOP 
Factory Representative-
ATLAS IMPERIAL DIESEL 
Evinrude Outboard Moto'rs 
Fishermen's Wharf 
Marine Machine Work 
L. T. CRITCHLOW 
Marine Machine Shop 
32-34 Fishermen's Wharf 
Sliced 
COAST ABALONE COMPANY 
CACO Brand Canned SQUID 
Sliced Abalone Shippers 
Fishermen's Wharf 
Wholesale Fish 
STEVE CANEPA 
Wholesale & Retail Fish 
Orders Filled Promptly 
21 Fishermen's Wharf 
1931 35 
Sells Interest tn ''l\llarie Joan" 
Monterey. Capt. Berntsen, who has been 
fishing sardines for the "Lake Mira-
flores," floating reduction plant in opera-
tion ofi the Go\den Gate and just out-
side the three-mile limit, closed the deal 
v,cith Cardinale in Monterey on March 4, 
the transaction being made in the offices 
of E. Guy Ryker, attorney. 
On three o'clock of the same dav the 
ship headed south from Monterey, carry-
ing aboard the former captain (who was 
in command), the new owner, and both 
the new and old crews. All those who 
had served under Berntsen, with the ex-
ception of Chief Engineer J. Kaseroff 
(who is still in the hospital in San Fran-
Completing the sale: Capt. Jack Berntsen, cisco as a result of the motorcycle acci-
Salvatore Cardinale, E. Gay Ryker (atty.) dent which he and C. Russo suffered 
and JYI iss Agnes Cardinale vvhile en route to Monterey), were return-
ing to San Pedro. The "Marie Joan," CAPT. JACK BERNTSEN, San Pe- with its new crew in charge of C. Russo, 
_,J has sold his half interest in the son-in-law of the owner, will fish tuna 
Joan," 78-foot purse-seiner, for K. Hovden Co. of San Diego. Cardin-
his partner, Salvatore Cardinale of a1le, however, expects to return north hv 
---------------------
A SPECTACULAR BAT-
four game wardens and a 
rw.mber of fishermen, the "Two 
" Northern California fishing 
was rammed, boarded and captured 
which was reminiscent of the 
of privateering. 
that the 50-foot boat might 
aboard it salmon of il!ega'l size, 
Bert Laws, Mansfield Joy, vVil-
Black and Lee Straight ordered the 
to stop off Sausalito. Instead of 
the order, Capt. John Peters is 
have headed for th~ open se~ 
," launch aboard which were 
was turned in pursuit and, 
of two miles, caught up with 
"Two Brothers." The other 
nnm<m;>~ is said to have refused to 
so that wardens were forced to 
into it and board it in pirate fashion. 
fell overboard when the crash oc-
but vvas rescued by Straight, 
the other two, with revolvers 
JUmped to the deck of the fitshing 
and its crew to surrender. 
to the officers, the captured 
a cargo 1 of some 2,000 
~alm<;m which they charge was 
vmlatwn of closed season laws. 
,.,.n,.a>P, __ eters, his brother Louis and P. J. 
. were charged with illegal fish-
btn the fourth man aboard. said to 
was freed. 
'.e "Hunter" was so badly damaged 
o rt .sa.nk before the wardens were able 
,et Jt bctck to port. 
CAPT. NOAH MAT-
fish and game commis-
the patrol boat. 
to notice a small 
\Vas ~ . to s,tarboard of ~is craft as 
JVi 0 ,1{"58lrlg tne San Xav1er cannery h erey, some. fisherman is out a 
JY 24-foot gill-net. 
On January 10, Capt. Matthews was 
patrolling F. & G. District 16 when he 
noted the float. He and Howard Dillon, 
his assistant and engineer aboard the 
'' Steelhcad," stopped to investigate and 
found that the half-inch line from the 
float !.eel. to a set gill-net in 10 fathoms of 
water about 200 yards off the San Xavier 
plant. The net was seized, such gear 
being illegal in that area, and taken to 
Salinas for storage in the jail until de-
clared forfeit by the superior court, after 
which it will be destroyed or sold. Two 
hundred and fifty pounds of fish, vvhich 
had been taken, were turned over to the 
Salvation Army in Monterey for distribu-
tion to the poor. 
The net's unknown owners are not the 
only ones who suffered from its discov-
ery, however. In removing heads of fish 
which partly had been eaten and conse-
quently had started to decay, Dillon re-
ceived a severe cas.e of fish-poisoning, so 
that his right hand was badly swollen 
and has caused him considerable pain. 
"JUNTA" DISABLED 
THE "JUNTA," one of three carrier 
ships operating betwe.en Eureka and San 
Francisco for the Northern California 
Fisheries, broke its tail shaft and lost its 
propellor at 5 a. m. on the morning of 
February 13. 
Under command of Capt. A. Peterson, 
and carrying Engineer H. Hansen and 
crew members G. Ghio and M. Carriglia. 
the 60-foot trawler owned by F. E. Booth 
Co., Inc., had cleared from Eur.eka for 
San Francisco with nine tons of fish 
which had been taken by the eight trawl-
ers operating in that district. Some 30 
miles out the accident occurred, and the 
craft was compelled to drift helplessly be-
fore the wind. Distress signals were 
sighted by the Pacific Steamship Co. 
vessel, "Admiral Watson"; the captain of 
the1 latter drew near enough to learn the 
trouble and then wirelessed the position 
of the distressed craft. 
train during the middle of 
an extensive property owner an 
active interest in Monterey C!V1C affairs. 
Capt. Berntsen and his son, Jack J u-
nior, have been in Northern California 
waters with the "Marie Joan" for several 
months, and have made a great number 
of friends. Just before leaving Monterey 
Bay for the trip to San Pedro, the cap-
tain told a \IVCF representative that he 
expects to get a new ship soon. "The lure 
of the sea will always holds its spell over 
me," he declared. 
A large number of friends and relatives 
vvitnessed the departure of the "Marie 
Joan." Among these were Mrs. S. Car-
dinale, wife of the new owner, and her 
three daughters, Agnes, Mary, and M:rs. 
C. Russo. Capt. and Mrs. Louis Vitalich 
also were present; they were to leave for 
the south shortly afterwards, the captain 
having sold his interest in the :Maid" 
the day previous. 
----~~----------·------------
The message \Vas the 
United States Coast A. 
Olsen of the "Cahokie," coast guard vessel 
which then was 140 miles north of the 
Golden Gate, ·went to the rescue. He took 
the "Junta" under tow at 11 m, and 
brought it to the .entrance of harbor, 
where the two boats were met by the 
"Western No. " 56-foot m com-
mand of Capt. Faraldo: 
California Fish Co. craft 
tow to the wharf. 
"The crew and fish were 
worse for the experience," states 
Peterson, "and we are all very 
of the work of Capt. Olsen 
service was exceedingly 
made us all quite comfortable." 
Installing the new keel on the "Junta" at 
the Bruer-Siemo· Comp·any Marine Ways 
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FISHERIES SHO E G ID 
Automobiles 
HARLA HIGH 
Reo Cars-Reo Trucks 
Complete Service on all Cars 
by Skilled }j;f echanics 
217 So. Pacific Ave. Phone 1632 I 
The Great American Value 
1931 CHEVROLET 
Automobiles and Trucks 
SEABOARD MOTORS 
401 S. Pacific Ave. San Pedro 
Aut.o Bodies and Tops 
SAN PEDRO BODY & TOP SHOP. 
Commercial Body Building. 
Radiator Repairing. 
130 N. Pacific Ave. Phone 3689. 
Banks 
BANK OF SAN PEDRO. 
7th and Mesa Sts., 6th and Beacon Sts. 
Oldest and Largest. Established 1888. 
4%% Interest Paid on Term Accounts. 
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent. 
Boat Mattresses 
SERVICE MATTRESS SHOP. 
All sizes. Free Appraisal and Samples. 
6()9 So. Alma. Phone 1673-R. 
Brass Foundries 
WILMINGTON BRASS FOUNDRY. 
Brass, Bronze, Aluminum, Zinc and Cop-
per Castings. Phone Wilm. 233. 
705 West B SL, Wilmington. 
Eledric Contractors 
SAN PEDRO ELECTRIC CO. 
Wiring, Fixtures, Lamps. 
Supplies, Repairs. 
263 W .. 6th St. Phone 884. 
Fish and Ship Brokers 
LUIS M. SALAZAR 
Unsurpassed Service on Mexican Clear-
ances 
11 Cabrillo Theatre Building 
Telephone 5094 
San Pedro, California 
Garages 
SEVENTH STREET GARAGE. 
24-hr. Serv. Repairing, Towing, Washing. 
285 Seventh St. Phone 4335. 
Ho€els 
HOTEL CABRILLO. 
61 S S. Center St., San Pedro, Calif. 
Linoleum and Linotile 
ARMSTRONG LINOLEUl'v1 
PuLLMAN SHADES 
DRAPERIES 
CoRK AND LrNOTILE 
WINDOW SHADES 
BED SPRINGS 
PACIFIC SHADE & LINOLEUM CO. 
931 S. Pacific Ave., San Pedro 
Phones 3214 and 3215 
Malt and Bottle Supplies 
WEST COAST MALTERS' SUPPLY 
CO.-Two Stores in San Pedro. 
Syrup, Hops, Barrels, Bottles, Cordials. 
Main Store, 115 No. Pacific, Phone 631. 
Branch at 1110 So. Pacific, Phone 30. 
Machine Work 
C. & M. MACHINE CO. 
Diesel Gas Engine 
Cylinder Grinding & Machine Work 
431 10th St. Telephone 2510. 
ENGINEERS 
MACHINISTS 
B STREET MACHINE WORKS 
KELLEY METALS Phone 1666 
527 West B St., Wilmington, Calif. 
Phonn: 
Res. San Pedro 5032 Shop Wilmington 87 
UHLIN MACHINE WORKS 
GENERAL MACHINE WORK 
320 W. "B" ST. WILMINGTON, CALIF. 
Marine Hardware 
r iSHERMEN'S SUPPLIES Beacon Phone 3220 
San Pedro 
Men's Clothing, Furnishings 
BROWN BROS. 
Hart-Schaffner-Marx Clothes, 
Florsheim Shoes, Stetson Hats. 
109' W. 6th St., 461 W. 6th St., San Pedro. 
Paints 
R. C. J"ONG PAINT STORE. 
Marine Paints, Oils, Varnishes. 
640 Broad Ave., Wilmington. 
GEO. A. WILLIAMS. 
Paints, Varnishes and Wall Paper. 
1016 S. Pacific, San Pedro, Phone 1024. 
Propellor Work 
WILLIAM LAMBIE 
Naval Architect 
Lambie Propellors 
Security First National Bank Bldg. 
Phone 834 WILMINGTON, CALIF. 
Propel/or Straightening 
All Work Guaranteed 
EGGERT & PETERSON 
216 East C St., Wilmington, Cal. 
Phone 1412 
Provisions 
Whole sale Prices on 
PROVISIONS to FISHING BOATS 
Day and Night Service 
TANNER BROS, INC. l 
633 Beacon St., San Pedro Phones !4-51-820 I 
Physicians-Surgeons 
DR. JOHN G. NORMAN. 
129 West Sixth Street. 
Office Phone 1636, Res. Phone 3621. 
Radio Service 
JOHNSON RADIO SERVICE. 
362 6th St., San Pedro. 
Majestic Radios, Radio Tubes and 
Batteries, 
Expert Service-All Makes Radios. 
Sea Salvors 
MERRITT, CHAPMAN & SCCYI'T 
CORP. 
San Pedro. 2880-Cable Ad. Menitt 
Sheet Metal Work 
HARBOR W. MuRRAY LITTL£ I 
SHEET METAL WORKS 1 
l\1akers of Gasoline, Fuel, Oil Tanks, Boat !A.Tork1 I 
Ventilators~ Retinning Galley V/are 
Brass, Copper and Sheet Iron Works 
ST., I 
MARINE CHAS. DE¥~~~:· 
SHEET METAL vVORKS 
Heavy Steel Fuel Oil and Tarzks 
Acetylene and Electric 
Near Bethlehem Ship Yard TERMINAL ISLAND 
Ship Blacksmithing 
SAN PEDRO IRON WORKS. 
Vi, H. Smith, Proprietor. 
Acetylene Welding and 
Phone 311. 242 No. Harbor 
San Pedro, California. 
l 
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SAN PEDRO 
"N. Ardito" Burns at Sea 
E NROUTE HOME to San Diego after delivering a fare of yellowtail 
at the municipal fresh fish markets 
at San Pedro, the "N. Ardito," 54-foot 
diesel-driven combination craft, was de-
stroyed by fire ta about noontime, Febru-
arl 12. All hands were saved. 
"According to the reports that came in 
to our headquarters, the fire broke out 
at noon," states Lt. Fletcher, of the San 
Pedro Coast Guard base. "It seems that 
the five men constituting the crew were 
seated around the deck, eating, when a 
back-fire occurred in the engine room. 
One of the auxiliary engines that was 
running at the time was responsible for 
the flash, which intsantly set the whole 
interior of the boat on fire. The men 
jumped up and tried to fight the flames, 
but gradually the situation overcame 
their best efforts. • 
"It must have been about one o'clock or 
when one of our patrols, the 
258', sighted smoke a long distance 
. The vessel immediately headed in 
direction, making all possible speed 
anticipating a marine disaster. 
arrived at the scene of the acci-
tall column of smoke seemed 
ENTHUSIASTIC over his engine, his 
· and his owners, R. N. Critchlow, 
engineer aboard the Japanese tuna-
"Asama" has his department all 
up and "ready to perk." By the 
words reach the eye of the 
the "Asama" will be headed south-
plowing salt water to reap a harvest 
tuna. 
Critc~low .comes from a fami•ly of 
folk. The proprie-
T. Critchlow Marine Ma-
Shop at Monterey is his close re-
and others of his kin have con-
themselves with power-generat-
that work the mirades of this 
age. "R. N." himself was for 
years an official trouble-shooter for 
Atlas-Imperial company of diesel 
. ; in 1920 he ran the en-
. In the halibutter "Tyee" on its 
Jaunt to the Siberian coast. 
faH, when the "Asama" encount-
mechanical troubles of a number of 
while in the neighborhood of Mag-
Bay~ Critchlow was engaged to 
en!!"me room in to n0npariel con-
This he did in expert style, de-
system of automatic electric alarm 
that are set into uproarous clam-
the recession of the pressure-h~nd . of the dials of either the 
cation system or the water-· 
and cooling system. He has 
new: main bearings into the propul-
UU!t, and has the whole vessel in 
mechanical condition. 
e . . 
'hgmeer ts much pleased with the h~ which he is working. He gives 
Ighest recommendation in every 
to die out, but the patrol continued on its 
course until arriving at the wreck. By 
this time the crew had given up hope of 
saving their boat, so had abandoned it, 
quitting the vessel in a skiff or dory. 
Soon afterwards there were two heavy 
explosions, when the fuel tanks burst, af-
ter which the 'N. Ardito sank." 
Capt. W. Mathew and his four men 
were take naboard the "C. G. 258". The 
patrol then would have r.eturned to San 
Pedro with its forlorn passengers had it 
not been for the courtesy of the service. 
Upon request from the shipwrecked men 
for transportation to San Diego, the com-
mander communicated their wishes to the 
Coast Guard base at San Pedro, receiving, 
in returri, wirelessed ordered to so pro-
ceed, and return the castaways to their 
home port. · 
Geo. Shapro, of the West Coast Sea 
Food Co., San Pedro, was one of the mer-
chants who purchas·ed the fare of the San 
Diego line-fisherman. 
"They arrived with about six tons of 
yellowtail-fish that they had caught to 
southward, in Mexico," he says. "They 
had some 'sierra', too-those big Spanish 
mackerel from down below. It is too 
FISHERIES SHORE 
G U I D E-San Pedro 
(Continued) 
Storag~Hauling 
BELASCO TRANSFER 
Packing-Storing-Crating 
663 7th St. Tel. 3844-3845. 
Steamship Agent 
W. H. WICKERSHAM 
Custom-House Broker 
Steamship Agent 
190 W. 7th St. Tel. 2498 
Transfer Business 
FOOT'S TRANSFER & STORAGE, Ltd. 
Light or Heavy Hauling. Moving Vans. 
Furniture Packing and Crating. 
606 Beacon. Phone 93. 
Typewriters 
CHARWOOD TYPEWRITER CO. 
Sold, Rented, Repaired, Exchanged 
Prompt, Expert Service 
274 W. 6th St. Phone 115. 
San Pedro, California 
Undertakers 
GOODRICH-HARVERSON MORTUARY 
Funeral & Ambulance Service 
574 6th St. Tel. 141-J-1515. 
bad; the 'N. Ardito' was a good vessel." 
It is remembered that in 1920-23 the "N. 
Ardito' was under the command of Louis 
Camillo, San Diego market fisherman and 
lobster transporter Early in its career 
it was powered with a Union gasoline en-
gine, then with a Standard, and at the 
time of its loss was propelled by a 75-h.p. 
Atlas-Imperial diesel. 
FIRE DESTROYED the speed cruiser 
"Lucky Strike," the handsome white 
yacht being completely gutted while at 
sea, some three miles off Long Beach. 
In response to distress signals a munici-
pal fireboat rushed out and extinguished 
the flames, but not until the craft had 
been burnued to a thin shell. Almost at 
once the Merritt-Chapman & Scott tug 
"Commissioner" went out and brought 
the wreck into Fish Harbor, where it was 
hauled out of on the marine ways of the 
Harbor Boat Building Company. 
"She is a 95 per cent loss,' mechanics 
in the Harbor yard declared. "There is 
too little left to jstify repairs; even the 
big Hall-Scott motor is burned beyond 
further use--too bad, it is a fine engine." 
..) \... 
BOAT HARBOR 
BUILDING 
San Pedro 
Headquarters for 
c 0. 
SERVICE 
T 
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT 
AND STOCK 
NO DELAYS ON OVERHAULS 
OR REPAIRS 
T 
Builders of 
"ADVENTURER" 113' 300 H.P. UNION 
"RAJO" 116' 350 H.P. UNION 
"SEA RANGER" 85' 200 H.P. UNION 
"WHITE STAR" 105' 
and many others 
HARBOR BOAT 
BUILDING CO. 
Fish Harbor 
Los Angeles HarbQr 
Terminal Island, Calif. 
Phone San Pedro 1415 
38 
SIDPS REPAIRED 
THIRTEEN SAN PEDRO ships were 
repaired or overhauled in the yards of 
the San Pedro Boat Building Co. during 
the first two months of 1931, according 
to one of the partners in the firm. 
The "Musketeer," a livebait ship, spent 
two weeks in the San Pedro yard, work 
on it being completed at the first of the 
New Year. The main job was bracing 
the bow, which measures 22 feet from the 
keel to the upp.er deck. "She was just 
like a harmonica, she vibrated so much," 
explained the boat-yard official. Andrew 
Zamberlin is the owner. 
The "A-772" was next, followed by the 
"Anadir." The first was renailed and 
corked. The second, a Van Camp jig-
boat, had gone on the beach and cracked 
its rudder. It was necessary to make a 
new rudder-stock and rebabbit the stern 
bearing. The work was. begun December 
31 and finished February 3. 
Then came the "Umatilla" and the. 
"Acalin," both for paint jobs. The former 
was scraped and refinished with Solastic 
copper paint, the work being started on 
January 31 and finished s.everal days later. 
Jack Mariani is the owner, recently hav-
ing purchased the 36-foot market boat 
from the French Sardine Company. It 
is powered with a two-cylinder, 20-h.p. 
Standard gasoline engine. The "Acalin," 
a combination craft, is owned by the 
heads of the San Pedro Boat Building 
Co., after whom it is named. 
THE WEST COA.ST FISHERIEs 
The "Indiana;· a 60-foot troller and 
general market boat, was on the ways 
from February 3 to 6 for general repairs 
and painting. The "Asia IV" and the 
"Prosperity" were in the yard at the 
same time. Weak spots were cemented 
on the former and .it was given a coat of 
Solastic copper paint. The "Prosperity" 
had been hit by a small jig-boat during 
the latter part of January, making it nec-
essary to replace some planking. Solastic 
copper paint. was used on the "Ohio 
No. I" from February 7 to 10, while the 
upper parts of the jig-boat were painted 
white. 
The C. J. Hendry Co .. supplied nails 
used in renailing the "8335" and in 
changing some bottom planks and re-
fastening certain ribs to the keel. The 
boat also was painted. 
The "692-A" went on the ways on Feb-
ruary 24 to be copper-painted, renai1ed, 
corked and to have installed a new rud-
der stock. 
The last job was the "Marietta," a 55-
footer. The outside paint was burned off, 
the hull renailed and repainted. In addi-
tion, repairs were m~de to the tail shaft 
and the stern bearings, and there wer.e 
several small jobs in the engine room. 
PLACEMENTS OF MEN in ship and 
dock jobs during January by the Marine 
Service Bureau totaled 9,077, according to 
the monthly report of Edwin Nichols, 
bureau manager. Of this number, 249 
positions were in ships' crews, the re-
mainder being in longshoring jobs. 
THE COOLIDGE Propeller Co. has 
completed arrangements with the Har-
bor Boat Bilding Co. by which the latter 
firm will handle the Coolidge_ products in 
the San Pedro district, according to ad-
vice from Seattle. The northern company 
is planning considerable extension of its 
operations, both in distribution and pro-
duction; recently '!- fini~hing room has 
'been completed wh1ch will almost double 
the plant's present capacity. 
"Each of our dealers carries a full line 
of our products," explains a company rep-
resentative. "This includes everything 
from the engine coupling to the tail nut." 
THE F·ELLOWS & STEW ART boat 
yards, Terminal Island, rece'ntly secured 
a contract for ten 38-foot cruisers at a 
total cost of $100,000. The order was se- . 
cured in competition with a number of · 
Eastern plants; cheap and sun-seasoned 
lumbre,. better workinc, conditions, the 
reputat10n of the yard and economical fa-
cilities for shipping were the factors 
which made the San Pedro firm success-
ful. 
. Delivery of the craft to Los Angeles, 
New York and San Francisco showrooms 
of S. Clyde Kyle & Co., for whom they 
are being built, will be made on May 1. 
Four already are nearing .completion. 
Each boat has a beam of 9.4 feet, is 
FISHERIES SHORE GUID 
Fish and Ship Brokers 
LUIS M. SALAZAR 
Unsurpassed Service on Mexican Clear-
ances 
Telephone M-1225 
San Diego, California 
. 306 Municipal Pier Building 
Ice Crushing and Oil 
FASTEST CRUSHING PLANT 
Also Western Gas-Diesel Oil 
Sinclair Lubricating Oils 
MISSION BELL PETROLEUM CO. 
Foot of Ivy, San Diego. Phone F-6055. 
Marine Electricians 
EXIDE BATTERIES 
Ideal Motors, Generators 
RUSS SCHWARZ 
Fishermen's Wharf, San Diego 
Phone Main 9688-Nite 6605 
Marine Sheet Metal Work 
BOAT TANKS 
Iron, Copper and Brass Work 
CENTRAL SHEET METAL WORKS 
Corner of G and FrQnt Sts. 
Phone Main 5405~San Diego 
SAN DIEGO 
Marine Electricians 
EXIDE BATTERIES 
Ideal Motors-Generators 
RUSS SCHWARZ 
Ft. A val on Blvd., Wilmington 
Phone Wilm. 808. Nite L. B. 651-185. 
Refrigerating Machinery 
PUMPS 
ICE MACHINES 
WEST CoAsT GAs ENGINE Co. 
Market and Union Sts., San Diego 
CLEM STOSE 
C-O-TWO 
UNIVERSAL LITE PLANTS 
STERLING, KERMATH 
UNIVERSAL GAS ENGINES 
EVINRUDES 
ROWBOATS 
Second and C Sts. San Diego 
Marine Eleotlololans 
WESTINGHOUSB 
ELECTRIC MOTORS 
Power and Light Wiring 
San Diego, California 
420 Eighth St. Main 2145 
The McCaffrey Co. 
MARINE HARDWARE 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
311 W. Broadway Phone Franklin 1715 
·AMERICAN 
FISHERIES CO. 
A !ways Ready 
Two Automatic Ice 
Crushers 
Instant Service 
New Fishermen's Wharf 
San Diego 
1931 39 
SA DIEGO SECTIO 0~ 1 
Sponsored by. and the Official Publication 
American Fishermen's Tunaboat Association 
Launch 
DIEGO'S Italian colony declared 
on February 21 when the 
brothers launched Capt. 
new billet-head cruiser, 
. The Frattelanza Mutuo 
Garibaldina dispatched a dele-
of its members to carry the banners 
the lodge down to the ceremony, ap-
the same time, an escort of 
Perna, vice-president of the 
America and vice-counsul of 
attended as the representative of 
There were many speeches, and in-
expressions of felicitations, de-
ItaEan, English, Portuguese 
Crivello was born in Palermo, 
migrating to San Diego he 
his local career as fisherman 
the small craft which at that time 
in the bav. His fiTst marked 
tc. fame can1e with his building 
, Marconi"-a vessel which he 
nonor of the I tal ian inventor 
wi:eless telegraph apparatus. 
sh1p proved to be one of the 
tuna producers the industry has 
th'" a~:d. is furtl!er. to be remembered 
;;: tacr that 1t 1s one of the two 
<ld-e!ectric cruisers to be built in San 
r ap• C . '1 
. ;~. '· . r:lVe! o has not been pre-
.. ' dec1dmg to construct a larger 
tur ,he and his five sons have made 
c,f gold mine out of the ''C. Marconi.'" 
wh,en the1 time came to get a big-
. ne se,ected the San Pedro-
' llet-heacl model, and went to 
brothers to h~ve the ship 
ew Billet-Header 
R. Hopkins, president of the Cohn-
Hopkins corporation, has lent his sup .. 
port to the project, ancl the vessel will 
deliver its fares to his tuna cannery. He 
sent a large bouquet of red and pink 
roses to the christening, and was himself 
in attendance. Other floral gifts inoludecl 
a big basket-bouquet that was sent by 
Lawrence Oliver, and the Bank of Amer-
ica provided the beautiful armfull of hlos-
soms, bound with long streamers of sil-
ver and lace, which was carried by the 
sponsor. 
Esther Crivello, aged 11, youngest 
daughter of the Captain, was chosen by 
the family to christen its ship. Dressed 
in white, ancl attended by her sister and 
mother, she mounted the christening 
bri4ge together with G-eorge Campbell, 
the Captain Peter Crivello ancl Sam 
("Skee") Crivello, navigator. George 
Campbell did the honors, introducing the 
various members of the fami,Jy and bid-
ding everyone welcome. A four-piece 
orchestra, seated under the bridge, com-
menced glad music ancl the crowd ap-
plauded as he hanclecl Miss Crivello a 
glorious bottle of imported nectar. This 
bottle was a work of art, being covered 
with green tinsel-paper and bound with 
red, white and blue ribbons, each of which 
extended into a long streamer terminat-
ing in an apple blossom. 
At a signal from Dave Campbell at 
4:30 p. m. brakes were released on the 
pulling rig of the marine ravlway, and 
"Hull 39" commenced its overland jour-
ney toward the sea. Esther cracked the 
bottle in effective style ancl all of the 
ships lying nearby tied clown their whistle 
cords to the utter dismay of the orchestra. 
Sandwiches of Cohn-Hopkins tuna then 
were set out, and refreshn1ents were 
poured forth for everybody. 
In the offices of the Campbell Machine 
Company then gathered a group of the 
prominent men in San Diego's tuna in-
dustry: George Campbell, Dave Camp-
bell and Manuel Madruga of the Camp-
bell Machine Company; R. Hopkins and 
A. J. Cohn of Cohn-Hopkins, Inc.; L. G. 
Perna, vice-president of the Bank of 
America; P. C. Kelley of the Security 
National Bank; Dean B. Johnson and 
Bruce Davis of the San Diego Marine 
Construction Co.; Capt. Henry Olson of 
the Van Camp Sea Food Co., Inc.; Joe 
Camillo of the Van Camp market; En-
gene Gregson of the Van Camp insurance 
agency; Wm. Hall of the F. E. Booth 
market Lawrence Oliver of the Ameri-
can Fisheries market; Freel Schellin and 
Eddie Ghio of the American Fishermen's 
Tuna boat Association; Alex. Zauri and 
Peter Crivello of the Pacific Coast Fish-
men's Association; Luis M. Salazar, H. F. 
Salazar and A. (("Bob") of the 
Luis M. Saf!azar organization· Mar., 
iano Crivello, Peter Sam 
("Skee") Crivello of the "Europa" and 
"G. Marconi"; Capt. Orville Davis; Capt. 
Lee Davis; Capt. Y. Sakamoto of the 
"Taiyo;" Capt. Yoshio Mantanabe of the 
"Trojan;" Capt. Frank Sanfilippo of the 
"Abraham Lincoln;" Capt. and Mrs. 
Manuel Freitas of the "Navigator." 
The delegation from the Garibaldi Mu-
tual Benefit Fraternity-of which Capt. 
Crivello is an active member---included 
James Bregante (retired), L. Perna, S. 
Spinella, V. Farisano, L. Bernardini, A. 
Conti, Raymond Galli and R Parmigeane. 
Machinery and equipment that has thus 
far been clecidecl upon includes: 350-h. p., 
6-cyl. Union diesel; 30 h. p. 2-cyl. Atlas-
1m peri a! auxiliary diesel driving a 25-
kw. westinghouse D. C. generator; 45-h. p .. 
3-cyl. Atlas-Imperial au_2eiliary diesel driv-
ing a 30-kw. Westinghouse generator; 
20 wk. Westinghouse generator belted 
to the main diesel; twin -6-inch Byron 
Jackson pumps, each driven a 7%-
h. p. Westinghouse motor; am-
monia compressor, 10-ton, driven by a 
10-h.p. Westinghouse motor; Camp bel! 
windlass and cargo winch; C0-2 fire 
extinguishing system 
"Europa" first raised-deck cruiser to be 
built in Campbell Machine Company yard 
at San Diego; 
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WHEN THE "GLENN 
giant. San Diego tunaship 
the future under command 
Hansen, it will carry a 
wave wireless transmitter 
equivalent in effectiveness to 
aboard large ocean liners. The 
tion, which now is being 
Radiomarine Corporation of 
the same as that aboard the 
H. C. Marshall, Carl Clive, Jolm Tiemeyer, Bruce L. Davis, Ned Face and Supt. Dean 
B. Johnson of the San Diego Marine Construction Company 
Crocker yacht "Zacca," seYeral 
times worked San Francisco from a poinr 
in the South Sea islands 8,400 miles aw~y: 
"A special feature of the 
states S. A. Blank of RCA's 
headquarters, "is that it has 
ing wave lengths. It is a fact INSTALLS NEW DIESELS 
S A N D I E G 0 M A R I N E Con-
struction Co. has handled at least one 
complete tunaship overhaul job per week 
since the commencement of the fishing 
lay-off. Many vessels, in addition, tied 
up at the Marine wharves for minor 
repairs, so that the seaward side of the 
premises 'looked like a sort of Sargossa 
Sea in which all of the massed ships 
were fishing craft, and brand new. 
"One of the large jobs was that of 
the 'Flying Cloud,'" states Dean John-
son, manager of the Marine Construction 
firm. "We replanked it below the water-
line and renewed the entire after deck. 
In addition, the owners wanted more 
fi:sh space, so we tore out both of the 
interior bait-wells, thereby adding 20 
tons carrying capacity. To compensate 
for the decrease in bait-well we built new 
and larger tanks for the stern." 
Capt. Frank Theodore took his steel 
cruiser, the "Orient," to the San Diego 
Marine Construction yards, there hauling 
out on the marine railway. The hull 
was chipped for rust both inside and 
out, and repainted all over. 
"\Ve tested all of the 'Orient's' fuel 
and water tanks with hydraulic pressure," 
says Johnson. "In addition to this, both 
the main diesel and the two auxiliaries 
were taken down and overhauled. The 
NEW TYPE BAIT-SEINE 
BAIT SCARCITY along the Baja 
California peninsula is compelling tuna-
men to go to extreme lengths in an effort 
to keep their tanks fi,lled with good lure. 
In San Diego at least three cruisers are 
being outfitted with especially-hung 
beachseines somewhat similar to the old-
time chinchorros that once were so com~ 
mon in California. With the new fine-
meshed apparatus the tunamen hope to 
be able to strain at least a little live-bait 
from the shoreward waters along the 
coast. Of course the catch will not be 
true sardines such as are most wanted, 
but will consist chiefly of surf species 
much less desireable. However, it is bait, 
and better material than nbne. 
The McCaffrey Co., San Diego, has 
sold the webbing from which all htree 
seines are being tailored. The "San Sal-
vador" and "Vasco da Gama" each are 
hanging one, and some other vessel is 
making a third. 
The netting business has been good 
with the McCaffrey. house, especially 
toward the end of the fishing races. It 
handled the webbing order for the com-
plete new bait-net of the "Magellan" as 
well as for that of the "San Salvador." 
All of this material was American Linen 
Thread Co. cotton, excepting for some 
small-mesh stuff imported by McCaff-
rey from Japan. The chandlery mentioned 
is outfitting the "San Salvador" entirely 
excepting for nautical instruments and 
minor fittings as were salvaged from the 
wreck of the "Greyhound." 
total expenditure for this work was 
$3,500." 
The "Orient" has in its engine-room 
a 6-cylinder, 350-h.p. Atlas-Imperial diese-l. 
a 2-cylinder, 45-h.p. Atlas-Imperial diesel 
auxiliary, and a 4-cylinder Continental 
gasoline third-engine. 
Denis Santos, skipper of the "Sacra-
mento," was another caller at the yards 
of the Marine Construction concern. His 
craft was put through a general over-
haul, from which it emerged as hand-
some as any tropical passenger packet. 
Similar treatment was administered to 
the "San Rafael". The "Funchal," Capt. 
Manuel F. Correia, and the "Lusitania," 
Captain Manuel Rosa, ,likewise hauletl 
out for bottom-cleaning, repainting, and 
diesel reconditioning. 
"The 'Point Loma' (Capt. Manuel M. 
Perry) came in to clean bottom and to 
repaint," says the manager of the yard. 
"Besides the general overhauling we in-
stalled a new Atlas-Imperial auxiliary 
diesel. It is a 45-h.p. machine. 
"The same thing happened in the case 
of the 'Enterprise,' " he continues. "V.f e 
installed a new Fairbanks-Morse auxil-
iary, too-a 2-cylinder, 27-h.p. engine 
driving a 20-kw. Fairbanks-Morse elec-
tric generator. It was a nice-looking 
piece of machinery, and made a good-
looking and serviceable job." 
CHRONOMETERS 
and 
SEXTANTS 
Sold, Repaired, Adjusted 
Makers of Wnms Watches 
W atciJmakers and Jewelers for 60 years 
J. JESSOP & SONS 
1041 5th. Avenue, San Diego, Calif. 
to radio operators that certain 
are particularly efficient in the 
whi·le others are more effective at 
The "Glenn Mayne's" set is 
that maximum range is 
hours of the day." 
The tunaship wi!l carry an RCA. oper-
ator. 
Is the Salest 
Ma11l:ne Fuel 
Burns a CLEAR 
HOT 
BLUE 
Cook With PROT ANE GAS 
Keep Your Galley COOL 
Distributed B:r 
BOTTLED GAS CO. of SAN DIEGO 
Fishermen's Wharf IVI-14-77 
Club Boat Shop, Wilmington 
Martin Newall, San Francisco 
JoHN H. TREGILGAS }. TREG!LG!IS 
Res. Main 4629 Res. Main 
F. E. STAPLES 
SHIP SUPPLIES 
Groceries, Meats, Hardware 
Paints and Oils 
BAY 
SUP 
2950 NATIONAL AVENUE 
Phone Main 1285 San Diego, Calif 
THIS Home Ovmed and Operated Bank is ap-preciative of the Patronage :received from Fisher-
men and the Fisheries Indmtry. 
Main Offic.,, S. W. Co.-. Fifth Av.,., "t E, San Di".!:"• Caiif. 
BRANCHES 
Fifth at University 
Chula Vista 
1931 41 
THE Me CAFFREY CO., San Diego 
chandlery, is furnishing practically all of 
the builder's equipment that is going 
aboard the Crivello cruiser "Europa." 
The "Orient," steel tuna ship which henceforth will be known as the "Santa Cruz." 
"Campbell is ·fitting her out almost 
complete, and is obtaining much of the 
needed materials from our company," 
states P. E. McCaffrey. "For one thing, 
he has put a splendid 1,000-Watt navy-
type searchlight on her. We handle a 
make that has been standard equipment 
with the U. S. Navy for many years, and 
wiM throw a beam of light farther than 
any other searchlight of the same size. 
It uses incandescent bulbs such as are 
employed by the motion picture studios." 
SIDP CHANGES NAME 
THE STEEL TUNA-SHIP "Orient", 
for the San Diego Packing Co., has 
re-named the "Santa Cruz" by its 
captain and contract owner. Capt. 
V. Teodore, native of the town 
Cruz, in the Azores Islands, 
took the ship to sea after a 
reconditioning job had been com-
in the yards of the San Diego 
Construction Company. Teodore 
ward with the vessel on the 
February, and on the second 
returned to port with 90% 
.snenntoll of the southern seaport are 
skipper the object of many 
·--~~• .. 1~•-w" remarks, since his com-
the vessel seems to have ter-
its previous mediocre perform-
to have put it into the big-
immediately. It is an old be-
seamen that to change the 
of a ship portends ill fortune 
but Capt. Teodore seems to take 
rnrtvProP view of the matter, arguing 
a craft has been habitually un-
te, the best way to break the spdl 
improved luck is to choose 
name and make a new be-
BEFORE "HULL 39," the handsome 
Crivello vessel which is to be knowri 
the "Europa," was off the ways of 
Campoell Machine Co. at' San Diego, 
famous marine construction engineers 
announcing the signing of a con-
for "Hull 40," second of the Camp-
billet-headers an d a much 
craft than its predecessor. The 
tunas hip has been ordered by J oa-
0. Medina, formerly master of the 
Joao"; M. 0. Medina, owner and 
of the "Atlantic/' and Sabino }. 
will be of the raised forward deck 
states a communication from the 
company, "and will have ac-
~ .. ••vctan ns for 16 men. It will meas-
135 feet in length by 28 beam and 
deep. Complete cost of the vessel will 
approximately $125,000. It has not 
been named, and therefore wiH be 
fo: the present as 'Hull 40' ". 
mam power-plant of the new craft 
a 550-h.p., 6-cylinder Union diesel, 
to the builders. The Union 
gine Co. also will be called 
3to f?rnish the auxiliar'y, which will 
a. -cyhnder, 75-h.p. engine. This wi<ll 
!hrect-coupled to a 60-kw. direct-cur-
generator; an emergency 50-kw. gen-
a!so will be provided, this to be 
either by the main diesel or by a 
gas engine. 
Thrifty Fishertnen Choose 
-equipment that will give the maximum of efficient service 
for .the least possible cost. They realize full well that the 
less their operating and repair costs are, the greater their 
profits are going to be. And so-
for their HOMES 
-Fishermen want the same efficiency and 
low cost in equipment as they have on their 
ships. 
INGLE FURNACES 
-equipped with the same famous Valjean 
Carburetor as the Ingle Ranges on their 
boats giv-e them every advantage they look 
for. First there is a saving o•f 58o/o on fuel, 
an abundance of fresh, warm, moist 
air heating the whole house at even 
temperature and a no.isless, smoke-
less, sootless apparatus that is abso-
lutely safe and can be made to oper-
ate automatically. 
for their BOATS 
-they want a galley range that 
will stand the gaff and cut do:wn 
the feeding expenses of hu.ngry 
crews. 
INGLE RANGES 
have been doing that for years. 
On all sizes and kinds of fishing 
craft up and down the West Coast 
you'll find them. Cooks like them 
because they are fool-proof, re-
quire so little attention arid never 
get out of order. Skippers like 
them because they 01perate at a 
75o/o saving in fuel cost. Crews 
like them becaues the "chow" is 
always on time. 
INGLE MANUFACTURING Co. 
San Diego, California 
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Shockey-Tailor of Tanks 
F IVE BLACK-IRON TANKS, the sum of whose capacities totals 10,000 
gallons, recently were completed in the 
yards of the Shockey Boiler Works, San 
Diego. This entire set of .containers was 
destined for the new Jose Januari cruiser, 
the "Magellan", then still lying upon the 
stocks and shores of the San Diego Ma-
rine Construction Company. 
"The bow tank will hold 2,800 gallons 
of fuel," volunteered H. K. Shockey, 
owner of the metal-working institution. 
"You can see that it is cut and firtted to 
an exact pattern. In addition, the 'Ma-
gellan' is to have a pair of bulkhead 
tanks, each holding 2,800 gallons. These 
are somewhat rectangular in shape, but 
on the one side and on the bottom (where 
they fit close to the hull) they have been 
made to lie against the ceiling so closely 
that no space at all is lost. Finally, there 
are two· wing-tanks, of 800 gallons each." 
All five of the black-iron containers . 
were lowered into place in the hold of 
the "Magellan" on February 13 and 14, 
secured in position, and coupled with 
the main fuel-supply system of the diesel 
machinery. 
Before the job for the J anuari vessel 
was out of the yard, Shockey commenced 
laying. out a set of four much larger re-
ceptao!es for the Crivello cruiser, "Eu-
ropa." These were two identical wing-
tanks and two identical bulkhead-tanks. 
The two pair totalled 12,000 gallons. 
"Each of these is fiost riveted together, 
then the seams are welded solidly,". said 
Shockey ... "Funny thing-, but our fisher-
men still are a little bit afraid to trust 
welded metal. In Europe they now are 
building battleships by welding, and our 
own goverrinment recognizes that a prop·-
erly made weld is just as strong as the rest 
of the metaL Somehow the sight of 
rivet heads still looks good to some of 
the older men, but it really is tl!le weld-
FUNNELS KEEP GROWING 
"THESE SMOKE-STACKS keep get-
ting bigger all the time," comments C. E. 
Lewis, owner of the Central Sheet Metal 
Works, San Diego. "Every tuna ship 
that is built has a larger stack than the 
last one. Pretty soon they will be big 
enough so the crews can use them for 
bunk-houses! It gives a man a jolt to 
look into the top of one of these things 
-'-nothing in there except a little exhaust 
line that could be run through an ordi-
nary stove-pipe. But, of course, nothing 
sets off a boat's looks so well as a hand-
some stack.'' 
. Lewis builds practically all of the gal-
vanized-iron water and gasoline tanks for 
H. K. Shockey, standing beside the big tanks 
lze made for the "Magellan" 
ing that gives the great strength ~to these 
tanks. Looking at them from the out-
side you can have no adequate idea of 
the real structural qualities that are in 
them. Wherever you see a line of riv-
ets running up the side of one of our 
tanks you can be sure that on the inside 
a solid sheet of metal-called a baffle-
divides the interior. Actually, we put 
more met;:t'l into the inside of a tank 
the San Diego fishing fleet, as well as 
stacks, ventilators and all kinds of spe-
cial metal furnishings and equipment. 
Both the Campbell brothers and the Ma-
rine Construction firm depend upon him 
for copper and galvanized sheet metal 
work. With two 100-footers under con-
struction on San Diego ways, and some 
50 or 60 other big craft hau-ling out 
for overhaul and general repair, Lewis 
has had no time to go fiiShing during the 
last two months. 
"For the 'Magellan' we made two 
water-tanks of 750 gallons each," he says. 
"Ventilators and stack probably will be 
coming up right away now. Campbells 
sent. in for two 750-gallon water-tanks 
forJhe Crivello ship, the 'Europa.' They 
than in its outer casing. What's more 
instead of welding in narrow strips of 
steel for baffles, ours are full-sized whole-
sheets of steel which entirely prevent 
the splashing of a tank's contents; The 
only openings allowing the flow of liquid 
from one compartment to another are 
small semi-circles that we cut out of the 
lower corners of the baffles.'~ 
During the recent period of fishing in-
activity the Shockey Works was called 
upon to manufacture black-iron tanks 
with which to rep•lace defective contain-
ers already in use, or for · 
vessel's total fuel-carrying 
The "Flying Cloud," which was 
planked, redecked and rebuilt as to 
wells and bait-tanks at the Marine 
struction yards, and subjected to 
machinery overhaul and 
the Campbell yards, had Shockey 
for it a 1,500'-gallon fuel tank for 
ing in its stern. 
A far more difficult job was that 
erecting a special 3,000-gallon fuel 
in the hold of the "Stella di 
"It was a big tank," relates Sho 
"Of course we couldn't get it down 
the ship through the hatch, so we had 
take it down in pieces, and set it 
there. First we fitted it and put it 
gether here on the lot, then we tore 
down and carried it into the 'Stella 
Genova' one piece at a time. Our 
went down there with portable for 
heating the rivets, and welding 
for sealing the seams. We set up 
tank in the close quarters of the 
itself, working our way out as we 
gressed with · the work, backing 
from the tank as it took form. 
have been doing a lot of this sort 
work during the last year," he 
eluded. "The vessels are realizing 
they are going to require more fuel 
pacity than was realized at the time 
many of them were built." 
a•lso want a 500-gallon tank for her, 
of course there will be a stack and 
ilators, later." 
At the outcome of the general 
ditioning which all of the fleet 
undergoing, a whole series of• 
requests came in to the 
"Flying Cloud" renewed its 
fresh-water-tanks, installing two 
that totalled 1,500 gallons. 
boat "Rome" put in a new· 
quiring at the same time a 
gasoline tank. Both the 
and the "Invader" refitted with 
ventilators made of pure sheet 
and the famous vessel, "Betty B. 
stalled new gasoline tanks to· the 
capacity of 350 gallons. 
193.! 
"Fred Schellin has been doing a lot of 
,0 rk the 'Morgan,' " comments 
Lewis. is dolling h~r all up-mak .. 
ing a new boat out of rt. He had us 
rnake a•ll new exhaust-prpe 'covers for her, 
50 now th~t part of her rs the same as 
when new.· 
f~ewis o;ays that he has made no stacks 
sir;cc finishing th~;se for the. "Del!.ght'' 
., 11 c[ Amaro. Perhaps rf the Ma-~ellan the "Europa" require larger 
funnels than these, he may be able to 
,cheme out some good and practical 
;<e for the storage space thus provided. 
If not exactly suitable for use as bunk-
h~uses, it might perhaps be found adapt-
~blc to other purposes. 
CAMPBELLS ENLARGE 
in the mechanical de-
oartment of the Campbell Machine Co., 
San Diego, ha? been chronic for so long 
that the propnetors have been compelled 
to enlarge the capacity of the shop, in-
creasing both the size of the structure 
and the assortment of power tools which 
it contains. A new all-metal addition is 
erected along the entire north-
ern side their building, the glass-filled 
side wall having been '1hifted outward 
from its former position to the line of the 
nevv foundations. 
A $3,000 piece of 111odern precision ma-
that already has been delivered to 
the brothers' plant and now 
awaits bolting into final position, 1:0 a 
large electric grinding machine. 
"It can be used in grinding almost any·· 
thing that ever comes into a shop," de-
dares "Our chief use of it will 
be to down wrist pins and pistons 
for these big diesels. It is especially 
adapted for exactly this sort of work. In 
·we can grind pistons of all sizes up to 
'·~·,A, .. , en inches in diameter by 36 inches long. 
Other improvements and extensions of 
their are contemplated by the 
brothers. Among other things, 
· they are considering the erection of an 
all-steel structur.e to replace their pattern 
and carpenter shop which was gutted and 
practically destroyed by a $4,500 fire that 
occurred on the night of December 20. 
repairs will be made to the ruin until 
a determination is reached in the ques-
of whether to reconstruct it or to tear 
down what remains of the burned shop, 
it with a fire-proof edifice. 
Among the long list of major repair 
that has been handled by the Camp-
firm \\ithin recent weeks was that of 
the cruiser "Flying Cloud." This vessel 
'.Vas convened from the old line-shaft 
to all-electric operation, $12,000 
the contract price tof the work A 
Atias-Imperial diesel auxiliary 
in the engine room, directly-
to an 8-inch Byron-Jackson pump 
end of the crank shaft and a 20-
generator at the other. 
"\Ve changed all of the pumps to elec-
clnve, using 'vVestinghouse motors-
re?ular standby," says Campbell. 
ot the iargest of these. was a 10-h.p. 
which was used to drive a new 
ammonia comm'essor-one of 
8- to 1 0-ton' machines. We 
f~,et of 1 ~-inch ammonia 
"!rojan," a tuna cruiser that op-
wnh a Japanese crew, was recon-
11ain and auxiliary diesels were 
overhauled, new line-shafts 
were put in, and. new 6-inch Byron-Jack-
son pumps provided. 
Owners of the new vessel, the "Santo 
Amaro," expended $3,000 in having all of 
the ship's generators and motors rewound. 
This work was necessitated as the result 
of the·- flooding of the engine room with 
salt water some weeks back. 
A rubber stern-bearing was put into 
Capt. Matt Ghio's vessel, the "Olympia." 
A majority of the fleet has been hauled 
out of the water, for bottom cleaning and 
repainting, while many have effected ex-
tensive repairs by their own crews while 
lying moored at the Campbell wharf. 
One of these was the ''San Joaquin." 
whose Japanese crew entirely re-made 
their live-bait tanks while lying-in. 
EX-SOLDIER HONORED 
ALEX ZAURI, of the Pacific Coast 
Fishermen's Association, San Diego, was 
decorated with the badge of past com-
mander of the Disabled American Vet-
erans of the W oriel Vvar at a special meet-
ing held on the evening of February 18, 
at the American Legion hall in Balboa 
Park, San Diego. Every chair in the 
hall was fi•lled, and numbers of men sur-
rendered their seats to women that these 
might not be compelled to stand. Many 
high officers of the military were present, 
as well as business men and municipa•l 
officials. Among those who delivered ad-
dresses of congratulation were: J J, 
Russo of the West Coast Theatres; Dr. 
Frank C. Pache, M.D .. in charge of the 
U. S. Veterans' Bureau, San Diego; Mrs. 
Loretta B. Chandler, district inspector 
for the Veterans of Foreign Wars; Smith 
Garner, commander of the Alhambra reg-
ional post of the D.A.V.; Tom Van Der-
slice, Zuri's ex-adjutant: Ted Cooper, 
sheriff of San Diego county; Colonel 
Jones, U.S.A., retired; Gen Frederick S. 
Strong, U.S.A., retired. 
"The thing I think of when I think of 
Zauri is that his first request of me was 
to ask me to try to do something for 
my own brother," said Sheriff Cooper 
during his address. "I have yet to hear 
him ask for anything for himself, but he 
always is running his legs off in the 
interests of others." 
"I have known Zauri for 10 years-
known him well," declared CoL Jones. 
"Some time ago he was in less sturdy 
physica•l condition than now. We used 
to marvel at his stami1_1a and persever-
ence in carrying on despite disability." 
"It was at Camp Kearney, in 1917, that 
I first became acquainted with Zauri," 
stated General Strong. "He was with 
the 160th Inf., which was really a South-
ern California regiment. It happened 
that in June, 1908, we were called upon to 
select 3,500 picked men to take the place 
of casualties resulting from the great 
German spring drive. About June 10 the 
men left Camp Kearney-the cream of 
our 30,000. Zauri was among them. Be-
fore July 1 ·he was in the front-line 
trenches." 
"He has that quality of spirit, honesty 
and integrity which the nation needs to-
day," declared Dr. Pache. 
Zauri must be credited with having put 
the San Diego chapter of the D.A.V. 
on the road to success-during his year 
as commander he displayed absolute hon-
esty, deep sincerity and much ability:" 
Tom Van Derslice. 
Phone: Main 2328 
CHAS. B. BRIGGS 
FEDERAL WOOD 
YARD 
WOOD and COAL 
Office and Yard 
1905 Colton Ave., San Diego, Cali·£. 
A. R. ROBBINS 
Marine Engine Works 
Marine Way and 
Western Enterprise Diesels 
SAN DIEGO 
H. K. SHOCKEY, Prop. 
Shockey Boiler 
Works 
FUEL TANKS 
Also Fish Cookers 
for the Canning Trade 
125 Market Street 
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
Phone Main 4448 
The Fisherman's 
Friend 
RobertD~ 
Maxwell Co~ 
Dis~ributors San 
SAN DIEGO 
Broadway at State 
Tel. Main 2187 
Co. 
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THEH BO SUPPLY COMPA y 
ll 
Headquarters Fishing Boat Supplies 
Located on Fisherman's Wharf, San Diego 
Buv ... 
San Die~o's best located 
Hotei,Only one block from 
all Theatres and Stores 
RATES 
u.so AND UP WITHOUT BATH 
12.?<:> AND UP WITH BATH 
'Jfotel Sandford Grill 
J.!oted for Excellent Yood 
J. B. ZElLER 
ManaJJer 
GROCERIES 
HARDWARE 
FISHING GEAR 
HARBOR 
SUPPLY 
COMPANY 
Fishing Boat 
Supplies 
Edison Mazda 
Lamps Fishermens Wharf 
Fram,kHn 3208 
Sl!ll.n Diego, California 
Coast Electric Co. 
San Diego, California 
,-- PURE MANILA l 
ROPE I 
Manufactured by 
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C1·ew of a San Pedro purse-seiner loading a brand-new net upon their turn-table; thi,< 
200-fathom curtain of heavy, tarred web weighs several tons when v.;et, and is worth 
$5,000 to $7,000 
VV ebbing Costs and Standards 
FHCHASE AND CARE o£ netting is 
one of the big pwblems of fishermen 
in a fishery in which 
used. They are anxious to 
at as small a cost as is 
same time they have 
experience that it does 
to invest in low-grade merchan-
the fish 'lost through breaking 
at critical mfoments, together 
which must be 
repairs are being made, 
them more in the long 
had purcbased the best-
. in the first place. 
. mam qualities which are sought 
m a pur,e-seine, for example, are that 
wehbmg shall be strong enough so 
under nrdinarv conditions it will be 
hold a fuli load of fi.sh without 
"How does a fisherman know what 
kind of net twine to buy?" rep lied a crew 
member of the purse-seine "California," 
which lay in at the Los Angeles Ship-
building and Drydock Co. during part of 
the month of February, to a question put 
to him by a WCF representative. "He 
generaNy learns by experience what com-
panies carry high-quality twine and then 
trusts to such companies to supply his 
needs. For example, most fishermen of 
San Pedro buy their nets from the C. J. 
Hendry Co., because they know that that 
filrm carries a complete line of high-
quality merchandise. They have learned 
that a Hendry net, if good care is taken 
of it and not too many snags are caught. 
will last three seasons, while certain in-
ferior webs will be ail through after one 
season of use. 
not pay to sell inferior twine or netting, 
even if it can be done at a considerably 
lower price. If a company ever gets a 
reputation for selling poor-quality gear, 
its sales fall off tremendously. A fisher-
man simply can't take chances on his 
equipment. 
"For that reason we handle the well-
known Ederer webbing, made by R. J. 
Ederer and Co. of Chicago. Within the 
next few clavs we are to receive a full 
caPload of Ederer tuna netting, in antici-
pation of the demand during the summer. 
When the pnrse-seiners left for the south 
last month, they came close tG cleaning 
us out. The shipment of netting will 
weigh 40,000 ponnds." 
r 1 that the strands of twine shaH 
;;m.Jer to enable easy handling 
"'t n~t times, that the gear shall 
"Since the average purse-seine costs 
from $6,000 to $7,000 when complete, and 
since the average annual upkeep cost (in-
cluding repairs, stripping, etc.) runs 
about $500 year,Jy, the fisherman wants 
the best he can get." 
The life of a net depends not alone 
upon its original quality, however. It 
must receive careful attention at the be-
ginning of operations, must be given the 
best of care throughout the season, and 
and shall require a minimum 
during the active fishing 
problem of the fisherman is 
v:hat makes of netting stand 
s~~ under the hard usage of a fish-
..,~~.on. 
"That's right," agreed a C. J. Hendry 
official when asked about the matter later 
in the day. "We have found that it does 
must be stored in proper fashion 
when fishing ends. a vessel is pre-
paring to start out at the opening of a 
season, the net is taken from storage, all 
injured strands are repaired, the entire 
web assembled, and treated v;ith some 
kind of preservative. At the conclusion 
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Fishermen ! ! 
We recommend and guarantee 
Porterdale Superior 
Seine Twine, Sail Twine 
and 
Cotton Rope 
Porterdale Superior Seine Twine and Cotton 
Rope are made in the largest Seine Twine min 
in the world by people who have made a life 
study of the requirements of the fishermen. 
Only strong fibre and carefully selected cotton 
is used, which makes Porterdale Superior Seine 
Twine outlast any other brand. 
C. J. HENDRY CO .. 
Fishermen Everywhere 
USE 
RITC IE 
COMP SSES 
Supplied by C. J. Hendry Co. 
I IE s 
Nautical Instruments 
BROOKLINE 
NS 
MASS. 
THE WEST COAST FlSHER.lEs 
ootl 
The junction of thigh and leg portions is extra 
strong. 
The patented knee shield checks rubbing. 
d.sk.forthe 
oodrich 
I SHE ME 
can always depend on 
Tower~s Fish Brand 
WATERPROOF OILED SUITS 
Favorites because they last longer 
Special Pants No. 751 
for Tuna fishermen a:re 
reinforced in 
duck patch making a 
three ply wearing sur· 
face. Eyelets on bib 
buttons to catch on 
straps. 
Insist on garments 
bearing this mark 
DISTRIBUTED BY 
J. HENDRY CO. 
San Pedro, Calif. 
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of the season it is stripped, or taken apart 
in sections, and stored away. 
The preservative undoubtedly is one of 
the most important factors in the life. of 
" net. Tanbark often is used on the fine 
half-ring and Htmpara nets of the sardine 
fishery. For the heavier purse-seines 
which are common in the salmon and 
tuna industries, coal-tar is a common pro-
tective agent. In addition, there are a 
number of other solutions and liquids 
which have proved themselves to be 
helpfuL 
"\N e are using tar from· the C. ]. Hen-
dry Co. on our seine," stated Capt. George 
Stanovich of the "Pacific," during Feb-
ruary. "'0/e haven't had a chance to try 
the net in the water yet, but it looks good 
now; in fact, I think it is a good deal 
better than the product we had last year. 
It has gone all through the twine, so that 
every strand is soaked through. We buy 
our tar from Hendry because we bought 
our net there. It has proved satisfactory 
and we have confidence in the store." 
"Some kinds of tar burn up nets be-
cause they have acid or other substances 
in them which rot out the twine or so 
weaken it that it can be easily. torn," 
added a crew member of the "CQ.nquest," 
which was moored nearby. "This net of 
the 'Pacific' is a good job. You can tel! 
by feeling of it, or looking at that the 
tar is aH through the twine. pre-
servatives just coat the outside; then, 
when the water gets inside, the net is 
gone. 11 
"Yes," added a man from the "Cali-
fornia," "and there is something else to 
be considered. Some tar dries slowly, 
while some never does get dry and has 
to be worked out with kerosene or some-
thing like that if the net is to be got ready 
during the season. Some imported tars 
occasionally do good jobs, but 
not as reliable as the American 
Painting Fishing Vessels 
T 0 THE AVERAGE LAYMAN, the task of selecting a paint for fish-
vessels seems a relatively simple 
that is required of such a paint, 
believe, is that it shaH wear long and 
well. Since almost any high-grade 
fulfills those r.equirements, it ap-
pears to these inexperienced individuals 
that vessel-owners should find no partic-
ular problems in determining what sort of 
protection shall be given their hulls. 
Experienced fishermen know, however, 
that many other factors enter into the 
choice of those paints which are to pro-
tect their vessels and the lives of crew 
members. They rewlize that the ships' 
b'ottoms must be coated with finishes 
as those manufactured by C. · A. 
Paint and Color Co. or Stan-
Products Co., Inc., which not only 
protect the planking from damage 
water but which also must pro-
the wo.od from borers, must avoid 
by poisoning all sea life which 
to fasten upon it and, in the 
iron or steel ships, must resist 
Equally important, but possessed of 
t requirements, is the paint which 
above the water-line whether 
hull, the house or the spars. This 
must be able to maintain its 
color and beauty not only when 
on the open sea but also when 
cted to the gases and fouled waters 
of harbors and channels in which vessels 
must lie while not in operation. "That 
is one of the most severe tests which any 
ship is forced to undergo," a San Diego 
fisherman once was heard to say. "The 
average ship will stay fairly clean when 
it is making a trip out in the open sea. 
It is when it is tied at the dock, or anch-
ored in some bay with a number of other 
ships, that its paint finish suffers the 
JTIOSt." 
"It is for this reason that fishermen 
operating out of West Coast ports are 
beginning to use Patterson-Sargent 
paints," explains an official of the C. ]. 
Hendry Co., which is among the distri-
butors for that line of marine finishes. 
Patterson-Sargent is the only paint which 
can stand up when it comes in contact 
with the foul waters which are found in 
all harbors and shehered bodies of water 
much frequented by ships. The average 
white paint will turn yellow or black 
under such circumstances, but Patterson-
Sargent has the quality of keeping its 
original color." 
Among the vessels recently fi!nished with 
Patterson-Sargent is the "Pacific," San 
Pedro purse-seiner of which Capt. George 
Stanovich is master. 
"Our mast paint, which is yellow in 
color, and the white paint which we use 
on the house and sides of the 'Pacific' are 
purchased froni the San Pedro stor.e of 
the C. ]. Hendry Company, states Capt. 
The San Pedr·o store of the C. J. Hendry 
Co. boasts a more complete sto'fk of boat and 
ship anchors than any other chandlery of the 
port. Any size of "hook", from a little dory-
anchor to the mammoth five-ton Baldt crea-
tion here shown, is procurable there. It is 
said that the giant ground-tackle shown in 
the picture to the left has been shipped to 
the West Coast jl·om the factory in Penn-
sylvania. Gear of this size is carried only 
by naval vessels and large merchant ships. 
Salvatore Borruso, San Francisco crab-net-
seated upon an upturned herring kit while 
weaving tlze funnel-shaped "nets" wherewitlz 
to capture the wily Cancer magister. 
Metal lzoia.ps, joined by a <uYebbing of seine 
twine, and set on the sea's floor at the end 
of a buoyed line, is the standard gem· in use 
Stanovich. . "We recently pain ted the 
'Pacific' all over, in preparation for the 
opening of the tuna season, and speci-
fied Patterson-Sargent for the above pur-
poses because we have used it before and 
have found it to be a high-qua,lity prod-
uct. Vvhen vessels are lying in foul or 
polluted waters, it takes a good paint to 
keep from turning yellow or black. 
It is a chemical reaction that takes 
place when the gas-laden salt water comes 
in contact with the paint which causes 
yellowing or blackening of the finish, 
as the problem was explained to a 
resentative of WCF by a San 
chemist. "Certain chemicals, when ex-
posed to foul gases comp,letely change 
their color," he says. "For this reason 
it is important that a paint be chose~ 
"':'hich will not be affected in this way 
e1ther by salt water or by any pollution 
in that water. 
"Under ordinary circumstances, lead is 
a desirable ingredient for paint, since it 
is very stable and unchanging. But in 
this case a base of certain other metals 
is more nearly ideal. Zinc, for example, 
is a good constituent for boat oaint. 
When salt water comes in contact" with 
this metal it forms zinc oxide, which in 
itself is white. For this reason, a white 
paint with a zinc base alwavs will remain 
white." · 
A complete line of Patterson~Sargent 
paints is carried the C J. Hendrv Co. 
in all of its stores. • 
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JEFFERY'S 
Waterproof 
MARINE 
GLUES 
Tenacious-Resilient 
-Durable-Water-
proof-Non-
hardening 
Modern boat construction demands a waterstop embodying 
the qualities of Jeffery's Marine Glues 
Three-quarters of a century of satisfied users 
is its own endorsement. 
1here Jeffery's Glue tor_ any 1s a _ . ieok 
Send /Qr free booklet "Marine Glue Uses" 
"I'm going to 
like this ship" 
The( experienced sea cook rec-
ognizes his strongest ally in the 
SHIPMATE. He likes to sign 
on the ship whose galley is 
SHIPMATE equipped because 
he knows he won't have a balky 
range to contend with just at 
the moment when the meal it-
self is demanding his entire at-
tention. He appreciates SHIP-
MATE dependableness. 
THE STAMFORD FOUNDRY Co 
STAMFORD CONN 
SHIPMATE 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
For STRENGTH and 
UNIFORMITY Use-
DISTRIBUTED BY 
C. J. Hendry Co. 
San Pedro, California 
WICKWIRE SPENCER. 
=====WIRE ROPE===== 
THE GREEN ROPE 
Copper Oleated Manila for Fishermen is espe· 
cially treated Extra Superior Manila Rope. 
The Copper Oleate retains the tensil strength 
of the rope longer than any other preservative 
without adding appreciable weight. It inhibits 
the adhesion of marine growth, preventing 
organic matter from rotting or fouling the 
rope. The tedious task of treating manila 
rope with preservatives by the· user is a thing 
of the past. GREEN ROPE pretreated skill· 
fully and uniformly at 011r mills is ready for 
use; eager to serve just a~ it is. 
San Francisco, California .. 
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"Bluefin" Prepared for Trip 
EARLY IN FEBRUARY the Com-mercial Fisheries patrol and research 
vessel "Bluefin" was hauled out on 
the marine railway of the Garbutt- Walsh 
,,ard, San Pedro. Gangs of workmen, and 
the ship's own crew, turned to and cleaned 
the vessel from stem-band to rudder-
chains. The bottom was scrubbed and re-
painted, woodwork was scraped, oiled and 
revarnished, and doors and windows were 
taken down for trueing-up so that they 
would function with ease and exactness. 
Walter Engelke, master, super-
the work. Engelkle is an old sail-
ing master who gained his journeyman 
exncrience as able seaman and deck offi-
ce; in square-riggers; he knows his sea-
manship as only "old-timers" do. 
Visitors to the vessel took interest in 
the bosun's stores that were exposed to 
view by the open after hatch. In this 
spacious lazaret, which occupies the .en-
tire space between the rudder quadrant 
and the after bulkhead of the rear cabin 
large quantities of canvas, cordage, spare 
gear, ground tackle, salvaging equipment 
and general stores are housed in neat and 
ship-shape style. So interesting was the 
exhibition of what might be called con-
gested orderliness that several observing 
visitors lowered themse,lvs into the la-
zaret, the better to view the heavy moor-
FISH HARBOR IMPROVEMENT 
IMPROVEMENT WORK on Fish 
Harbor is to commence immediately, ac-
cording to officers of the Los Angeles 
Harbor Board who recently authorized 
the .expenditure of $127,000 in bettering 
berthing conditions for the constantly 
growing fleet of large. ships that make of 
the habitual rendezvous. The 
that has been outlined by 
of the Board is a most am-
bitious and extensive one; the work that 
n;)'": is to be started is but a small part 
or the entlre and is known officially 
"Unit No. 1. To finish the entire 
of dredging, paving, wharf-build-
and retainer-wall construction that 
Board now has in blue-print form 
, necessitate three years' time 
anu enta;l an of some $800,-
000 to · 
l CAMPBELL of the Tubbs Cord-
.o., Frnacisco, was a visitor in 
5 and 6. Campbell is an 
and has many friends 
fishing trade of Northern 
dHe was accompanied on the 
aughter. 
ing-lines, hickory fids bales of unspun 
Wall's oakum and array of paint and 
varnish containers. 
"What's this stuff? Looks like tar, only 
its softer," one of the callers wanted to 
know. 
"Oh, that's Kuhl's glue-Fred Kuhl's 
seam compound, they call it," replied one 
of the crew. "We have to have it to pay 
into the openings between the deck plank-
ing, for otherwise when we make these 
southern trips the deck would open up 
and the water run through, ruining the 
staterooms beneath." 
The "Bluefin" is making constantly 
more extended voyages, and trip by trip 
is conducting its sardine. mackerel and 
rock-cod studies farther and farther into 
sub-tropical waters. Under the intens.e 
heats of southern sunshine much of the 
interior moisture is evaporated from the 
surface of the deck planking, and there is 
a tendency for the sutures to open, leav-
ing the calking sufficiently loose in the 
seams to permit ·water to filter through. 
To prevent so demaging a happening, a 
pot of this special seam compound is 
heated on the galley range, and when its 
temperature has risen to the point where 
it liquefies, the adhesive fluid is paid into 
the seams through a specially-designed 
funnel-like utensil. Once allowed to 
"RELIANCE" LAUNCHED 
EARLY IN THE morning of March 3 
the new tuna-cruiser "Reliance" was 
launched at Fish Harbor, San Pedro. The 
cer.emony of christening was attended by 
a large gathering of people, among which 
were all of the principle executives of the 
Southern California Fish Corporation, the 
company which placed its credit behind 
the building of the ship and for which it 
will operate. 
Capt. Paul Verney's "Reliance" just before 
it was launched 
After the 125-foot billet-header had 
be.en gotten safely into the water, all 
hands commenced a general celebration. 
Capt. Paul Verney, master, became a 
focal center of attention, which promi-
nence was shared by John Nelson, Harold 
Hommelund, Chris. Forstrom, Andrew 
Olsen, Chris. Thirup and other part-own-
ers, all jointly interested in the enter-
prise. 
Geo. Stakelin, familiar to every tuna-
man of Fish Harbor, also was present 
He is to be chi.ef engineer in the "Reli-
ance," in charge of the 450-h.p., "Model 
37," Fairbanks-Morse diesel with which 
it has been powered. Stakelin no doubt 
is hetter fitted for this responsibility than 
coo,!, its permanence and 
continue indefi:nitely. 
"No matter how much the deck shrinks 
up, that compound-stuff stretches with 
it, never leaving any holes that the water 
can get through. Funny too that 
you C;ln melt it on the stove, no mat-
ter how hot the sun gets, it never bubbles 
up like coal tar does, and it never turns 
to water and runs all over the deck the 
way pitch does. In a wav it reminds you 
of chewing gum, it sticks to the wood so 
strongly, but on the other hand it never 
gets hard, and doesn't stick to your feet 
when you walk on it. Sure is wonderful 
stuff, and I often have wondered how 
Fred Kuhls ever came to discover it 
and if he was a sailor like the rest of us.': 
The "Bluefin" is at present engacred in 
towing col<lecting aoparatus for th~ 
ture of pilchard and mackrel 
larvae southward from San The 
trips are of about five days' duration, the 
ship sta~d;ng out to sea some 300 miles, 
then crmsmg back towards the shore on 
a V -shaped course. The investigators are 
learning many new facts relative to the 
breeding habits of these 
important cannery fish which heretofore 
have been the subject for uninformed 
conjecture and the wildest imaginings of 
suppositionative fiishermen. 
almost anybody else he been a 
part of the Fairba~ks-Morse organiza-
twn for 18 or 20 years. During the last 
seven years he has be.en service man in 
c~arge. o_f the firm's San Pedro so 
h1s trammg and experience have been of 
~he b~st. ,Howard Stag, diesel engineer, 
1s takmg Stakelin' s place as local repre-
sentative of the "F.-M." firm, while Earl 
!fow~rd-a~other man who has been 
Identified w1th the manufacturers-is go-
mg to sea m the v.essel as first assistant. 
_ The "Reliance" is to be Fairbanks-
l\l[orse equipped throughout. Its engines, 
generators, motors and pumps all are to 
b.e of that make. _It is to have a 2-cylin--
der Baker ammoma compressor in its 15-
ton refri~eration system. Principal among 
Its speCial features are its alternating-
current generators, induction and 
v.ertlcal-type pumps-all of 
Morse make, · 
Prominent men of the tuna industry 
witnessed the launching: Wilbur F. 
Wood, Larry Holland and John M. Rosen 
o.f the S_outhern Fish Corparo-
twn; B1smark Houssels, Hubert Hous-
sels and Karl Stroms.en .of the Van Camp 
Sea Food Co., Inc.; E. W. of 
the Mercantile Building & Loan Associa-
twn; Frank Johnson of the Gilbert C. 
Van Camp Insurance ; Ben F. 
Duncan of the Baker Machine Co.; 
S. A. Blank and J. I. of the Radio-
marine Corporation of America, and a 
great many others. 
Capt. Verney expects to have the "Re-
liance" ready for trial run bv the first 
Sunday in April, and thinks that it will be 
in commission by the fifteenth following. 
THE MANY FRIENDS of L. D. 
Ederer, head of R. ]. Ederer and Co., 
Chicago, are expressing to him their sin-
cere sympathies upon the death Mrs. 
Ederer, which occurred on 
January 31. 
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OOLSEY has kept faith with the fisher-
men since 1853 and has never produced 
Paint than NOW .. 
OOLSEY'.S COPPER '~BEST" Paint, the 
World's Standard for Wooden Bottoms. 
It contains more copper than any other paint on 
the market. 
OOLSEY'S COPPER OLEATE Fish Net 
Preservative. Strongest on the market. 
by those who know True Value. 
OOLSEY'S TUNGSPAR VARNISH will 
Crack or Blister. 
Distributed by all the 
leading Ship Chandlers. 
CeA<fJWoolsey Paint & Color Co"' 
JERSEY CITY, N. J. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 
The Durability and Low Maintenance 
Cost of 
PLUMBING 
FIXTURES 
adapts them for the strenuous service 
demanded on 
FISHING BOATS 
For more than sev~ 
enty-live Y"""' Sand~ 
Plumbing Fixtures 
have been prefe,rred 
for craft of all kinds 
from the little w<>rk 
boat to th" most 
palatial yachts and 
ocean liners.. There 
is a Sands Fixture to 
meet every plumbing 
requirement no mat ... 
ter how exacting >t 
may be. 
Illustrated is 
Sands ~ew :i n :n e 
Pump Water Clooet 
for use above or be-
low the water line--a most attractive and servie...,hle fixtare. 
P:ric"" of the various finishes in which this closet is supplied will 
be •ent ou request t<>gethe:r with catalo~~r of other Sands Closets, Lava-
tories, Showers and accesso:ries~ 
C. J. HENDRY CO. 
SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 
Or write direct to A. B. Sands & Son Co. 
22-24 V. esey Street, New York City 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
Ol 
MARINE 
Serves best where the wear is harde-st. Wate,rproofs and 
preserves the surface. Do-es nort sun-checkp crack, blister 0 ,. 
easily mar~ Produces a tough 9 long~Hved. yet pleasing, vel~et~ 
finish. Most e,ffedive for finishing and re-finishing of all kind. 
of hardwood and inlaid flooring and all fine wood finishe·s 
OILASTIC is a firm and lasting finish f<>r aU woodwork and 
metal on SHIPBOARD. O!LASTIC is proven the most effective 
coating against the action of SALT AIR, SEA FOG AND SALT 
WATER. OILASTIC effectively retains and protects color for a 
long period of time. 
STANDARD PRODUCTS CO., Inc. 
LOS ANGELES, CAL., U. S. A. 
C. J. HENDRY CO., Distributors 
Walker'suCHERUB"II _.._..._ .. = 
Known the world over for its Accuracy 
and Durability 
Manufactured by 
C. J. HENDRY CO., i 
Distributors 
erer g 
for I inds of Fishing 
Our California Distributor 
C. J. HENDRY CO. 
carries in stock purse seine, round haul ' 
and gill nets, for Tuna, Barracuda, ' 
Mackerel and Sardine 
Ederer Netting Cheapest 
Because ls Best 
E E 
540-548 ORLEANS STREET 
CIDCAGO. IUJNOIS 
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Paint Firm Will Enlar e 
·THAT THE Standard Products Co., 
· [nc.. Los Angeles, will expand 
its · operations to the East 
is the announcement made recently 
Beutd, president of the firm 
manufactures the well-known line 
"Oilastic" marine paints and varnishes. 
"Inasmuch as our company is four 
vears old, it would seem that we hav~ 
Leen slO\V in gettmg around to th1s pomt, 
remarks BeuteL "However, we were 
forced to spend the first two Y.ears of 
operation in perfectmg and refinmg our 
Vve could have introduced 
to the market in only a partially-
complete form, but have preferred to wait 
until we were sure that we could produce 
. high-quality products in large quantities. 
"Four years ago H. E. Merntt and I 
discovered the neutral and absorlutely 
waterproof vehicle which we now 
call 'Oilastic. After w.e had spent a 
long of time in research to prove 
that had the properties for which we 
were seeking, we undertook further ex-
periments to determine how great was its 
adaptability. We learned that it had a 
multitude of uses, as is shown by the 
manv fields in which it now is utilized." 
A~ong the most important purposes 
for which the Standard Products Co. re-
search engineers found that "Oilastic" 
was suited to the carbonizing and water-
proofi',ng of boat and ship bottoms to an 
extent that insured the highest degree of 
satisfaction. '·Our product used "for this 
purpose is a combination of the neutral 
,·ehicle and pure copper which has been 
pounded to a dust," explains Beutel. 
"The copper comes to us in raw form 
and is for use by special ma-
chinery our own plant. When this 
in 'Oilastic' paint comes in contact 
salt water on the botoms of boats, 
it forms a carbonate of copper which im-
pregnates the wood and in time perma-
nently 'copperizes' the entire bottom. 
"The main feature of this finish, which 
comes in nine colors, is that it prevents 
any harm to the hull through the activity 
"'F. F. F." FOUNDERS 
S~RVIVORS OF THE "F. F. F.", 
refng.erated tuna-boat of San Pedro, have 
to with an account of the 
'"'"'M• ~.. of their well-known ves-
The craft, under the command of 
Fisher, left harbor on Feb-
7 clearance for Acajutla. It 
, proposed to cruise over all of the 
Known tuna banks along the Baja Califor-
put in at Acajutla for addi-
and supplies, then continue 
to all of the coastal islands 
arriving at the islet of Cocos and 
eYen more distant group called the 
Captain Fisher was accom-
his Vlife, Dorothy Fisher, and 
was compos,ed of nine experi-
tunamen: Pete Peldek, Blanco B. 
W. D. MacDonald, Jack Siliwalia, 
, L. W atola, Alf Wears dahl, 
and Phillios Bone. 
"F . 
. · F. F." was formerly the U. S. 
subchaser "Vaug·hn," a 100-footer 
Purchased from the government, 
fitted V':ith an ammonia system 
Exterior of the handsome plant of the Stand-
ard Products Company, Inc., Los Angeles. 
Frederick Beutel is president. 
Captain of the "Mary K." shows how 
"Oilastic" bottom paint kept absolutely dry 
a piece of paper which accidentally adJured 
to the hull. 
and diesel engines, and put into profitable 
s.ea service as a tuna-boat under the able 
command of Capt. Paul Verney. It de-
livered many fine catches of skipjack and 
yellowfin to the wharf of the Southern 
California Fish Corporation, to whose 
fleet it belonged, and had the reputation 
of being one of the best-refrigerated 
craft on the coast, despite its shoal draft, 
great length, and cons,equent large heat-
absorbing area. 
According to the story brought back by 
the castaways, the vessel was nearing a 
school of tuna on the San Lucas Bank 
early on the morning of February 21 
when a sudd.en list and settling of the 
stern was noted. Before there was time 
to make an examination and ascertain 
the cause of this strange happ,ening the 
stern became submerged, and the ship 
commenced to founder. The men had 
just time to jump forward, cut the lashing 
on two skiffs and throw a few loose ob-
jects into them as the craft dropped out 
from under them, leaving all hands strug-
gling in 175 fathoms of water. Several of 
the men scrambled into the skiffs and 
of teredos or marine borers. This princi-
ple is similar to that which obtains- when 
copper nails are driven about an affected 
part of the planking to form a copper 
salt in which destructive marine life can·-
not thrive or act. For this. reason, the cop-
per dust in combination with the positive-
ly waterproof 'Oilastic' composes a bot-
tom paint which serves a double purpose. 
In addition, there is still another economy 
in 'Oilastic,' for we have found that one 
coat of this product is equal to two coats 
of ordinary pigment paint." 
Nor is the usefulness of 
products •limited to painting 
according to Beutel. "Clear 
without any coloring or copper substance, 
has been proven to be a superior preser-
vative for fish nets and seines," he ex-
plains. "It thoroughly impregnates each 
strand against damage from the water at 
the same time that it remains soft and 
plains. "It thoroughly impregnates each 
effectively. It also has been shown to be 
an incomparable means of waterproofing 
canvas. One of our departments has 
been especially equipped for treatment of 
canvas and nets. Bnsiness in this division 
has shown a rapid increase, so that it 
promises to become one of the largest in 
our plant." 
Still another use of "Oi•lastic" is as a 
rust preventative. In this connection, a 
number of fish markets and distributing 
centers have made it a to have 
their floor trucks, in the fish are 
transported about their plants, sterilized 
and protected from corrosion by a month-
ly treatment with this waterproof finish. 
Besides Frederick Beutel, who is presi-
dent and gener;tl manager, the Standard 
Products Co. list of officers includes 
James Hutchinson, vice-president; F. R. 
Cyr, secretary; T. V. Hatfield, treasurer, 
and Leslie I. Elliot, salesmanag,er. The 
C. J. Hendrv Co. distributes their line of 
paints in California, the firm also being 
represented in the Los Angeles Harbor 
district by Frank Manley. 
rowed around, picking up the entire 11 
persons who had been aboard. then 
gathered from the surface of the sea a 
small keg of distilled battery water, a 
few parcels from the sm-face of the sea a 
small keg of distill.ed battery water, a few 
parcels of food, and with extemporarized 
sails and htstilv-wierlded oars headed for 
land. Sixteen -hours of rowing brought 
the two skiffs to shore at San Jose del 
Cabo, near the tip of the Baja California 
peninsula, from which point Captain and 
Mrs. Fisher returned to San Pedro as 
passengers aboard the Panama Mail liner 
"Ecuador," while the balance of the com-
plement made its way home,vard aboard 
the tomato-boat "Hurry On.'· 
THE EAST SAN PEDRO store of 
the C. J. Hendry Co. recently shipped an 
unusually large Ederer lampara net to the 
San Diego branch for delivery to John 
Cardosa for use on the V eroncia." 
The huge web measured fathoms in 
length and was shipped south in three 
separate sections. 
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CATCH PHYLOSOME 
WHILE DREDGING for sardine and 
mackerel eggs 180 miles off shore in San 
Pedro latitudes, the California Commer-
cial Fisheries Bureau patrol boat "Blue-
fin" captured in one of its gauze collect-
ing-nets the larva of a spiny lobster. This 
creature had all of the appearances of an 
adult "bug" excepting that it was almost 
as white and translucent as glass, and it 
seemed quite flat and weightless. The 
scientific name for it is phylosome. 
"'N e got several of these a few years 
ago," says Capt. H. B. Nidev.er, of the 
Commercial Fisheries service. "Those 
were taken in collecting apparatus that 
we used from the 'Albacore.' However, 
we did not get any of them farther to sea 
than 50 or 60 miles." 
"Finding the young of the lobster so 
far from shore is an important thing," 
remarks W. L. Scofield, director of the 
State Fisheries Laboratory. "Should 
much data of this sort be collected, it 
might indicate that the whole coast was 
'seeded' from lobster spawn that is borne 
along by ocean currents and the drift of 
the wind, and that there is a gradual re-
placement of local crayfish populations 
by young that come to shor.e after a larval 
period spent far at sea." 
The oceanographic and 1 i f e - history 
work of the Laboratory, conducted in 
conjunction with the patrol craft of the 
Commercial Fisheri.es Bureau, gradually 
but surely is leading to the dispelling of 
much of the ignorance and wrong notions 
that always have prevailed among the 
:fisheries industries. 
STORM DAMAGES BOATS 
SEVERAL MONTEREY fishing ves-
sels were washed ashore during the latter 
part of February when heavy winds from 
the North swept down upon Monterey 
Bay. Others were sav.ed only by the 
prompt action of fishermen in fastening 
them by additional lines and anchors. 
The worst damages were sustained 
launches belonging to T. Takigawa 
I. Matsushita. The former, an abalone 
boat called the "Standard" whose value 
was set at $4,500, was so badly injured 
after it had been driven on the beach that 
it began to sink when refloated. It was 
beached near the old Custom House, 
wher.e heavy breakers did still further 
damage. The other vessel, used in fish-
ing mackerel, was pulled off the beach by 
the purse-seiner "Ohio III." It sank 
immediately afterwards, and although re-
covered, was damaged to the extent of 
$1,000. 
The "Tiodora," half-ring crait, belong-
THE WEST COAS'1' F'lSHERlES 
WOOLSEY RETURNS HOME 
RECENTLY RETURNED from a 
brief sojourn in Hawaii, Frank Vvoolsey, 
senior head of the C. A. Woolsey Paint 
& Co,lor Co., Jersey City, N. J., com-
menced a 3,000-mile automobile journey 
from California to his home. He is to 
follow the route of the Lincoln Highway, 
says his colored chauffeur. 
Speaking of the advancement made in 
the paint manufacturing industry during 
recent years, the octogenarian said: 
"In our company we used our original 
recipe for a great many years. It was 
not until about 10 years ago that we in-
stituted our research department-at that 
time very few paint makers were paying 
any attention to a scientific study of their 
problems. You'd be surprised to see what 
a lot of people we have employed in our 
laboratories now. Why, everything that 
we make has been improved, and made 
better than it used to be-and at less cost! 
"We have a great many special prob-
lems coming up aH the time. These are 
taken into the laboratory and solutions 
worked out for them. As a result of 
these studies all sorts of things are found 
out. New products are being developed 
all the time, and to me that seems to be 
the most signifi,cant and important fact 
connected with the business. 
"You know, besides grinding copper 
bottom paints and top-side coverings, we 
also make a line of :fine varnishes and 
produce immense quantities of house 
paint. We make all kinds-a paint for 
every use and purpose." 
ing to Salvator M.elicia, and a small boat 
used in fishing salmon which is the prop-
erty of M. Garcia, also were forced on 
the beach, but received little damage and 
were refloated soon afterwards. The 
lighter "Jose," belonging to A. Sollecito, 
was another casualty of the: storm. 
PETER SABANO'S many and 
the popular clerk at the San Pedro store 
of the C. J. Hendry Co. has a large num-
ber of them, were grieved to learn of the 
death of his sister, Miss Martini Sabano. 
After a lingering illness, Miss 
passed again in a San Francisco 
a short time ago. Services were held on 
March 6 at the Goodrich-Halverson 
mortuary and interment was made at the 
Harbor View cemetery. 
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Let the Sun Shine r 
and the Wind Howl • 
It is pliable and elastic 
under the most severe con-
ditions. Even after your 
boat has been laid up all 
Winter, you will find her 
decks as good as new if 
Kuhls' has been used. In 
five colors, white, gray, 
black, yellow and mahog-
any~ 
OTHER KUHL PRODUCTS 
... "' 
Elastic Seam Composition No, :2 
oro tee~ 
to Elastic tht 
yacht white; elastic gloss yacht 
white and trowei cerrtent-com-
plete season-long protection 
assured. 
and the Rain come in sheets 
they will have no ill effect on decks fitted with Elastic Composition No. 3 
laying canvas on 
and haches. Also 
ing and repairing canoes. 
H .. B"' FRED KUIILS 
Sole JV! anufacturer 
65th Street and 3rd Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Established 1889 
All Marine Supply Dealers carry Kuhls' Products 
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Here are related the accomplishments of fresh and fresh-frozen fish 
producers, shippers and brokers, new products, ne<tv merchandising 
methods and the trend of the various markets throughout the 
Dispensing Quality Seafoods 
novice, and by combination of unique cir-
cumstances chanced to extemporiz.e an 
activity that resulted profitably. The fact 
is that its executives, despite their com-
parative youth, are men of sound exp-eri-
ence in gelleral marketing, and in fish-
distributing in particular. Max Freeman 
himself is both an expert meat-cutter and 
butcher, b.esides being skilled in all phases 
of fish handling. It is remembered that 
he became an employee of Young's Mar-
ket Co., Inc., in 1921, working constantly 
in the meat department of the firm dur-
ing the twentieth year of his age. After 
about twelve months of this experience 
he transferred to the fish department, 
where he remained seven more years. 
During this time he won successive pro-
motions, until becoming assistant mana-
ger of the department. 
ofthe Superior Seafood Co., Ltd. Max Freeman, president, is the man in the white shirt 
At this juncture the ambitions of the 
young man could no longer be satisfied 
vv-ith the prospects for advancement which 
his employment offered, wherefore he 
embarked upon private enterprise in com-
pany with another young merchant. To 
gether they founded the Superior Sea 
Food Co., Ltd., decided upon policies and 
defined their objectives. Freeman re-
signed his position with Young's Market 
in August of 1929; within 30 days he had 
his own business functioning. 
A- T THE EDGE of the commercial district of Los Angeles, bordering 
. closely upon the fringe of the the-
;,tncal and mid-city dining area, is situ-
atPd the institution of a caterer who de-
votes his energies exclusively to dispens-
. aquatic food delicacies, and .especially 
tlwse most desired rareties originating in 
the sea. This merchant is Max Freeman, 
together with his l;rother, Arthur J _ 
is proprietor' of the Superior 
1 Ltd. The Freeman broth-
e.e_ct to choose the top stratum of 
tor the clientele-they carry the 
::·.~;ta-t"''"P'"' 111 their standard advertise-
that thev are caterers "To institu-
Hotels and Restaurants." 
house of which we speak is one 
_ ant-ecedents. It counts no de--
trom bankrupt or reorganized busi-
ot the past. It sprang into being 
. lts present name and achieved im-
growth through the enthusiasm 
of the young blood which 
Its quick ascendency in the 
nt of what success awaits 
_ _,. . who will apply modern 
"
11
"
103 mg methods to his business. 
Anyone not familiar with the back-
ground of experience possessed by the 
personnel of the firm might make the 
wrong assumption that it has flourished 
after the fashion of the proverbial lucky 
Interior of the modern and sanitm·y plant on Ceres street, Los Angeles, showing eiqht of 
the eleven empfoyees of the firm. 
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Max: Freeman 
The enterprise was set afoot in quar-
ters located at 1214 Produce Street. Four 
delivery trucks and a total of eight ,em-
ployees were occupied with administering 
to the needs of the clientele, which was 
quickly convened by. the efforts of ~ree­
man himself, and h1s salesmen. W1thm 
a few months the custom had increased 
to 150 per cent of the total that the own-
ers had hoped to achieve, and the com-
pany commenced to be cramped by the 
limited size of its accommodations. 
Six months from the time of commenc-
ing business, Max Freeman acquired the 
equity of his partner, enlarged the staff 
of the firm and prepar.ed to move to 
larger quarters. Accordingly, on April 1, 
1930, the firm changed location, occupy-
ing a newly-completed brick structure at 
632 Ceres Street. Cement floors, prop-
erly drained, were laid; sanitary fish-
butchering equipment was installed; suit-
able refrigerating facilities were built into 
the structure. At this same time Arthur 
T. Freeman, brother of the founder, be-
~ame a partner in the business. 
During the 11 months that the cater-
ers have occupied their new premises it 
has been necessary to add three addi-
tional men to the staff. At present the 
organization is composed of the two own-
ers, a bookkeeper, two outside salesmen, 
two expert fish-cutters and four truck 
drivers. The rolling stock is composed of 
two 1y;;-ton Fords and two Ford light 
delivery machines, all of these being em-
ployed in making fast deliveries to met-
ropolitan Los Ang.eles and Hollywood. 
One hundred tons of stock can be ac-
commodated in the "wet box" refrigera-
tor where a temperature of 33 to 35 de-
LOBSTE S 
.IJ.live and Oo·oked 
Although specializing in Lobsters, 
we also ship all kinds of California 
Sea-Foods everywhere and guar-
antee you par-excellent service. 
Special attention given to standing 
orders. Wire for our quotations. 
S.LARCO FISH CO. 
Established 1870 
214 State Street 
Santa Barbara, Calif. 
THE 
arees is maintained. Froz.en delicacies--
the specialty of the house--are cared for 
in the ample sharp-freezer where low 
temp,eratures are maintained constantly. 
A five,tone automatic ice-machine refrig-
erates both compartments. 
Some general idea of the class of p~t­
ronage that is served by the Supenor 
may be gained from a visit to its freezer. 
There one can fill his mind with a hst of 
the varied things seen without being able 
to remember n~ore than a fractional part. 
For example, here is an instance: Fin-
nan haddies, sea scallops, frogs' legs, Lou-
JSJana prawns, eastern lak~ ciscoes, 
smoked bloaters, Alaska shnmp meat, 
bay scallops, kippered cod, ,eastern lob, 
sters; San Diego swordfish, kippered .sal-
mon. Mexican crayfish, San Francisco 
crab meat Lake Erie tullabies, Sacra-
mento catfish, and so on. Mountain trout, 
diamond-back terrapin, live local lobsters 
an(l other specialties also are dealt in, 
besides every sort of ocean and river fish 
that the market affords. 
"We work long hours, but we have 
fun while at it," says Max Freeman, pres-
ident. "Our attention is focused upon 
our business and we know nothing about 
the affairs of anyone else. We enjoy com-
petition and believe in our ability always 
to win our share of the public's favor, 
while at the same time adhering to con-
structive practices that wiil improve the 
tone of the present market." 
LISTEN, TUNA SKIPPERS! 
CAPT. GUY SILVA, master and 
owner of the cruiser "Emma R. S.," has 
made another discovery relative to vessel 
disinfection. He recounts that some time 
ago he experienced con.siderable difficui!Y 
in the matter of keepmg meat fresh m 
the ship's ice-box. 
"In spite of every care, the meat would 
taint in the ice," the famous master tuna-
man relates, "and we all were concerned 
with the prohlem of what to do about iL 
We made use of lime, but it soon ac-
FRANK SUTTORA 
PISH CO .. 
Wholesale Shipper~ 
Now Shipping Smelt 
Telephone 269 '"' 134 
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF. 
Producers S 
EST C 0 A. S T F l SHE Rl E s 
cumulated in quantity and so was no 
good. 
"Then a Columbia River salmon fisher, 
man to_ld me .that up north they use blue-
stone m the1r refngerators. I tried 
and the result was all that could be 
pected: our meat was not tainted 
"We'll, I figured that if bluestone 
save meat from contamination it 
do the same for fish. From that time un-
til the present I have been using it 
larly in my vessel, and find that 
doHars a trip is all ~hat the bluestone 
I call that m1ghty cheap insur .. 
ance. 
"I would like to have everyone 
about bluestone." says Silva, "for 
only is very effective, but I am sure 
will save money for all of the ships in the 
fleet." 
i 
sl 
-from the largest eastern growers. 
First quality of all grades. Our large 
supply insures you prornpt delivery. 
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Halibut Fishing Continues Slow 
T HE HALIBUT SITUATION in Seattle, after getting away to a 
bad start because of the inability 
of vessel owners and. fishermen to reac.h 
a satisfactory workmg agreement, 1s 
more complicated with the pass-
time. Latest information indi-· 
cates that problems will have to work 
their own solutions, since no answers 
have been found to questions which are 
perplexing fishermen.' vessel-owners and 
fresh fish dealers ahke. 
Somewhere near half a hundred ves-
sels are operating on the northern banks 
at this writing. The majority are manned 
owners and officers of the other 150 
which are lying in Lake Union 
at Fishermen's Dock in Salmon Bay, 
although a limited number of owners 
have signed up with the Deep Sea Fish-
ermen's Union of the Pacifi:c and have 
sailed with union crews. 
Among the earliest vessels to leave 
'Seattle a-t thP opening of the season were 
the "Aleutian", captained by Nels Peder-
sen and carrying a crew of four; the 
"Sunset", of which John Hansen is cap-
- also with four men aboard; the 
Argo", Capt. Andrew Nelson's boat, with 
five men; and the "Pacific", with seven 
under Capt. Ole Larsono Others 
h went North relatively early were 
"Unimak" (J. Rockness), "Eag'le" (Jo 
1), "Eastern" (L Gelseth), 
(John Pedersen), "Ilene" (M. 
"'""'"c") and "National" (Ole Arseth). 
No definite agreement has been reached 
vessel owners and fishermen as 
the hole-bill questiono However there 
indications that a compromis~ soon 
be effected, several meetings of com-
from each group having been 
recentlyo 
the halibut is beginning 
various ports of Alaska, 
Columbia and the Puget Sound 
The first of this species arrived 
" SALES GOOD 
I <:;Ary'T join the hal/llmer gang yet," 
, 1Coffm of the Coffin Fish Coo, Seat-
f ,~ec~_use our busines.s has been good 
,a; tl<Is year and durmg 1930 as welL 
nandle cod fish, and receive more 
in Seattle on February 180 It was brought 
in by the "Arcturus" as part of a load 
of scrap-fish, aH of which was sold the 
Chase brothers of the V'lhiz Fish Com-
pany. The fare included 1,.500 pounds of 
snapper, 5,700 pounds of ling cod and 
150 pounds of halibut. The amount of 
the last-named was so small that it was 
not listed on the board at the Dealers' 
Exchange. 
The San J nan Fishing and Packing Co. 
bought the first halibut to be placed on 
the boarc:, 350 pounds which was brought 
in by the "Maybelle J" and sold at 26 
cents straight. The new rules governing 
the weight of mediums were used in this 
transaction, since all Seattle dealers ap-
parently are prepared to accept the new 
standards. 
First Real Fmoe 
The first real 'load of fi:sh, however, was 
brought in on February 28 by the "Nor-
lancl"o This vessel hac! called at Ketchi-
kan on February 24; finding that the new 
standards were in effect there, it was be-
lieved to have gone on to Prince Rupert, 
but instead came to Seattle. Its fare of 
20,000 pounds was sold to the United 
Pacifi,c Fisheries, Inc., cooperative organ-
ization whose stock is owned by fisher-
men and vessel-owners. Since the new 
organization has no handling facilities, 
the cargo was unloaded at the plant of 
the Ripley Fish Co.; it was in good 
condition and was sold on the basis of 18 
and 15 cents. Grading was according 
to the old weights. 
The "Sitka", under command of CapL 
Wo Doucet, was the next to arrive with 
a considerable fare, amounting to 110,-
000 poundso This load, which differed 
from that of the "Norland" in that the 
latter had caught aH of the fish it de-
livered, while the "Sitka" carried fares 
from 18 of the smaller schooners of the 
Juneau fleet, was brought in on March L 
It was discharged at the Ripley Fish Co. 
than 90 per cent of our orders through 
the mail. In some districts we are not 
as strong as we should like to be but 
that is because buyers in those regions 
are interested in price rather than qualityo 
We are selling cod fish and not price.'' 
dock, work being started 
Sunday evening and 
through the night. The 
to the United Pacific 
prices being 19 and 16 cents. 
charging, the "Sitka" filled its 
groceries and left for Juneau. 
The first load of fish '~--~~----'o'­
Seattle ship was that of the 
Erlandsen's vessel. The fare amounted 
to 10,000 pounds and, like that of the 
previous ship, was sold at 19 and 16 
cents; 8,500 pounds was medium and the 
remainder small haiibuL fish was 
discharged at the Ripley dock; 
this fi,rm is not a member of the P. F., 
but rents its premises to that organiza-
tion. Unloading activities are in charge 
of Don Wilsono 
Rough Weather 
Since that time rough weather has pre-
vented fisherman from securing large 
catches of halibut. The next seven vessels 
which unloaded at the Ripley plant had 
only 60,000 pounds between them; all of 
this fish was sold to the U. P. Fo 
The sudden activity of the owners-
fiiShermen company is said to have been 
more or less of a surprise to everyone, 
since the group was not expected to go 
into operation until at least the middle 
of the season (see WCF for February, 
1931, page 31)0 President Frank J. 
Kwapil and the other officials have had 
their hands full, since their organization 
was not complete at the beginning the 
season. It is understod that they 
sent a man to Prince Rupert to open a 
branch there for handling halibut. Their 
distribution facilities, too, are still in the 
process of formationo Since most of the 
local business is being cared for by mem-
bers of the Puget Sound \Vholesale Fresh 
Fish Dealers Association and other 
Washington companies, the cooperative 
groop is shipping its halibut East by 
way of the Great Northern railway, 
SAVING OF egg-bearing crab in Vir-
ginia waters in order that the small crabs 
may migrate to Maryland territory has 
resulted in a 1930 catch of almost 17,000,-
000 more crabs than 1929, and with an in-
creased value of $500,0000 
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DEM!AND EXCEEDS SUPPLY 
"THIS SEASON has been difficult in 
that we have experienced constant hard-
ship in obtaining a regular supply of sea 
food," writes E. J. Whitman, of the 
Haines Oyster Co., Seattle. The scarcity 
has been felt especially in the case of 
deep sea crabs. Notwithstanding that 
nwderate winter conditions have pre-
vailed ashore, there seems to have been 
a continuous storm off the vVashington 
coast that has kept the Gray's Harbor 
and Willapa Harbor bars in a fury ever 
since October first. This storm block-
aded the crab fleet-there have been only 
six or eight days on which the little boats 
were able to get out through the surf and 
do a little fishing. 
"Demand for crabs, as well as for all 
other sorts of crustaceans and shellfish, 
has been good, and sustained. The prob-
lem has been that of getting adequate 
supplies. The market greatly over-reached 
available stocks, and with the condition 
continuing throughout entire months, the 
situation was very discouraging. 
"Local crabs did little to relieve the 
dearth. They were scarce and of a small 
size little desired bv the trade. Most ho-
tels and restaurants want a crab large 
enough to serve a half to the order· this 
requires a 'Jumbo' size. ' 
"The Olympia oyster supply also has 
been short. However, most of the trade 
was fairly well taken care of except dur-
~ng the holiday season, when the request 
mcreased beyond a !I resources. 'Pacific· 
?r 'Rock Point' oysters are growing in 
tavor every day, and I believe that in a 
short time they will practically elimit1ate 
the Eastern oyster from the VVest Coast. 
Fresh-Frozen-!J'alt 
Smoked and Canned 
FISH 
ALSO: Fresh prime chilled Salmon 
and Halibut Steaks wrapped in parch-
ment paper bearing San Juan trade 
mark and packed in small, convenient 
size fiber packages. 
BRANCHES- Seward, Alaska; Port 
Lawrence-, Alaska; Ketchikan, Alaska; 
Uganik Bay, Alaska; Port San Juan 9 ~ask~; Tutka Bay, Alaska; Pacific 
F1Sher1es Co., Ltd., Prince Rupert, B. C. 
SAN JUAN SHENG & 
PACKING CO. Inc. 
Foot of Stacy St, Seattle, Washington 
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Produced and Distributed 
Throughout the Year 
JOHN HANNULA, JR. 
FISH COMPANY 
Foot of D Street, Aberdeen Washington 
Phone 530 
THE WEST COAS1' FISHERIES 
Compared with former years, there have 
been very fevv Eastern oysters received 
in the northwestern states this season. 
"Puget Sound scallops have been plen., 
tiful and of fine quality; there has been 
no difficulty in catching sufficient quanti-
ties to fill all orders seasonably. They 
are of better flavor and much to be pre-
ferred to the Japanese or the Eastern 
scallops, both of which are shipped in 
from long distances. The Puget Sound 
'pecton' is small, sweet, of fine texture 
and absolutely fresh. 
"Clams have been abundant. vVe are 
now asking the legislature to extend the 
season two months beyond past limits, 
making the legal period include both 
April and May. 
"Shrimping is closed from New Year's 
to the end of March. We expect a good 
season on 'Jumbos' in the shell because 
there were plenty of them in the water 
when fishing closed on January 1. 
"Collections are a little slow, but we 
do not believe them worse than usual. 
All in all, we have had a very good sea-
son. Had weather conditions been nor-
mal we probably would have had the best 
v.-e ever have hac!.'' 
If It's Sea Food-See Us 
RIPLEY FISH 
COMPANY, INCe 
DEPENDABLE QUALITY 
PIER NO.9 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
When You Are in Doubt 
Get in touch with the 
WHIZ FISH CO@ 
Wholesale Distributors 
FRESH, SALT AND 
SMOKED FISH 
Always on the Job 
Whiz Dock, Seattle, Washington 
E. ]. WHITMAN. President 
HAINES 
YSTER CO~ 
Est. 1892 
shippers of Shellfish 
on the Pacific Coast 
Puget Sound Scallops, Shrimpmeat, 
Crabn1eat 3 Olympia Oysters, Rock Point 
Oysters, Deep Sea Crabs, Clams and 
All Other Shellfish 
Quality A lw'ays 
Pier No-. 12 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
Telephone Main 6800 
ABALONE FISHING in the Qu"A' 
Charlotte Islands, main field of operati -~.< 
in British Columbia, produced 578 .bons 
rels during 1930, most of which was ar-
ned and shipped to the Far East.· 
product o_f this area is small and lacks 
the color±ul shell found on the spec;e~ 
farther south. · -
W ho!esale Shippers of 
F~::::=. FI H 
Smoked-
Specializing in Puget Sound Salmon 
'l'aE:lcma Fish 6; Paeld.ng Co. 
1.107 Dock Street, Tacoma, Washin_qton 
·--------------------J 
Highest Quality 
Sh .. r 1m p 
r b 
Meat 
be procured 
the following 
Fish Shippers 
./ 
San Juan Fishing & 
Co.; Palace Fish and Oyster 
Co.; Sebastian-Stuart Fish 
Co.; Edwin Ripley & Son; 
American Sea Fokld Co.; 
Dressel-Collins Fish Co.; 
I New England Fish Co.; I Booth Fisheries Co. : Haines Oyster Co.; Ripley Fish Co.; Sound Fish Co. ; \Vhiz Fish 
"'\ Co. ; Main Fish Co. 
Packed by 
lAS N 
L CIER 
SEA FOOD 
COMPA y· 
Petersburg, Alasktz 
P. 0. Box 1001 Seattle 
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OREGON 
Legislative Committees Confer 
T HE SENATE AND HOUSE fish-eries committees of Oregon and 
Washington met together at the 
Multnomah Hotel, Portland, on February l4 to settle upon what recommendations 
they were t? make to their . respective 
legislatures m regar~ to fishmg. opera-
tions on the Columbta. The sess10n was 
of particular importance both because 
more fishery bil,ls have been introduced 
into the Oregon legislature this year than 
in any previous one and because the 
Washington and Oregon proposals for 
seasons on the river were at variance. 
Matters finally were adjusted to the satis-
faction of aU, however. 
AFFAIRS QUIET 
THERE HAS BEEN but little activ-
ity among the fishermen of Oregon dur-
ing the last few weeks, according to a 
dispatch from Charles Feller, wholesale 
fish dealer of Marshfield. "Th.e weather 
has been very bad," he states, "and as in-
side fishing is out of the question, ·boats 
are tied up everywhere. There are still 
a few steelheads. Today (March 3) we 
received about 2,000 pounds of ling at 
Port Orford, which was the first fish for 
a long time from that port. Herring is 
scattering, but is expected to run heavy 
quite soon. 
"The 'Jennie Decker' landed the first 
halibut in Oregon this season-and just 
about the first on the West Coast, for 
that matter. It would hav.e been the first 
except for a few boxes from Alaska which 
came in about the same time that the 
Established 1914 
J. H. REEVES 
Wholesale Fresh Fish Broker 
809 N. E. 76th St. 
Portland, Oregon 
NehalerU Bay 
Fish Co. 
H. W. KLEIN, Mgr. 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 
OREGON 
The Oregon delegation, headed by Sen-
ator F. H. Franciscovich, sought to add 
a few more days to the open season. The 
Washington representatives did not agree 
to the proposal, so it was dropped and the 
law will be left as it has been. However, 
the committee agreed to permit filshing 
with hook and line on the Columbia at 
any time of the year, this being in re-
sponse to a plea by Vancouver, Wash-
ington, sportsmen. It also agreed to spon-
sor legislation which wiU provide for a 
five-dollar license fee on commercial smelt 
fishermen, with a one-half cent poundage 
fee. 
'Decker' made port. It is to the cr.edit 
of Capt. Mornas that he has had the first 
halibut for the past three years." 
Feller does not believe that the Lenten 
s·eason influences the public in its choice 
of food as much as in former years. "The 
local retailers do not buy mor.e fish now 
than at any ordinary time, which should 
be a fair way of judging what people are 
buying to eat," he explains. "Outside of 
frozen fish, we have not had much to s.ell 
of late. I am pleased to report that we 
are just about clean in the freezer, which 
is a blessing." 
WHOLESALE 
FISH 
Chas. feller, Inc. 
Marshfield, Ore. 
Salmon caught by troll in the ocean be-
yond the three-mile limit are to be sub-
ject to a poun<lage tax of one-half cent 
(Continued on Page 61) 
J. E. LAWRENCE 
&CO. 
Merchandise Brokers 
General Sea Foods and Fish 
Products 
242 SALMON ST. PORTLAND, OREGON 
Telephone Broadway 3690 
]. F. MEEHAN, MANAGER 
PORTLAND J!ISH CO. 
SALMON AND HALIBUT- Also 
Fresh, Smoked, Pickled Fish and 
Oysters. All Orders Filled at the 
Lowest Market Price. 
34 FRONT STREET 
PORTLAND, OREGON 
TINT'S FISH 
MARKET 
Wholesale Distributors of 
Columbia River Salmon, 
Carp, Suckers and Smelts 
Also all kinds of Fresh Salt 
Smoked a n d Pickled ' Fish: 
Oysters, Clams, Crabs, Etc. 
206 Yamhill Street 
Telephone Atwater 3511 
Portland, Oregon. 
Salmon, Shad, Crabs 
and 
Canned Crab-Meat 
Exclusive Dealers of 
BANDON SPECKLED TROUT 
Your Business Solicited 
Prices Quoted oil Request 
COAST FISHERIES 
Reedspo1rt, Oregon 
I 
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PALADINI RETURNS 
"BUSINESS CONDITIONS in tht' 
Mid;:lle West and the East are much 
worse than they are here on the West 
Coast," stated Alex Paladini to a WCF 
representative upon arrival in San Fran-
cisco recently, after a six-weeks' trip. 
"Factories in the larger cities which 
formerly w.ere in operation six days each 
week now are open only two or three. In 
some cities only one out of every five fac-
tories is operating. As a result, the 
masses of the people do not have much 
money to spend. It is true that they 
must purchase food to eat, but they are 
.exceedingly price-conscious, even the 
wealthier classes refusing to buy the more 
costly commodities. 
"All varieties of fish are selling for less 
money than in previous y.ears. So far 
this season weather conditions in the East 
have permitted the production and sale of 
quantities of eastern fish; I found no snow 
on the Atlantic Coast, the weather being 
ideal. This has hurt the sale of frozen 
fish from the West Coast. In Boston, 
filets of haddock are selling for 12 and 
13 cents per poun{\ to the dealer. 
"If good stock is packed," continued 
Paladini, "the mild-cured salmon output 
should be greater this year than last, but 
the price must be much lower and the 
dealer must work on volume more~ All 
of the larger salmon smokers in the East 
have joined together and will produce 
mild-cured salmon for less money than 
usual, thus enjoying greater sales. If 
prices are held down to the minimum, 
people will buy all varieties and kinds of 
Jish in great quantities this year." 
Paladini, who is president of A. Pala-
"--"'-------------., 
Oakland Fish Co. 
WHOLESALE 
Fresh, Salt, Dried 
Note: w·e buy Barracuda, Yellowtail, Sea 
Bass 9 Bonito, Jewfish for salt. Producers 
quote us prices per ton. 
505 Washington St., Oakland, Cal. 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
dini, Inc., left San Francisco on January 
7. His first visit was Los Angeles, fol-
lowing which he traveled to~ Kansas City 
by way of the Santa Fe. After a brief 
stop, he went to Chicago for the canners' 
convention, thereafter proceeding east-
ward. His travels, which lasted approxi-
mately six weeks, came to an end when 
he returned to San Francisco on February 
12. He was traveling in the interests of 
the Northern California Fisheries, hold-
ing company of which his firm is a mem-
ber, and reported having met a large num-
ber of fresh and cured fish dealers as well 
as having made several worth-wbile car-
load connections and sales. 
MRS. TRAPANI DIES 
MRS. VICTORIA TRAPANI. mother 
of A. E. Trapani, stockholder and em-
ployee of the Western California Fish 
Co., San Francisco, passed away at the 
Lane Hospital on Februarv 18 at the 
age of 70. - Mrs. Trapani, ,,;ho was born 
in Palermo, Italy, was well-beloved by all 
who knew her in San r ran cisco, where 
she had lived for the past 47 y.ears. She 
had been ill for four months; three 
months ago her condition became serious 
and she was removed to the hospital. 
In addition to her son, Mrs. Trapani 
is survived by her husband, Salvidore 
Trapani (retired); her daughter, Marie 
Compagno; and two nephews, A. Trapani, 
owner of the Union Fish Co. of San 
Diego, and L Trapani of A. Paladini, Inc .. 
San Francisco. 
Funeral services ·v;ere held at Valente 
and Marine Mortuary on Friday, Febru-
ary 20, interment being in the family vault 
at Italian Cemetary, San Francisco. 
Established 1918 864 
SAM LUIS FISH CO .. 
Wholesale Shippers of Fresh Fish, Shell 
Fish and Abalone in the shell and sliced 
581 Dana Street, P. 0. Box 305 
San Luis Obispo, California 
PLENTY OF BUSINESS 
BUSINESS OF THE Meredith Fi,;h 
Co. during Lent has been very good. re .. 
ports Azzie Meredith, secretary of. the 
Sacramento firm, but a scarcity of fish 
has prevented them from filling all of 
their orders. "We do not be,lieve that peo-
ple observe the Lenten season as thev 
did years ago," states Meredith. "Ther~ 
is more fish being eaten, but that is he-
cause the people are educated to eat 
greater quantities of sea foods instead of 
so much meat." 
Some salmon is being taken from the 
Sacramento River. It is of fine qnalihr 
according to \iVCF's quoted authorit)/ 
and although the price still is i~ 
selling readily. Approximately 
pounds are being received each week. 
Catfiish still is in demand and it securing 
a high price; the Meredith Fish Co. has 
been unable to secure enough to fill a1l 
orders completely. 
" Striped bass is running spasmodically. 
One week we have more than we can 
sell, and the next week not enough to fiJl 
orders." A few shad are beginning to 
come into the markets. A fair run is ex 
pected in the next few weeks. 
"Because there is so much cheap frozen 
salmon on the market," declares Mere-
dith, "some of the chain stores are 
ting in quantities of that product, 
naturally demoralizes the fish business. 
Everyone is working close to hold his 
trade." 
T. HAMAGUCHI, Prop. 
Market Phone, 196 Residence Phone, 23'72 
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA 
FISH CO. 
\Vholesale Fish Dealers of every variety 
of Fresh Fish caught in l\lfonterey Bay 
CITY 
San Francisco International ish o. 
535 .. 39 Washington St., San Francisco, Calif~ 
CALIFORNL.L\..'8 Largest Producers and VVholesalers. 
Maintaining nine branch houses and a large fleet of 
trawlers. Domestic and export shipments, all varieties. 
1931 
ABALONE DIVERS 
been busy during the 
March making ready for the 
the season on 15th of the 
the 1\1onterey district, 12 abalone 
have been on the ways of the Siini 
boat works for general 
repairs and paint jobs to last 
ten-months' season. The list of ves-
and the companies for whom they 
operate, is as follows: Point Lobas 
Co.: the "Ocean Queen'/; Hi-
Co.; the "Anacapa" and 
:" Coast Abalone Co.; The Ki-
"Harvard" and "Empress;" A. 
Inc.; the ''Standard" and N a-
Monte-\Vest ern: the "Kushi-
and. "Utah;" and the San Fran-
TENSIVE IMPROVEMENTS to 
Central Ca;lifornia Fish Co. recently 
been rnade by T. Hamaguchi, owner 
manager. A second story has been 
to the building and the offices now 
located in the rear, with an 
on Bay. Floor space 
been mcreased bv 1 200 feet the addi-
room being take1; up with stocks of 
. . •ks and supplies. The building 
1s constructed with a galvanized 
, while the interior is finished 
It is one of the more modern 
of the peninsula. 
are receiving plenty of mackerel 
days," states Hamaguchi, "but rock 
been rather scarce." 
, . Fish Co., Monterey, 
"smpment to Hawaii on February 
:;0 40-pound cases of fresh-salted 
es. "Export orders to the Islands 
been h~a_vy this year," reports. a 
offic1al. "Monterey sardines are 
food with both natives and 
residents." 
P .. Horman Fish Co. 
WHOLESALERS 
Smelts in Season 
cisco International Fish Co.; the "Ta-
n1ani" and "Geneva." 
Each boat will carry five men aboard 
it. One of these will be the diver, one 
the captain and three members of the 
crew. All men, including divers, will be 
Japanese. 
The fresh fiish companies and the Point 
Lobas cannery are being put in readiness 
to receive the catch. Abalonerooms have 
been painted pure white, enamel being 
used in large quantities on wa,lls, tables, 
stools, benches, mallets and all other 
equipment used. This practice insures 
absolute purity and sanitation, according 
to the operators. When operations begin, 
approximately 250 women will be used 
to handle the abalone steaks; they will 
be dressed in blue or white uniforms and 
will add to the general appearance of 
sanitation. 
CLAMMING at Moss Landing and 
the mouth of the Salinas River is report-
eel to have been quite good during the 
early part of March, clue to the rough 
surf which has brought the shellfi,sh in 
from the outer bar. There is understood 
to be a good supply of clams fairly well 
out at all times, but they cannot be 
reached there by diggers. 
SEVENTEEN THOUSAND Pounds 
of fish and shellfish were condemned in 
New York City during 1930. 
I. TAKIGAW A, Pres., JVf gr. 
P ACIF'IC MUTUAL 
FISH CO., 
Established since 1902 
FRESH FISH 
We Ship Anyw'here 
Specializing SHELL and SLICED 
ABALONE. MILD-CURED SALMON, 
SARDINES and ANCHOVIES 
in brine or dry salted 
Telephone 368 P. 0. Box T 
Cable Address "Pac-Mutual" 
23-25-27 MUNICIPAL WHARF 
Monterey, Calif. 
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SAN FRANCISCO 
Brand 
Brand 
FISH 
We Ouy· Own 
Trawlers 
BRANCHES: Santa 
Oakland, Pittsburg, Del Monte 
Fishing & Packing Co., 
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REPAIRING GEAR 
THE ALASKAN GLACIER Seafood 
Co. is taking advantage of the closed sea-
son on shrimp to put its northern gear 
in shape. The Seattle office recenU!y has 
shipped necessary supplies, including bar-
rels of tar, new webbing, copper paint 
and other items, to the plant at Peters-
burg, Alaska. 
During the six-weeks of closed season 
on shrimp, the company is processing 
large quantities of clams. In addition to 
the employees ordinarily used in that de-
partment of the industry, a number of 
persons regularly used in shrimp-packing 
have been added. "We are trying to em-
ploy as many people as possible without 
overtaxing our sales department," ex-
plains an official, who adds that the firm 
has approximately 150 persons in the 
northern production end. 
"Our boats are running a distance of 
75 mi•les, passing up a shore-line al! the 
way, in an effort to secure the finest 
quality of clams which insures the pack-
ing of only the white species. We can-
not obtain from the beds nearer our base 
of operations the quality product which 
is to be had from the open water at 
minus tide." 
Alaskan Glacier Seafood Co. clams are 
sold under the brand name "Enjoy." 
HIGHEST QUALITY 
ABA ONE 
In 5 and 10 Pound Boxes 
Direct from Packer 
Standing Orden 
Solicited 
HIGASHI FISH COMPANY 
Monterey, Cal. 
J. K Burke Collier H. Buffington 
GOLD BEACH 
PACKING CO@ 
Wholesale Distributors of 
Fresh Salmon, Halibut, 
Black Cod, Ling Cod, 
Rock and Smelts 
Rush Orders to Our Eureka, 
California, Branch 
Telephone 612 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
"SEAFRESH" 
FR 
IL 
STED 
ETS 
Distributed Throughout 
Northern California 
and Nevada 
We Operate Our 
Own Trawlers 
Careful attention 
given all orders 
regardless of 
quantity 
S ANDARD 
FISHERIES 
MAIN OFFICE: Foot of Leaven-
worth Street, Sa~ Francisco, Cali-
fornia. P. 0. Box 2232. 
BRANCHES: Eureka, Pittsburg, 
Santa Cruz, Monterey. 
598 CLAY STREE:T 
SAN F-"RANCISCO, CALIF .. 
Nationwide Shippers of 
Fresh and Mild Cured 
SALMO 
Fresr, Mild-Cured 
and Smoked 
FISH 
T 
First Grade Sliced 
ABALO E 
T 
Operating the 
Most Modern 
Type of 
Diesel Jrratulers 
Main Office 542 Clay St. 
San Francisco, Calif. 
BRANCHES: Oakland, Monterey, 
Pittsburg, Eureka, Santa Cruz, 
Point Reyes. 
TELEPHONE 
OAven~ort 
68ZO 
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Legislative Committees Confer 
per pound in both states; at present there 
is no fee charged by Oregon. Another 
taken by the committee was adoption 
a recommendation that the two legis-
latures appoint an interim committee to 
questions of concern to commercial 
reporting on these matters in 
years. 
. L. Thompson of the Columbia 
packers was an enthusiastic advo-
of a longer open season. Frank M. 
championed the other side of the 
suggesting that the committees 
to go S>low in any attempt to open 
river and should do more to estab-
(Continued from Page 57) 
lish longer closed periods. As a solution 
to the fishermen's problems, he proposed 
that a closed period of two weeks be es-
tablished in June or July. Under his plan 
fishing would be banned for the first 15 
days of June in 1932, in order to permit 
more fish to get up the river. 
Representing Washington on the com-
mittee were Representatives Fred F. 
Hess, Cowlitz; George McCoy, Clark; 
Phil McDonough, Wakiakum; Ernest R. 
Leber, Pacific; and Senators Fred Nor-
man, Pacific; F. G. Barnes, Cowlitz; 
George F. Christensen, Klickitat, and 
Representative S. B. Edwards, Jefferson. 
and staff of the Southern California Fish Company, which 1s managed by 
JV!ike Scotia, Henry Di Massa and Louis Di Massa 
. . has kept up fairly well," 
M1ke Scotto, one of the three man-
partners in the Southern California 
Co., of Los Angelb. "We aren't 
a fortune, but we are making a 
a.nd that's about aU any man can 
m these times. All varieties of 
selling well, but barracuda seems 
the most popular right now." 
Southern California Fish Co. is 
rSl,Y four men, Henry Di Massa, 
0 1 Massa, Giosue Di Massa and 
".cotta. Giosue Di Massa however 
mterested in the Los An'geles Fish 
h;:cLUBHOUSE .of the ~ulf Fish-
wa ., Rocky Pomt Anzona, re-
1 3 destroyed by fire with an esti-~;, 0~ ~41 0,000. The establishment, ~ . UJ t several years ago had 
ned as headquarters fo; fish-
"'"l1lllnn c of wealthy business men 
and Oyster Co. of San Pedro, so that 
management of the Los Angeles firm is 
vested in the other three men. The com-
pany was established in November, 1930. 
All three managers are experienced 
fresh fish dealers. Scotto, who recently 
returned from a 14-months trip to Italy 
to visit his relatives, had had eight years 
of experience with the Independent Fish 
Co., of San Pedro previous to that time. 
Henry Di Massa also was connected with 
the Independent, having served as a mem-
ber of the fi;rm for 10 years. Louis Di 
Massa gained his experience with the Los 
Angeles Fish and Oyster Co., with whom 
he was associated for seven years. 
from the United States. Incendiarism is 
suspected. 
A FEDERAL NURSERY for shad is 
being proposed for the rice fields of 
Georgia. 
The Oregon committee was 
of Representatives Gus Anderson, 
nomah; Gus Hellberg, Clatsop; Arthur 
Schaupp, K'lamath; E. B. Day, Jackson; 
Senator L. L. Mann, Umatilla; Louis 
Knapp, Coos; and W. A. Proctor, Clack-
amas; and Senators F. H. Franciscovich, 
Clatsop, and Harry Kuck. 
A bill prohibiting commercial fishing 
on the Rogue River was signed Gov-
ernor Meier last week; this ends the 
present the long contest between the Or-
egon sportsmen and the canneri<es 
affected, the Macleay and the Beach 
canning companies.-MM. 
POOR RECEIVE FILETS 
APPROXIMATELY 2,000 POUNDS of 
frozen filets recently were distributed to 
the poor of Los Angeles through the gen-
erosity of officials of the Central Fish 
Oyster Co. of that city. Members of the 
Los Angeles fire department picked up 
the boxes of seafood from Saul Baker's 
P'lant on Central Avenue on February 
26, and delivered one to each precinct, 
where the firemen took the packaged fish 
to those who were most in need of it. 
"We've had a busy time recently," 
states Baker. "In addition to our regu-
lar work, we have had workmen here 
painting up the building. Besides putting 
np a new sign, we painted the outside a 
brilliant orange, because we wanted peo-
ple to be able to recognize our place 
easily. Now all they have to do is look 
for the orange front, for our establish-. 
ment is better-painted than any other one 
in the block. We also are refinishing the 
inside in white." 
Both Baker and Sam 
that business has been 
past month. "Everything has been sell-
ing weU these days," declares the former. 
"We have moved more rock-cod lately 
than we have in months, and we have 
distribuatecl lots of totuava. Lent makes 
quite a difference to us in the 
fiirst and last weeks when 
and Good Friday occur), 
three trucks which cater to 
trade." 
LOBSTERS have been m to 
San Diego from Mexico in moderate 
quantities quite steadily during the past 
few weeks. They are arriving in good 
condition and readily are being absorbed 
by the markets. The new lobster arrange-
ment is said to be working smoothly, 
Market fish, on the other hand, are 
quite scarce and are bringing good 
It is expected that this condition con-
tinue during the entire month March. 
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TO LIMIT 
FRESH FISH DEALERS of Sout~­
crn Califorma have been watchl?!ji w1t,1 
considerable interest the act1v1t1es of 
Cant6 and Senes, citizens of Mexico 
who hold a permit from officials in the 
Citv of Mexico which allows them to 
limit the amount to totuava brought over 
the line into the United States. This in-
formation comes from Charles N. Fied-
ler who with George 0. Beubler, oper-
ates in partnership the Harbor Fish Co., 
Los Angeles. 
"The main idea of the Ivfexican govern-
ment is to keep up the price to totuava." 
continues Fiedler. "They therefore have 
arranged to receive bulletins on market 
conditions and prices offered in Southern 
California from various brokers of the 
region. vVhen quotations are high, they 
let a lot of fish come through; when 
figures take a drop, they crlose down on 
shipments until demand improves the 
market. 
"That is the way it works in theory. 
In practise they have had rather a hard 
time enforcing their regulations. They 
tried last year and failed; even this sea-
son they have been unable to prevent 
trucks coming through direct from Rocky 
Point." 
In order to facilitate the holding of 
surplus stocks when the market will not 
absorb them, Fiedler reports that on 
March 2 a new storage plant was opened 
at Miami, Arizona through which town a 
considerable amount of the "Mexican Sea 
Bass" passes. 
Shipments of totuava were curtailed 
during the past month by a !fisherman's 
strike at Rocky Point, Arizona, accord-
ing to Thomas Childs of Ajo, Arizona. 
The men who had been receiving four 
cents per kilo for their catches, demanded 
six. This the shippers refused to pay, so 
operations were suspended for a time; 
recently a compromise was effected, th<" 
price set at five cents and fi1shing resumed. 
At the present time shipping companie:i 
are concerned over the proposed closed 
season which is under consideration by 
the Mexican government. 
BUSINESS CONDITIONS seem 
about as they have been for several 
months, believes A. K. Koulouris of 
Los Angeles. "Collections have been 
fairly good and the volume of business 
keeps up quite well," states the Southern 
California broker. "\Ve still are receiving 
ovsters from the East in caf'load lots. 
They now are in the best of condition, 
being fat and with good flavor. \Ve 
neve; have any trouble in disposing of 
all that we receive." 
Lent seems to have had ap1)roximately 
the same effect on business as it always 
has had, believes Koulouris. "Perhaps 
~ish, Shrimp, Oysters, 
Crabs, Turtle, Etc. 
Orders Shipped to Any Part of the 
United States 
Arcadian Sealood 
Compa:u)' 
501-527 Napoleon Avenue 
New Orleans, La. 
T HE W E S T C 0 A S T F l S H ERIE 
Clarence Fellows and B. D. Foix of the 
Great Western .. Seafood Company; Peter 
Gasetes and Carl Plumeyer of A. K. Kou-
laris Company, Los Angeles 
people don't pay as much attention to. it 
as a religious observance as they once d1cl, 
but they still continue to buy more fish 
than during other months .of the year. 
This partly is due to the hab1t established 
during many centuries, partly to th.e 
knowledge that fish is in good condi-
tion during this season of the year." 
FOOD LOW-FISH HIGHER 
"THE FISH BUSINESS is as goo;! 
as we can exepct it to be these days, 
states Sid N. Cohn of the Los Angeles 
Fish and Oyster Co., of Los Angeles. 
"The main trouble is that prices of food-
stt1ffs in genera.'! (as shown by the latest 
statistics) are within five per cent of be-
ing as low as those of 1914, wh1le t~e 
price of the best quality fish (that IS, 
what the public believes to be the best 
varieties) still is at a relativdy high leveL 
This is due to tmavoidable reasons, such 
as the cost of labor and transportation 
and general weather con~itio~1s." . 
Cohn gives totuava, whtch 1s espeCially 
popular at this time of year, as an ex-
ample. "This filsh has been selling in Los 
Angeles during the last few weeks at 
prices which have ranged from 12 to 16 
cents," he explains. "Since it. is almost 
entirely sold in filets, approximately 35 
per cent is lost in preparing it for market, 
which brings the price up to from 23 to 
26 cents wholesale; retailers then must 
sell the fish for from 32 to 40 cents. 
Since the actual cost of delivery in Los 
Angeles probably is between nine and 
ten cents, it can be seen that the pnce 
must remain about where it is now." 
MATTBLUMENTHA~Los 
fish broker who recently returned 
the East, reports that conditions 
there are much the same as 
the West Coast. "I expect that 
wi'll improve in the East within the next 
few months," he says, "but there is !itt],~ 
change to be noted right· now. 
dealers still have large stocks of frozen 
fish on their hands, although recent move-
ments have enabled them to reduce 
supplies somewhat." 
Blumenthal, who with A, K. 
receives car,lot shipments of oysters 
the East, reports that the bivalves are in 
better condition now than at any 
since the beginning of the season in 
tember. Among frozen fi1sh, salmon 
moving better than any other species, 
"The small number of halibut vessel;, 
which has gone out so far this season 
has permitted some reduction in 
amount of frozen ha,libut in storage, 
there is still a large quanity 
ated warehouses," concludes 
COLD STORAGE 
FISH SERVICE 
The only Cold Storage 
Plant zn downtown 
Angeles1 op " 
Freezers for the storing 
handling of FISH. 
LOS ANGELES ICE & 
COLD STORAGE CO. 
of California Consumers Co. 
715 E. 4th St. 
Los AngeleM, California 
Phone FAber 1461 
IES ANDC 
BROKERS ... 
CABLE ADI)RESS 
ARBAR 
PHONES 
MUTUAL 52.77 
CA!.PAtK 
ARMSBV 
-460 SEATON ST . .o1li. .A ... A A 
A: R C H, 1 9·3 1 
SAN PEDRO FISH SHIPPERS 
We ship 11tanding or-
ders all over Texas, 
California, Arizona, 
Nevada, New Mexico, 
· Etc. 
NOTE: We are large buy-
ers of all kinds of Fresh 
Fish and Spacial ties. 
Please quote us on volume. 
Producers, Packers and 
Shippers of all kinds of 
FRESH, SALTED AND 
SMOKED FISH, 
LOBSTERS, OYSTERS, 
CRABS 
FISHERIES COMPANY 
Established 18.97 
Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro 
Purveyors to the Discriminating 
Fisheries, Inc. 
San Pedro, Calif. 
Pedro Fish Co. 
Wholesale Dealers and Standing Orde11 Shippers of All 
California Seafoods 
PROMPT AND RELIABLE-"QUICK SERVICE" 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, California 
( 
PIONEER FISHERIES 
Wholesalers of aU kinds of 
FISH, PERCH, KINGFISH, SMELTS, MACKEREL, 
LOBSTERS, ETC. 
Standing Order Specialists 
Municipal Fish Wharf San Pedro, Calif. 
STAR FISHERIES 
All . Wholesale Distributors of 
J'ou Kinda of Southern California Sea Foods 
crave Service place your requirements with us 
AL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, Califor~ 
Telephone 2525 · 
Cable Address: "Mutual," Bentley's Complete Phrase 
MUTUAL FISH 
COMPANY 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, Calif. 
WHOLESALE 
FRESH FISH DEALERS 
IMPORT-EXPORT ALL KINDS OF MARINE PRODUCTS 
Packers o·f 
"Pampco" Brand Tempra Fish Cake 
Geor~re T. Ota, Mana~rer 
Telegraph "Mutual" for your fish requirements 
GIOSUE DI MASSA, Mgr. 
Los Angeles 
Fish & Oyster C:o. 
Wholesale Shippers 
of all kinds 
FISH AMD SEA FOODS 
Telephone 520 
Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
Vincent Di Meglio Jack Cuomo Annie Di Meglio 
Ocean Fish Company 
Established 1S97 
DISTRIBUTORS 
ALL KINDS FRESH, SALTED, SMOKED AND 
FISH SPECIAL TIES 
Standing Orders Given Special Attention 
Wire for our Quotations 
'Telephones: Market, 229 Residence, 1596 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, California 
G. MINEGIDNO, Mgr. Established 1910 
IHDEPENDEIIT FISH CO. 
Wholesale Distributors of All Kinds 
WEST COAST FISH. 
Phone 474 and 475 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, Calif. 
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MAX FREEMAN, President 
P'ho~me TUcker 1160, 1168, 1169 
Su rior Sea F $' Ltd. 
632-634 CERES AVE., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
WHOLESALE PURVEYORS OF 
SEA PRODUCTS 
To Institutions, Hotels and Restaura,ts 
Always in the Market for Specialties 
SUPER 
QUALITY 
Phone VAndike 2084 
The Los Angeles Fish 
and Ovster Co. 
"' 
739 Kohler St., Los Angeles 
'S 
p 
E 
Wholesale Fish Division Loii Angelelil 
ATTENTION, PRODUCER'S: QUOTE US FRESH FISH 
AND SPECIALTIES 
410 TOWNE AVE., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
Phone MAdison 1451 
Central Fisb & Oyster Co"' 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTICE 
We buy all kinds of Fish, especially Carp, Black Cod, Mullet, 
Wbite Fish. Rock c,d, Hal'ibut, Salmon and Specialties 
Telephone V Andike 3740 
UH2-14 S. Central Ave., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
Fresh) Frozen 
and 
Cu FISH 
VINCENT VITALICH 
Wholesale Broker 
Phone V Andike 2927 
1310 E. 6TH ST. Los ANGELEs 
Harbor Fish Company l 
Wh"l""al" Dealers ' 
Fre,.h, Salted, Smoked and Canned Sea Food!ll. 
AU V arietieiil of Shell Fi11h auMl Specialtie11 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTE:-Quote ns on "I! kinds Frosb F!oh 
and Specialties 
631-633 CENTRAL AVE., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
Phones TR 6259, TR 6250 
WREDEN PACKING 
& PROVISION CO@ 
Extensive Dealen in Fidr., Meat and Poultry in 
Los Angeles for the past 3(} years. 
PRODUCERS AND SHIPPERS KINDLY QUOTE DIRECT 
Main Plant and Officeo: 
129 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
Phone MUtual 4351 LOS ANGEl.ES, CAUFORNL4 
E 
FORMERLY ZAISER PRODUCE CO. 
Wholesal" Fish Dealers 
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH WATER FISH 
W"' ar<O the oldest firm in L<>s Ang®les lumdling th" 
FRESH WATER FISH TRADE 
1812 South Central Avenue 
Telephone WEstmore 3263 LOS ANGELES, CAL!FOR.''i1A 
GIOSUE DI MASSA, Mgr. 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
FISH & OYSTER COMPAN'f 
Wholesale Dealers of Choice 
FISH AND SEA FOODS 
820 Brich St. T 
Los Angeles 
1931 
CALIFORNIA LOBSTERING 
curtained during middle and 
inclemencies of weather 
throughout a fortnight. 
15 and 20 no transpor-
arrivecl from th.e foreign grounds, 
acute shortage m fresh stock de-
On the latter date, however, 
Louis CamiHo b r o u g h t the 
"' into San Diego, arrival being 
dark. This circumstance necessi-
calling the cookmg crews back to 
so that the unloading and 
and boiling continued far into 
despite the fact that the load 
ctated that he was more than 
daYs l;ehind schedule, having had to 
h;ad winds all the way up-coast. 
r~•u'rhness of the sea caused trouble 
tl1e "cooling system of his engine, so 
the machinery ran hot, and had to 
atched closely, all during the trip. 
just as the big tender was made 
at the Fishermen's Wharf, the ti<ller-
carried away. The captain dry-
the "Oceana" before returning 
tales of vvoe were recounted by 
transporter, "Vigilant," which 
wharf on February 21. The crew 
the swamping o-f the gasoline 
the "langosteros" an San 
Reef had been using. It dis-
during a stormy night, taking 
a string of "pangas" or light lob-
skiffs. The "Vigilant's crew tells 
surge and surf set up by the 
caused the destruction of hundreds 
lobstermen's traps, and that be-
the lateness of the season some 
gear will probably not be rebuilt. 
MANY IMPROVEMENTS 
MAURICE H. ISENBERG has made 
a number of beneficial changes in his 
plant on Central Avenue in Los Angeles 
during the past month. The roof has 
been renewed and the estahlishment ren-
ovated inside and out and given a thorough 
paint job. The Goldman Paint Co., of 
which S. Goldman is manager, has had 
charge of the painting; the Ben Sheff 
Paint Co. furnished the paint. 
"In addition, we have purchased two 
new Chevrolet trucks for use in distrib-
uting our firsh," states L. L. Isenberg, 
who manages the plant for his father. 
"They am the latest 1931 models, with 
four-speed transmission and capacities of 
3,000 pounds each. We bought them 
from Roach and Dixon." 
LOS ANGELES 
SMOKING & 
CURING CO. 
Wholesalers of Imported and 
Domestic Smoked, Cured 
Salted and Canned Fish 
Shippers Quote Us On White 
Fish, Bloaters, Haddies, Mild 
Cured Salmon, Kippered Cod, 
Kippered Salmon, Etc. 
Phone J7 Audike 8437 
778 Kohler St. Los Angeles 
CAMP ORCA I 
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The younger Isenberg reports that his 
company's business has not been 
affected by Lent. "We cater 
the Jewish trade," he explains. 
ever, some of the peddler wagons 
operators purchase their goods from us 
have had increases in their sales. Among 
regular customers are 14 peddler wagons, 
while many others buy from us at fre-
quent intervals." 
HERRING EXPORTS, chiefly to 
the United States, from Newfoundland, 
totaled 25,000 barrels of 250 pounds each 
during the first four months of the season 
ending January 31. This represents an 
increase of approximately 25 per cent 
over last year; prices paid to fishermen 
are approximately the same. 
M.N. BLUMENTHAL 
California Distributor 
405 Stanford Los Angeles 
ATIO s 
ea Food P:roduce:rs and Distrib 
Southe:rn California's 
I and Most Complete 
Main Plant: SAN PEDRO 
PHONES: 
San Pedro 
Los Angeles 
San Diego 
3247 
DRexel 5100 
Main 4490 
Largest 
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SAND 
v Ca p Organ· a lions 
I 
Supreme Quality Sea 
LIVE AND COOKED LOBSTERS 
Texas Shipment.. Made Direct from San Diego 
! WIRE FOR PRICES 
~-~arbor Str~t SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
Lawrence Oliver~ Ma.na.ger 
erican Fisheries Co~ 
Established 1908 
Wholesale Dealers in and Shippers of 
I SAL TED, DRIED and PICKLED FISH 
I' Salted Bar•·acuda, Yellowtail and Jewfish Lobsters in Season - Live and Cooked 
I We Specialize in Fish Fertilizer and Fish Oil 
I Get Our Prices in Car-lots Before Contracting Elsewhere 
I WIRE FOR QUOTATIONS 841 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
STELLAR FISH CO~ 
K. 0. SHIMA, Manager 
Wholesale Fresh Fish and Lobsters 
Specializing to the Japanese Trade--fully understanding 
quality o·f Fresh Fish desired especially Tuna, Yellow-
wi, Bllurracuda, Mullets, S.mbas,., Etc. 
I 
825 HARBOR ST. SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
Prompt and Honest 
Try THE UNION FISH 
COMPANY 
Established 1008 
Direct Wholesale Dealers in Fre$h and Salt Fi~h 
LOBSTERS-UVE AND COOKED 
825 HARBOR ST. SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
THE WEST COAST FlSHERlE 
---~~~--~-~---
Per Year 
====-=== -- 1 s t h 
--new 
for subscription.s 
Mail Your Check Today! 
THE WEST COAS FISHERI 
l __ ~ost__()/fice Bldg.1 San Pedro) 
A. B. JACONI, Manager 
SAN DIEGO FISHERIES 
CORPORATION 
Specializing in Wholesale and 
Standing Orders 
CHOICE FRESH SEAFOODS 
815 HARBOR SAN DIEGO 
ST R FIS E 
DISTRIBUTORS OF 
FRESH FISH and LOBSTERS 
li'. 0, Box 385 
SAN DIEGO, CAUFORNIA 
r needs in drying of Fish and , this or-
ganization is equipped \Vith the experience, resources 
plant to meet your requiren1ents. 
CONTINUOUS STEA",\1 DRYERS DIRECT EAT DRYERS 
BATCH STEAl\1 DRYERS INDIRECT HEAT DRYERS 
VACUU l\1 DRYERS 
Economical; low Inaintenance; faithful perforn1ance. 
manufacture dryers con1pletely odorless in operation. 
Scores of successful installations give us a fund of 
edge \Yhich is at your disposaL 
1800Tol824 FOLSOM ST" 
SAN FRA~CISCO 
A. W, WILDE~ Northwest 
King Street Dock~ Seattle 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-~-------·-···-----~1 
BRAND 
SARDINES AND TUNA 
Perfected 1931 Dry Steam 
Processed Sardines 
"Originators of dry steam processed 
sardines producing therewith the 
firmest and sweetest sardines packed, 
containing the natural food juices 
essential to digestion; also the im-
portant vitamins A and D to a larger 
degree than by any other method." 
"Other brands under which K. 
Hovden Company products are sold 
are Prefet, Hovden, St. Francis, 
White Wing, Best Ever, Old Capi-
tol. Sardinola and Cresta Blanca." 
PACKED BY 
"Sold all over the world" 
Don Gaspar de Portola 
K.HOVDEN 
Plants: Monterey, San Diego and Decoto, California 
General Offices Monterey, Calif. Export Office, 77 Jackson Street, San Francisco, California 
